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Abstract

This thesis presents an investigation of semileptonic B meson decays with a narrow

P-wave charm Meson in the final state. The data sample consists of 3.29 x 106

BB events collected with the CLEO II detector at the Comell Electron-positron

Storage Ring. The P-wave charm mesons are reeonstructed in the chain of decays:

D~ -+ D*+7r-, D*+ -+ D°1r+, DO -+ K-1r+ or DO -+ K-1r+7r'°. Study of the decay

B- -+ D*+7r-l-Vl reveals useful information about the deficit observed. in inclusive

charm semileptonic B decays and the effective couplings of the W boson to heavy

quark mesons. The rt?Sults obtained. for the exclusive semileptonic product branching

fractions are 8(B- -+ Ull-Vl)B(1Yl. -+ D-+7r'-) = (0.373±O.085±0.052±O.024)% and

8(B- -+ DiOl-Vl)B(D;o -+ D-+7r'-) < 0.16% (90% C.L.). The assomption B(D~ -+

D*+7r-) = 67% and B(DtJ -+ D*+7r-) = 20% implies 8(B- -+ Dfl-Vt) = (0.56 ±
0.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.04)% and B(B- -+ DtJl-Vl) < 0.8% (90% C.L.). These results

indicate that at least 18% of the total B semileptonic rate is still unaccounted for by

the observed exclusive deca.ys, B -+ IJOlVt, B -+ D-fVt, B -+ DtlVt, and B -+ DitVt.

Furtherm.ore, the first measurement of the ti spectrum for B- -+ D~l-Vl is presented_

The present analysis aIso suggests that the ~/mq corrections beyond the HQS

prescriptions might he significant in the theoretical treatment of the dynamics of B

semileptonic decays to excited charm mesoos.
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RésUIDé

Cette thèse présente une étude de la désintégration semileptonique du méson B

produisant un méson charmé radialement excité dans l'état finaL L'échantillon de

données contient 3.29 x 106 événements BR recueillis par le détecteur CLEO II à

l'anneau de collisions CESR à Comell. Les mésons radialement excités sont recowr

truits dans la réaction en chaîne: D~ -+ D*+7r-, D*+ -+ D°7r+, DO -+ K-7r+ ou no -+

K-;r+-rr°. L'étude de la désintégration B- --+ D*+7r-[-vl révèle de l'information per

tinente au sujet du déficit observé dans les désintégrations inclusives du méson B

ainsi que sur le couplage effectif entre le boson W et les mésons formés de quarks

lourds. Les résultats obtenus pour les produits de rapports d'embranchement ex

clusifs sont B(B- -+ D~l-Vt)B(I1l-+D*+7r-) = (0.373 ± 0.085 ± 0.052 ± 0.024)% et

B(B- -+ DtJl-vl)B(D;o -+ D*+7r-) < 0.16% (90% C.L.). La supposition B(1Yl. -+

n·+-rr-) = 67% et B(D~ -+ D*+1r-) = 20% implique B(B- -+ Dîl-vl) = (0.56 ±
0.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.04)% et B(B- -+ DtJl-vl) < 0.8% (90% C.L.). Ces résultats in

diquent qu'au moins 18% du taux de désintégration semileptonique du méson B

provient d'autres sources que les désintégra.tions exclusives antérieurement observées,

B -+ DOlvt, B -+ Delvt, B --+ D1lïit, et B -+ D;lvt. De plus, la première mesure

du spectre q'l pour B- -+ 1Yll-vl est présentée. Cette analyse suggère que les cor

rections ~/mQ au delà des prescriptions de HQS peuvent être significatives pour

un traitement théorique adéquat de la dynamique des désintégrations du méson B en

mésons charmés excités.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The origin of our material world has always been of fondamental interest to mankind.

Throughout the millennia, philosophers and scientists have searched for a better un

derstanding of the visible transfonnations of nature. In the extraordinarily diverse

phenomena of nature, the questions about what matter is made of and how it is

bound together have occupied the thoughts of those who are now called physicists.

The description and interpretation of experimental observations of physical

systems constitute much of a physicist's task. Ta probe the physical phenomena of

our universe, we must deal with concepts such as motion, particles, forces, fields, and

symmetries. Theoretical models use such concepts in order to correlate, understand,

and explain experimental observations and quantitative measurements. There would

he no physical science without theories based on Iaws fundamental enough to predict

the behavior of physical systems. Whenever a discrepancy arises between theory and

experiment, new theories and concepts must be worked out to explain the discrepancy.

Development of new experiments and formulation of new theories are at the forefront

of the scientific enterprise.

The bulk of this dissertation will be concerned with the study of modem

physics; more precisely, the description of the dynamics of elementary particles and

the fundamental forces that govern them. The remainder of this chapter provides

a brier overview of the development of ideas and concepts in particle physics. The

Standard Model is introduœd, followed by a more detailed outline of this thesis.

1
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In the modern study of the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions,

the Standard Model (SM) attempts ta expIain all the phenomena of particle physics

in terms of three distinct types of elementary particles. The first two are the leptons

and the quarks, both spin-! fermioDS. The other is the gauge bosoDS, carriers of four

distinct types of fundamental forces:

Gravity Gravity governs the attraction between two massive objects. Its range is

infinite. The mediator of the gravitational interaction ïs, in theory, a spin-2

boson: the graviton. The effects of the gravitational force are weIl understood

in macroscopic systems such as the solar system. However, due to the small mass

of elementary particles, the gravitational interaction between them is negligible

compared to the other three forces of nature. For the description of interactions

between elementary particles, we shall therefore foeus on the electromagnetic~

strong, and weak forces.

Electromagnetic Force Like the gravitational force, the electromagnetic (EM) force

was first observed as an extranuclear phenomenon. Most of us are familiar with

electric and magnetic phenomena. The massless photon is the mediator of the

EM interaction which governs the attraction and repulsion between charged

abjects. Consequent1y, the EM force is responsible for the bound state of the

electrons in the atoms and for the arrangement of atoms in molecules. The

range of the EM force is infinite.

Strong Force In the Standard Model, hadrons (like neutroDS and protons) are con

sidered to be made of quarks bound together by the strong force. The carriers

of the strong interaction are called gluons and are massless spin-l bosons like

the photon. The gluons have no electric charge but couple to their own color

charge and that of the quarks. The strong interactions between quarks have in

principle infinite range becau.se the gluons have zero mass. The residuals of the

strong interactions between quarks give rise ta the nuclear force which holds
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together the nucleons. For this reason, the effect of the strong force between

hadrons is of short range and vanishes when the colorless hadrons are far apart.

Weak. Force The weak interaction is more subtle because of its very short range

(10-18 meters). It is responsible for the instability of some nuclei via {3-decay.

In fact, the weak interaction leads to the disintegration of a neutron to a proton,

an electron, and a massless neutrallepton named the neutrino. Weak decays

are slow proœsses when compared to typical EM and strong decays. The weak

interaction is associated with the exchange of massive bosons called the W and

Z bosons. The short range nature of the weak force arises because its mediatoIS

are massive. In the Standard Model ofelementary particles, the electromagnetic

and the wea.k interactions are unified in the so-called electroweak interaction.

The goal of elementary particle physics is to unravel the properties of mat

ter at the deepest level [1]. Investigations at the subnuclear scales (below 10-15 m)

requires high energy particles and, consequently, the development of particle acœl

erators for producing sncb particles. Modern particle acœlerators create, for very

short times, an energy density thought to have prevailed in an early stage of the

universe, when the fundamental particles and the forces that govern them were he

ginning to form. Table 1.1lists the fundamental interactions of relevance in partiele

physics. Particle experiments enable physicists to study the fundamental building

blocks of our universe in the hope of gainjng a deeper undeIStanding of the ultimate

constituents of matter.

Particle 1 Range (m) 1 Coupling 1Interaction

Electromagnetic Î 00 10-2

Strong 9 10-15 1

Weak W+ w- ZO 10-18 10-6, ,

•
Table 1.1: The fundamental interactions of relevance in particle physics, the particles
that mediate them, their range, and their relative coupling strength.
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In the next sections, a history of the di.scovery of the known elementary

particles and of the development of the Standard Model is given. The reader can

find a full chronologicallist of papers conceming the major discoveries in the field of

particle physics in Reference [2].

1.2 History of Particle Physics in the 20th Century

The ancient Greek philosophers were the first ta talk about the concept of elemen

tary building blocks of matter. The earliest of these philosophers were concemed

with the natural world and its proœsses. Democritus, one of the last great natura!

philosophers, agreed with bis predeœssors that transformations in nature could not

he due to the fact that anything is actually changing. He assumed that everything

was huilt up of tiny invisible blocks which were immutable and eternaL He called

theœ "a-toms", which meant "un-cuttable". The Greek theory of matter remained a

philosophica1 detail until the first modem atomic theory was developed in the early

nineteenth century by J. Dalton. After conœntrating on the idea of gases as consist

ing of particles, Dalton was 100 to the assumption that the free particles (atoIDS, as he

called them) are all alike. To Dalton, as for Democritus, the atom was indivisible and

was therefore an "elementary particle" , and every substance in the universe was made

up of a different combination of a few different kinds of atoIDS. Consequently, the

theoretical paradigm of the iate 19th century was not adequate to prepare chemists

and physicists for the discoveries that took place between 1890 and 1920.

In 1887, J. J. Thomson gave proofof the independent existence of a negatively

charged particle. Thomson applied rudimentary electromagnetic laws, developed in

the mid-1800's, to observe what was then caIled the electron. Following this dïscov

ery, it was clear that a revision of the atomic theory was required. The atom oould no

longer he regarded as the ultimate unit of matter. The next attack on the structure

of the atom came from a rapid succession of experimental discoveries: ROntgen dis

covered X rays (1895) and Becquerel discovered radioactivity (1896). In 1902, Lord

Kelvin and J. J. Thomson proposed the spherical atom which is essentially a blob

of positively and negatively charged. matter. At the same time, Planck introduced
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the Dovel idea of quanta. This was followed in 1905 by the photon theory of Ein

stein (accepted sIowlyeven by Planck) to describe the photoelectric effect. In 1911,

Ernest Rutherford had worked out most of the details of bis theory of scattering of

a particles by an atome He presented the atom as a small, massive, dense, positively

charged nucleus surrounded by a cloud of light electroDS. The modem atamic model

was borne

Applying the idea of the quantum ta the Rutherford mode~ Bohr (in 1913)

explained the hydrogen spectrum with admirable precision. This discovery was the

starting point for tumultuous developments in atomic physics that cu1minated in the

late 1920'5 with the establishment of quantum mechanics by De Broglie, Heisenberg,

SchrOdinger, Pauli, and Dirac.

Before 1930, the only elementary particles known were the electron and the

proton (hydrogen nucleus). In 1932, J. Chadwick discovered the neutron in studying

aBe ~ nucleus n. Soon afterward, C. D. Anderson found the positron in cœmic

ray photographs from cloud chambers. As measured by Chadwick, the mass of the

neutron turned out ta he somewhat greater than the combined mass of the proton

and the electron. This is respoDSible for the most striking property of the neutron: its

instability. The study of the nuclear /3 decay, and thus the iDstability of the neutron,

led later to the theory of the weak interaction. In fact, conservation of energy rules

out the simple scheme n ~ p + e. One of the consequences is the need to introduce

an extra fundamental particle, the neutrino. Such a. particle ~uS postula.ted by Pauli

ta explain spin balance and energy conservation of nuclei involved in nuclear fJ decay.

The same yeal', Fermi aJso developed a universal quantitative theory of the

emission of /3 rays by neutrons and some nuclei. Fermi proposed a contact interaction

(or a current-current invariant amplitude) between the four fermioDS present in the

{3 decay. The following year, Yukawa proposed the idea of heavy quanta ta mediate

forces between elementary particles. An a.ttempt to build a. universal. V - A (Vector

Axial vector) weak interaction was finally made by Feynman and Gell-Mann in 1958.

In the 1940'8, Tomonaga, Feynman, and Schwinger developed a quantum field

theory ofelectrodynamics (QED), which is a. comerstone in the analysis ofelementary

particle interactions. In the proœss, Feynman developed a. pictorial technique to
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describe interactions of elementary particles: Feynman diagrams.

Other elementary particles discovered in the period hetween the late nineteen

thirties and the early nineteen fifties include the muon (1936), the 1r meson (1947),

the kaon (1951), and several baryons (A, E and S). In 1955, the antiproton was

produced as predieted by the Dirac theory of antimatter for spin-! particles.

In principle, the electron neutrino cao. he detected by observing the inverse

{3 proœsses such as Ve + n ~ e- + p and ~ + p ~ e+ + n. Reines and Cowan used

an intense antineutrino flux from a nuelear reactor and claimed the discovery of the

invisible particle in 1959. In 1962, a group at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL) proton synchrotron found evidence for more than one kind of neutrinos. With

a neutrino beam (p Be ~ v" X) they discovered the muon neutrino (v" Al ~ p.± X)

and demonstrated the doublet structure of the leptons.

Bacle in the 1950'5, Lee and Yang propœed that parity might not he conserved

in weak interactions, and almost immediately experimental tests uncovered violations

of parity in weak decay proœsses. In 1964, CP violation in kaon decays was aIso

discovered. CP violation is the lack of invariance of the amplitude of a physical

process under the C'.ombined operation of charge conjugation (C) and parity (P).

By the mid nineteen sixties many hadrons (mesons and baryons) had been

discovered. The Cabibbo angle had. already been introduced ta prediet the semileJr

tonie decay rate of the hyperon. In 1964, Gell-Mann and Zweig independently came

up with a unifying theoretical framework that explained the multitude of hadronic

states: observe<! hadrons could be interpreted. as bound states of just three funda

mental spin-~ particles, together with their antiparticles. These particles were called

quarks and were required to have fractional electric charge Q/e of +i, -l, and -i·
They were called the up, down and strange quark respectively. Using group the

ory, one can build mesons (qij) and baryons (qqq) , and prediet the mass splitting

betw€en different members of a given supermultiplet. The mass of the sss state (the

n- baryon) was estimated to be about 1.68 GeVjf? even before it was discovered

at Brookhaven. During the same time period, Greenberg resolved the apparent con

tradiction between the quark model and the Pauli principle (for spin-l fermions) by

adding a quantum number called color for the quarks. To find experimental evidence
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for the fundamental quarks within hadrons, Friedman, Kendall, Taylor, and colla~

orators investigated deep inelastic scattering of high-energy electrons by nucleons at

the Stanfard Linear Acœlerator Center (SLAC) in the late 1960's. Their analysis in

deed showed the dynamical effects of point-1ike constituents within hadrons. Henee,

the quark mode! highlighted a new simplicity in particle physics and established the

quark as an elementary constituent of matter.

Then Glashow, Salam, and Weinberg developed the electroweak theory, which

is often compared ta the unification of the electric and magnetic interaction by Fara

day and Maxwell. This new theory made remarkable predictions, including the ex

istence of a neutral and a cbarged massive mediator for the weak foree: the ZO and

the W± bosons. Until 1973, ail observed weak proœsses were consistent with the

hypothesis that they were associated with the exchange of the W± bOSODS. At the

Centre Européen de Recherche Nucléaire (CERN), in 1973, neutral current reactioDS

were observed in heavy-liquid bubble chambers. The electroweak theory has evolved

into what is now known as the Standard Model (SM) of the electroweak interaction.

By the mid-1970's, ail hadroDS discovered couId he accounted for by the

three quarks u, d and s proposed by Gell-Mann and Zweig. In 1974, two completely

independent experiments, one at BNL and the other at SLAC, found a new particle.

This particle is now called J /1/1 and represents the first discovered bound state of a

new type of quark known as charma Clearly the discovery of the J /1/1 forced a major

overhaul of the quark mode!. Previously, theorists had suggested a fourth quark

based on symmetry between hadrons and leptons. In 1970, Glashow, lliopoulos, and

Maiani (GIM) had already postulated the introduction of a new quark to remove

the flavored-changing neutral current contribution in kaon decays. Later in 1974, a

second resonance, the 1/1, was found and thus re-enforced the presence of charmonium

states and a whole new family of charm. particles. In 1976, at SLAC, the [JO meson

(cU state) was discovered in the [JO ~ K-1r+ mode. Since then, other charm mesons

(D* and D.) and charm baryons (Ac for example) have been found.

In the mean time, Perl and bis group produced evidence for the existence of

a new heavy lepton. The discovery wu base<! on the observation of ep, events in e+e

collisions attributed to e+e- ~ T+r-, where T+ ~ e+v~v,. and T- ~ p.-vpv,.. It wu
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Figure 1.1: The hadronic cross-section for e+e- annihilations around ...;s = 10 GeVJe?
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•

suggested that the r lepton is part of a third lepton family (r-, 1/.,-) and that the three

leptons (e-, JL-, r-), and their associated neutrinos (ue , Il,,, liT)' occur in pairs. The

tau neutrino bas never been detected directly, but its existence is essential. for lepton

number conservation.

Evidence for the fifth quark, the bottom quark b, associated with the quantum

number beauty, came from the discovery in 1977 of the lightest bottonium state, the

T(IS) meson. The experiment was performed at the Fermi National Laboratory

(FNAL) under the direction of Leon Lederman. It was similar in design to the one at

the BNL that 100 to the discovery of charm. A beam of protons was allowed ta strike

a nuclear target surrounded by a spectrometer set up to look for di-lepton events.

The T(IS) and T(2S) mesons were observed as narrow states a year later in e+e

annihilation at the DORIS ring in Hamburg, and in 1979 at the Come1l Electron

positron Storage Ring (CESR) at Comell University (see Figure 1.1). Later at CESR,

the T(3S) and T(4S) states were identified. Subsequently, the B mesons (B- = bü,
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fJO = bd, B+ = bu, and 1JO = bd) were also discovered.

In 1979, first direct confirmation of gluon jets in e+e- -. 3 jets was found

at the the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY). In the early 1970, Nambu,

Fritzsch, and Gell-Mann had propœed a theory of the strong interaction in which

the massless gluon carries the strong force. In this theory, neither the quarks nor the

gluons are free color-neutral particles.

It was not until 1983 before the W and Z bosons were detected. They were

first produced at CERN in pP collisions in the reactions: pP -+ w±X~ or pP -+ ZOX a,
where X~ and XO are any allowed hadronic states. The heavy bosons were detected

in their leptonic decay modes: W- -+ [-VI (or W+ -. t+lIt) and ZO -+ 1,+r, where

e= e or p.

The Z and W bosons can also he produced in e+e- collision. Renee, in the

mid-1980, two e+e- colliders tuned to the ZO mass (VS = 91 GeY) were commjS$Îoned..

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) was the first to produce results. The Large

Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN started, soon alter, producing ZOs at a

much higher rate (1Q3 per day). The SLC and LEP experiments coneentrated on

exploring the weak interaction properties of the ZO boson and provided. an intensive

test of the Standard Madel By measuring the total decay rate of the ZO boson, they

were able ta show that the number of light SM neutrino types (or the number of

lepton familles) is Nv = 3.

During the mid and late-1980's, two multipurpose detectors known as ARGUS

and CLEO, located respectively at DESY and Comell University, studied the B meson

extensively. Beth experiments made some major contributions in understanding the

properties of the b quark. In 1987, ARGUS found an unequivocaI signature for !JOËJO

oscillation. Evidence for the transition of a b quark inta a first generation u quark was

made by CLEO and ARGUS in 1989. In 1993, CLEO found evidenee of the penguin

decay b ~ Si. Figure 1.2 shows the Feynman diagrams for oscillation and penguin

decays of the B meson.

In the 1990's, Isgur and Wise made the remarkable observation that heavy

quark transitions can be expresse<! in terms of a single universal function. This step

in understanding the physical properties of hadrons containing a single heavy quark
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Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams for (a) BB oscillation (or mixing), and (b) b ~ S'Y.
The evidence for œcillation and penguin decays opened up new prospects for the
study of the b quark properties.

100 to the development of the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET). The basis of

HQET followed Shuryak's idea that a hadron containjng a heavy quark resembles the

hydrogen atom with a fixed nucleus at its center [3]. The discovery of HQET, which by

now is a weIl established part of the theoretical framework in particle physics, initiated

a better description of heavy quark systems in a well-defined kinematic regime for

nonperturbative strong interaction physics. The heavy quark symmetries provided a

clear picture of an exclusive semileptonic decay of the B meson. This opened new

doors for model-independent determination of certain weak rnjxing parameters of the

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. Figure 1.3 illustrates the weak coupling

of the b quark to a c quark in a semileptonic decay of the B meson.

Following the predictions of the Standard Model and the LEP measurements,

it had been anticipated that a sixth quark (the top quark) of charge +î should exist

as a partner of the bottom quark. The search for the top quark was one of the

most outstanding challenges in high energy physics since the discovery of the Upsilon

mesons. Finally, in 1995, the COF and the DO experiments at FNAL observed the

top quark in pP collisions at ..;s = 1.8 TeV. They searched for events consistent with

the production and decay of tf pairs in the mode tf -. WWbb. The discovery of the
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Figure 1.3: Feynman diagram for the semileptonic decay of the ËJ meson. This figure
shows explicitly the weak coupling of the bquark to a c quark. Exclusive semileptonic
decays of heavy-light mesons played a fundamental. role in the development of HQET.

top quark confirmed the triplet structure of the quarks. Like the leptons, six types

(or ftavors) of quarks occur in three pairs (or generations).

In the theoretical framework of the Standard Model, there are presently two

fundamental questions at the forefront of high energy physics. The first concerns the

origin of mass generation in the electroweak sector via the Higgs mechanism. The

other deals with the origin of CP violation.

The Higgs boson is a neutral scaIar boson predicted by the SM, but which

has not yet been observed. The Higgs field is required for a renormalizable theory of

electroweak interactions incorporating the massive W and Z bosons. By searcbing

directly for the SM Higgs particle at LEP1, the LEP experiments have set an unam

biguous lower limit of 65 GeVj~ on its 1DaSS. At LEP2 (VS up to 192 GeV), the SM

Higgs will be discovered if its mass is less than about 95 GeVj c? The ultimate effort

in the search of the Higgs boson is the construction of the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) at CERN. The LHC is a high luminosity pp collider with VS = 14 TeV. The

LHC experiments will extend the search for the SM Higgs boson up to a mass of

1000 GeVjc?
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In the Standard Model, the structure of the CKM matrix has significant

implications. For three quark generations, the CKM matrix aIlows a phase which

would lead to a possible violation of the CP symmetry: Besides its importance in

understanding the structure of the weak interaction, CP asymmetry is neœssary ta

explain the predominance of matter over antimatter in the universe. However, the

CP violation in the SM might not he sufficient and CP violation beyond the SM may

be required to produce a large enoogb. effect. Experimentally, CP violation has been

observed ta be very small in K meson decays, but there is still no proof that the

CKM matrix is the tn1e source of CP violation in the weak sector. CP asymmetries

are predicted by the SM in B meson decays.

Today, the CLEO fi detector has collected about five million BB pairs in

e+e- collisions at the T(4S) resonance (VS = 10.58 GeV). The CLEO collaboration

measured with high precision severa! hadronic, leptonic, and semileptonic branching

fractions of the B meson. Consequently, CLEO bas opened up new and exciting

prospects for exploring and elucidating the weak properties of the bottom quark in

high luminosity facilities. Currently, major laboratories around the world (Comell,

CERN, DESY, FNAL, KEK, and SLAC) have been defining a scientific program ta

search for CP violation in B meson decays.

This brief overview of the evolution of ideas and concepts in particle physics

provides a natural introduction to a more detailed description of the minimal Standard

Mode!.

1.3 The Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) provides a general description of the physiœ currently

accessible with modem particle accelerators. However, many predictions of the SM

still have to bp. verified. We are still searching for the Higgs boson, the particle ~

sponsible for the break:down of the e1ectroweak symmetry, and we are still seeking a

better understanding of the electroweak properties of the neutral. and charged medi

ators of the weak interaction, the Z and W bosons. The SM postulates that matter

is composed of fundamental spin-l quarks and spin-lleptons interacting via spin-l
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gauge bosons [4]. It incorporates three generations of quarks and leptons grouped

into doublets, and gives a unified description of the transitions among them [5]. The

SM particles are shawn below [6].

Leptons

(:.)(:)(:)
Quarks

(:)(:)(:)

(LI)

(1.2)

The quarks are subject to electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. The elec

traD., the muon, and the tau leptons are involved in both the electromagnetic and

weak interactions, while the massless neutrinos interact only through the weak inter

action. As previously mentioned, the gravitational interaction in particle physics is

generally neglected. The dynamics of interacting particles in the SM are described by

the interaction terms in the Lagrangian. 8ince the unified electromagnetic and weak

interactions are invariant under weak isospin SU(2)L and weak hypercharge U(l)y,

the electroweak Lagrangian contains a 8U(2) x U(l) symmetry. The electroweak

Lagrangian contains three terms: one for the weak charge cunent, one for the weak:

neutra1 current, and one for the electromagnetic neutral cunent. Explicitly:

L, - .c(Weak CC) + C(Weak NC) + C(em NC)

- ~(J;W:+J:W;)+ 9
6

(~-sin28wJ;n)Z~+eJ;aA~, (L3)
v2 cos w

where W:' Z~, and Ap represent the field operators for the physical gauge bosons

W±, ZO, and 'Y, respective!y. The coupling constants for the weak and electromagnetic

interactions are related by the weak mixing angle, 8w :

• e = 9 sin8w . (1.4)
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Figure 1.4: Basic weak charged current involving a W boson. In Ca) the W couples
to the lepton doublets, and in Cb) to the quark doublets.

As one can see, the SM provides a clear picture of the weak interaction. Quarks and

leptons decay via the weak charged current mediated by the W boson, as shown in

Figure 1.4. The weak cl1arged current which mediates the decay process of Figure 1.4

can he written for leptons as:

e

(1.5)

'T

and for quarks as:

d'
1J: = (iL, c, t) 21'1& (1 - 1'5) S'

11

(1.6)

•
Quark transitions q -+ W q' have strengths that depend on the flavor of the quarks

involved. The coupling at the W vertex is proportional to IVqq'I, where Vqq' is a

complex number. In the SM, generation-changing transitions between quarks are
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allowed via the V-A charged current. The coupling in l--. WUl is aIso govemed by a

V-A charged current, but the leptonic number is conserved in the SM when neutrinos

are massless [7]. Therefore, generation-changing transitions between leptons are not

allowed in the mjnimal SM.

For three generations of quarks with 8U(2) x U(I) as the gauge group, the

relation between the quark mass eigenstates and the weak eigenstates (denoted. with

a prime in Equation (1.6» in weak transitions is govemed. by a 3x3 matrix called the

Cabibb<>-Kobayashi-~Iaskawa(CKM) matrix [8]. The CKM matrix is a generalization

of the Cabibbo hypothesis known since 1963 [9]. The quark mixing matrix V can be

expressed as:

Vud Vu.s V.

V= Veti Va Vcb

Vtd Vu Vtb

sucb that

d' Vu Vu.s V. d

s' - Val Va Vcb S

11 Vtd Vu Vtb b

(1.7)

(1.8)

Sïnce the elements of the CKM matrix can he complex, a total of eighteen numbers

are needed to describe ail the terms of the matrix. By imposing unitarity, and by

rede6n in g the quark fields to remove unphysical phases, the numbers of parameters

can be reduced from eïghteen to four. These four parameters can be chosen as three

angles (812,813, ( 23) and one phase (6), and the CKM matrix can he written as the

product of three separate matrices:

1 0 0 C13 0 -i6
C12 S12 0S13e

V= 0 C23 S23 0 1 0 -S12 Cl2 0 (1.9)

0 -S23 C23 -S13ei6 0 C13 0 0 1

•
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where Ci; = cos 8i;, Si; = sin 8i;, and i, j denote the quark generations. The middle

matrix in Equation (1.9) bas been chosen to incorporate the phase ~ because it de

scribes a rotation between quarks that are two generatioDS apart. Multiplying these

matrices, we obtain:

v= (1.10)

Base<! on the empirical observation that the mixing angles have a hierarchical struc

ture such that we can expa.nd in powers of the Cabibbo angle À = S12 = 0.22, with

S23 = AÀ2 and S13e-i6 = .AÀ3 (p - ifJ). The CKM matrix takes the fonn [10]:

(1.11)

•

In order to have a more complete description of the fundamental interac

tions in particle physics, one must include the gluonic fields in the SM fcamework.

The theory which describes the stroog interaction in the Standard Madel is called

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). To describe QCD, the electroweak Lagrangian

is extended to include an SU(3) color symmetry. The mediator of the strong force,

the gluon, couples to the color charge of the quark and therefore belongs te an octet

representation of 8U(3). Although QCD is not tested ta the same extent as QED,

it is nevertheless in impressive agreement with a large body of experimental data.

The favored fonn of the strong interaction potential for short interquark distances

Cr ~ ~n ~ l/Aqco ~ 1 fm) is:

4Q$ ( )VQCD ~ - - , 1.12
3r

where 0:. is the strong coupling constants between quarks and gluons. At large dis

tances (r > 1 fIn), a confining tenn must he added ta the Coulomb type potential to

confine quarks inside hadrons.
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•

Although the SM has great predictive power, it contains many free param

eters. The gauge coupling constants (aem, GF, Q.), the parameters of the Higgs

field (mz, mBigs), the fermions (quarks and leptons) masses, and the CKM matrix

elements ail have to be determined experimentally.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Having summarized the basic concepts underlying the study of elementary particle

physiœ, we are now better able ta focus on the main goals of this thesis.

In the next chapter, the principal heavy-Iight mesoos, &long with the pro

duction and decay dynamics of the B meson, are di.scussed; this is followed by the

analysis motivation and objectives. In Chapter 3, the theory of B semileptonic de

cays is summarized. The experimental. apparatus used ta make the measurements

is introduced in Chapter 4. A review of the tracking system calibration procedure

is presented in Chapter 5. In Cbapter 6, the event selection are described; while

Chapter 7 is devoted to the experimental results. The final chapter contains inter

pretations and conclusion. A list of the CLEO collaborators and an overview of the

CLEO terminology are given in the appendices, along with details of specifie analysis

studies. Enjoy!



•

•

Chapter 2

B Meson Physics

In recent year8, our understanding of heavy ftavor physiQl bas advanced significantly.

The study of heavy quark systems provides a rich source of information about particle

physics. The primary subject of this dissertation is new experimental results on the

weak decays of the B meson. As noted in the introduction chapter, a B meson is a

bound state of a bquark and a lighter u or d quark. B mesons can he produœd copi

ously in colliding beam machines. Here, we are mainly interested in the properties of

the B meson in a physical proœss in which the bottom quark decays semileptonically

to excited charm states.

In the next sections, a review of non-strange charm and bottom mesons is

presented. This is followed by a general description of the weak decay properties of

the B meson.

2.1 Heavy-light Mesons

In the quark mode!, a meson is a bound state of a quark and an antiquark. The bottom

and charm quarks are both heavy compared to the QCD scale. The principal non

strange heavy-light mesons containing one c or one b quark, and a light antiquark,

are listed in Table 2.1, aIong with their quark composition, masses, and quantum

numbers. In the beauty sector, the B mesons are spin-O mesoos. In the charm sector,

the D mesons are spîn-O meson; while for the D-, quark-quark spin coupling leads to

18
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•

spin-le The DJ mesons have a relative angular momentum L = 1 between the charm

and the light quarks and henre are called P-wave chann mesoos. The quark spins of

the D J can sum to S = 0 or S = l, leading to four spin-parity states JP = 1+ or

0+, 1+, and 2+. The D J form two doublets: the Dl and Di, which are narrow states,

and the Dôand Di, which are believed to he broad states (more details on the P-wave

charm mesons can he found in Section 3.3.1). The D' and the De' mesons are the

radiallyexcited. states (n=2) JP = 0- and JP = 1- respectively. They are predicted

to he broad states. The orbitally and radially excited charm. mesoos are sometimes

denoted D·e. In this dissertation, the notation D J is used to refer to the P-wave

charm. mesons, and D- is employed to described all orbitally and radially excited

charm. mesons. In the present analysis we focus on the decay of the B- meson to a

D~ or a Dt meson, and a lepton-neutrino pair.

2.2 B Meson Production

When an electron and a positron collide and annjbUate, the resulting energy leads to

the creation of new matter in the form of lepton and quark pairs. At relatively low

center-of-mass energies (i.e., tT «mi), quark and lepton pair production from e+e

annjhilation proœeds via a virtual photon as shown in Figure 2.1.

Quarks can never appear as &00 particles in a final state. In e+e- annjbila

tion, the quarks produced are initially free, but as they separate to distance 0(1 fIn)

the increasing strength of the strong interaction converts their kinetic energy into

additional quarks which combine to form mesoos. This process is calIed fragmen

tation. Near ~ ~ 10 GeV, the energy is suflicient for the production of bb pairs.

The hadronic cross-section for e+e- --. qij around v'S = 10 Oev is shawn in Fig

ure 1.1. The T(lS), T(2S), and T(3S) are the lowest bb states. These states are

below the threshold for open beauty production and therefore decay relatively slowly

ta non-bottom hadrons via triple gluon exchange, which severely limit their hadronic

widths. At the fourth resonance, there is enough energy in the excited state to create

a light quark pair (uü or dd) and ta produœ a pair of B mesoos. The T(45) indeed

decays predominantly ioto pairs of B mesons by the OZI favored channel shawn in
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Charm Mesons

Hadron Symbol Quark Content Mass (Oevle?) n 2S+1LJ

!JO cü 1.865 1 1So
De+ cd 2.010 13S1

Dl C'Ü 2.422 11Pl

D;il C'Ü .-2.360 1 3po

D~ cil .-2.420 13Pl

DtJ ciï. 2.459 1 3P2

D' C'Ü -2.580 2 ISO

Del C'Ü -2.640 2 3S 1

Bottom Mesons

Hadron Symboll Quark Content 1 Mass (GeVIl?) 1 n 2S+1LJ

1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ::~~ 1 ~:~ 1

20

•

Table 2.1: In this table, the principal non-strange charm and bottom mesons are
listed, along with their quark composition, masses, and quantum numhers. Each
meson listed has its antiparticle with the opposite quark content. The mass values
are taken from the Particle Data Group compilation [6]. Only the mesons of interest
in this thesis are listed. The broad states (D;JJ, D~) and (D', De') have not yet been
observed directly and the masses given are theoretical predictions based on heavy
light spectroscopy. Note that we follow the convention that the B contains the b
quark and the B the bquark.
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r*

f,+ or if
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•

Figure 2.1: First order QED contribution to e+e- -+ t+l- or qij. At if « m}, aIl
leptons and aIl quarks, with the exception of the top quark, cao. he produœd.

Figure 2.2. This implies that the 4S state has a much greater width than the 18, 28,

and 38 states.

At the T(4S) resonance, a BB event is an e+e- interaction which results

in T(4S) -. BB and a continuum event is an e+e- interaction which. results in

qij hadronization rather than producing an TC4S) meson. As one can see in Fig

ure 1.1, the relative cross-section u(e+e- -+ T(4S»/u(e+e- -+ qij) ~ 1/3 at VS =

10.58 GeV/él.

2.3 B Meson Decay

Once produced, the B mesoos decay weakly with a lifetime of about 10-12 sec [Il].

The simplest model for B meson decay is called the spectator modeL In this model,

the bottom quark decays via the weak charged current mediated by the W boson

and the light quark acts as a mere spectator. The spectator model decay is shown in

Figure 2.3(a}. In the CKM scheme, the bottom quark can decay into a c quark or

the lighter u quark, with amplitude proportional to IVc6l or 1v.."1 respectively. At the
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Ca)

(h)

b

b
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Figure 2.2: BB production mechanism in e+e- collisions at the T(4S) resonance. In
(a) T(48) --. B+B- and (b) T((8) --. IJO jjO.
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T(4S) resonance, one can therefore produce B mesoDS and study the fundamental

couplings to the W boson for the transition of b to c quarks and the much rarer

process of cbangïng a b quark into a first generation u quark. In the Wolfenstein

parameterization of the CKM matrix in Equation (1.11), the ratio IVu6/Vcbl is given

by:

(2.1)

The CKM constraints are normally summarized in the literature by the uni

tarity triangle in the p - T'J complex plane [12, 13]. The unitarity triangle is a simple

geometrical representation of the unitarity of the CKM matrix:

Vud~+ VortVc6 + VtdVtb = 0, (2.2)

•

as represented in Figure 2.4. AIready, many direct and indirect constraints can he

extracted from the existing data from K and B decays. The measurement of I€KI,
the CP violating parameter in K decays, Xtl = aM/r, the mixing parameter in !JOBo
mixing, and the current measurements of IVc61and 1Vubllimit the allowed region in the

P - 7J space. These constraints have been cliscussed extensively in many places [14],
they are summarized in Figure 2.5.

More complicated B meson decays include the color suppressed, annibiJation,

W exchange, and penguin decays, as shawn in Figure 2.3. Penguin diagrams in

particular are sensitive to several CKM matrix elements and the CKM phase. The

goal for the next generation of high luminosity B facilities is to restrict (p, 11) space,

and therefore measure the CKM phase and the CP asymmetry in the b quark sector.

The major aim. of CP violation studies in B decays is to make enough independent

measurements of the CKM parameters (p, 11) 50 as to aIlow a check of the validity of

the SM. High precision measurements may reveal some inconsistency and lead ta new

physics beyond the SM. Indeed, the large baryon excess in the universe suggests that

CP violation in the weak interaction is not sufficient.

Figure 2.6 summarizes the methods available for measurements of all the

CKM matrix elements. One should note the particular importance of B meson deca.ys

in the extraction of many of these elements.
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1- d s b c u

- -- q1vue W

b c u q2
-

q q q q3

(a) Spectator (b) Color Mixed

-b J d s b
~w-

C U

- --
u V U C d u

(c) Annihilation (d) Excbange

w
b

c,t

q

C, t
s

q

•
(e) Penguin

Figure 2.3: Quark-Ievel Feynman diagram for B decays:(a) spectator, (b) celor mixed,
(c) annihilation, (d) exchange, and (e) penguin.
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(p, TI)

VatVd. 0
Figure 2.4: The unitarity triangle.

1

1.00.50.0
p

-0.5

0.0 _-....I..o....lI..o....lI..o....l...........I.-_.-.-- ...................... _

-1.0

~ 0.5

•

Figure 2.5: The aIlowed region in the p - 11 plane is the intersection of the three
region defined byexperimental measurements in K and B decays [15]. We used
IVcbl = (39.6 ± 1.7) x 10-3 , IVub ( = (3.3 ± 0.83) x 10-3 , IEKI = 2.26 x 10-3 , and
measurements of mixing parameter X4 lead to IVul = (8.7!t~) x 10-3• Theoretical
value of yiBs fB = 200 ± 40 is used. More details on the constraints on (p,,,) can
he found in References [12, 13, 14].
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Figure 2.6: The measured values of CKM matrix elements and a schematic diagram
indicating the proœsses used ta measured them [16J.

2.4 B Semileptonic Decays ta Charm Mesons

•

The B meson offers a great variety of experimental probes for weak processes [17].
One of these is through the study of the fundamental couplings to the W boson in

the transition of b to c quarks. The virtual W· boson, produœd in the weak proœss

b --io W·c, can decay to a lepton-neutrino pair because the W boson not only couples

to quarks but also ta leptons. Heoce, the B mesoo can decay semileptonically to a

charm mesoo, a lepton, and a neutrino. The presence of a. single charged lepton in

the final state of a. semileptonic decay of the B meson provides a clear experimental.

signature for a weak process mediated bya W boson. Because semileptonic decays are

both relatively simple and experimentally accessible, they are presently the primary

tool for investigating the effective couplings of the W boson to the b quark.
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(2.3)

Today, one of the major tasks in heavy Bavor physics is to test the predic

tions of Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) in heavy quark decays sucb. as B

semileptonic decays. The simplicity of the spectator decay leads to straightforward

and reliable theoretical predictions for B decays. In a semileptonic B decay, the decay

amplitude can he written as the product of a leptonic current and a hadronic current.

The leptonic current is simple from a theoretical point of view, but the hadronic cur

rent contains some non-trivial strong interaction effects. Nevertheless, semileptooic

decays provide a relatively simple environment for studying QCO.

The amplitude for a semileptonic B meson decay to a charm meson X =Xcq,

where q is a light quark (q=u or d), takes the form:

- CF
M(B -+ X ~Vt) = -i v'2 VcbLP Hp,

where the leptonic current, V, can he written in terms of Dirac spinors l and Vt:

L~ = l.ys (1 - 15) Vt, (2.4)

and the hadronic current, Hp, can he expressed in terms of the quark current sand

wiched between the meson states:

Hp = (Xlë~ (1 - 15) blE) . (2.5)

•

The hadronic current contains information about the structures of the mesons E and

X. The decay rate for ÏJ -+ X r Vt is related to the transition amplitude by

(21fT· 2 cfJpx cfJPt cfJpOt 4
dr = 2Es IMI 2(21r)3Ex 2(21r)3E

t
2(21r)3EOt 6 (PB - Px - Pt - POt)' (2.6)

where l'i = (Ei , Pi) is the four-momentum vector for a given particle (i = B, X, i or

Vi)' The semileptonic decay rate for ËJ -+ X l-Vt depends on the momentum transfer

if, the mass of the virtual W·. In the B rest frame,

~ = m~. = (Pt +p;;t)2 = (PB - PX)2 = m~ + m~ - 2mB Ex, (2.7)

where the mass of the ËJ meson is ms and the mass of the charm meson is mx. At

the T(4S) resonance, B mesons are produced almost at rest in the laboratory frame.
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(2.8)

•

In the rest frame of the E, the four-velocity transfer w = (VB ·vx) is related to ri by:

m~ +mk-riw = --.-;;;;..--~-~

2msmx

This quantity is in fact the relativistic 'Yx = 1/../1 - /3k of the meson X in the B rest

frame. Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) often refers to the momentum. transfer of the

light constituent, which bas the typical scale~ (VB· Vx -1).

A high value of qz (small recoil) corresponds to the Meson X being created at

rest and the lepton and the neutrino being produœd nearly back-to-back. The zero

recoil configuration is when tf = rimax = (mM - mx)2. At small ri (large recoil), the

charm quark recoils against the virtual W· and initially maves rapidly away from the

spectator quark. In order to fOIm a bound state X, gluons must he exchanged between

the charm quark and the light degrees of freedom. QCD predictions near q2 = tfllÙll

are non-trivial because the hadronic system. is highly disturbed. Consequently, the tf
distribution is affected by the dynamics of the formation of the hadronic system. At

maximum recoil, cf ~ m~, which is nearly zero for l = e or Jl..

The fact that the electron and the muon are nearly massless implies a definite

spin structure for B -. X l-Vt. For light leptons, the l- Vi system has a helicity

À = -1 because the term ~(1 - 'Ys) in Equation (1.5) automatically selects a left

handed electron and a right-handed antineutrino. The V - A structure of the weak

current leads directly ta a characteristic dependence of the lepton energy on the spin

and the q2 of the virtual W· boson in semileptonic decays. Therefore, since q'- and Et

are affected..by the spin structure of the decay ÏJ -+ X W·, study of these quantities

provides information on the coupling to the W boson and on the hadronic transition

matrix.

In semileptonic decays of a spinless B meson, the total angular momentum.

of the daughter charm meson X must cancel the total angular momentum of the

lepton-neutrino system. In a b -. c semileptonic decay, the charm quark helicity

is predominantly ~ = -1/2 and manifests itself as the probability for the meson

X ta have helicity À = -1 or 0 rather tban ~ = +1. Several useful observables

relate the helicity dynamics to the polarization, r L/rT, of a particular B semileptonic

decay [17]: the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB, of the lepton in the W rest frame,
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and the longitudinal to transverse poIarization, ÂPOL, of the meson X. These are

defined as:

(2.9)

•

and
- r L

APOL = 2rT - 1. (2.10)

where r L = r 0 and r T = r + + r _. The decay rate for helicity state À = °is r°and

the decay rate for helicity states À = ±1 is r ±.

This thesis presents an experimental investigation of P-wave charm meson

(X = DJ) production in semileptonic B meson decays using data collected with the

CLEO II detector. The exclusive decays B- ~ D~l-;;t and B- ~ DtJt-i/t [18] are

studied by reconstructing the decay channel D~ ~ D-+1r- using the decay chain

n*+ ~ D°-;r+, and [JO -+ K-1r+ or J)O -+ K-1r+1r° [19].

In the semileptonic decay of a B meson ta aDJ meson, qz has some pre

dictable features. At large tf (small recoil), the DJ is moving slowly and is nearly

unpolarized (i.e., À = -1,0, +1 are present in approximately equal amounts). As qz
decreases the À = +1 component of the D J is suppressed. At q'- -+ 0, the lepton and

the neutrino are collinear, forcing a pure À = 0 state.

Other kinematic variables, sncb as EDJ and the angles 6J , 6/., X and Q (defined

in Figures 2.7 and 2.8) also describe the dynamiœ of the decay B- --+ ~ri/t, with

n~ -+ D*+1f- followed by D-+ -+ D°1r;. The quantity EDJ is the D J meson energy

in the B- rest frame. In the rest frame of the D J meson, 8J is the decay angle of the

D*. Similarly, in the rest frame of the virtual W- boson, 8t is the decay angle of the

lepton. The angle X is the angle between the decay plane of the W· and the decay

plane of the DJ, measured in the B rest frame. Finally, the angle Ct is the D- helicity

angle. The helicity angle Ct is defined as the angle between the D J and D momenta,

both measured in the D- rest frame.

In principal, the full dynamics of B- --+ D3t-i/t can he studied by examining

aIl the available kinematic variables describing the decay. In practice, statistica1

limitations force us, at the moment, to study the rf distribution of the virtual W*

boson alone.
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1

9 ,

v

0*+

Figure 2.7: Kinematic variables used to describe the decay B- -+ ~l-Vt, with
D~ -+ D-+1r-. The decay of the B- meson, W- boson and D~ meson are shawn in
their respective rest frames.

D*

D

•
Figure 2.8: Definition of the D* helicity angle.
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2.5 Motivation and Analysis Objectives

31

The B meson decays to many different states and gives tise to a large number of

secondary decay products. The principal decay modes of the B Meson cao he su~

divided into three categories according to the final particles produced. These are:

leptonic, semileptonic, and hadronic decays. The primary objective of this thesis

is to measure two exclusive B semileptonic branching fractions: B(B- ~ D~l-Vt)

and 8(B- ~ DtJt-Vt). A branching fraction is simply the probability of a parent

particle to decay via a specific channel. The next sections contain a snmmary of the

experimental and theoretical motivation and objectives of this analysis.

2.5.1 Deficit in Inclusive B Semileptonic Decays

In B semileptonic decays, one expects the sum of aIl the exclusive modes ta saturate

the inclusive rate. At the T(4S), where the 6 hadrons are a mixture of jj mesons (bU

or bd states), the inclusive B semileptonic branching fraction (BsL) is:

BsL - L: 8(6 ~ qilVt) = B(b --+' u!.Vt) + 8(b -+ civi)
ï=u,c

E 8(B ~ HjlVt),
i=Hadroas

(2.11)

•

where Hi is any allowed hadronic final state.

In the inclusive approach, the sum over all possible final. states is considered,

ignoring the detailed breakdown among the individual deca.y modes. Experimentally,

the inclusive B semileptonic decay branching fraction is obtained by counting the

number of leptons from 6 quarks. At the T(4S), the total inclusive B semileptonic

branching fraction bas been measured many different ways by the ARGUS and the

CLEO experiments (see Figure 2.9). One method relies on the measurement of the

singIe-lepton spectrum. This is called the spectral fitting method because the observed

inclusive lepton spectrum is composed of leptons from the b hadrons (primary leptons)

and leptons from charm decays (secondary leptons). The second method considers

events with two leptons. This technique uses the charge and angular correlations in

dilepton events to extract the primary lepton spectrum. Results from both methods

are given below and summarized in Figure 2.9.
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Measurements of B(b ~ clll) at the T(48)

32

Model - Experiment
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Figure 2.9: Measurements of the inclusive B semileptonic branching fraction using
the spectral method and the dilepton method. This is an example of a summary of
manyexperimental results fram ARGUS and CLEO. Details can he round in Refer
ences [15, 17, 20]. The results from the spectral analysis are given for each models
used: ACCMM [21], ISGW [22], and ISGW·· [23]. The dilepton results are the
model-independent measurements. Source [15, 20] .
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In the spectral fitting method, the ARGUS and CLEO collaborations used

theoretical models to describe the primary lepton spectrum. Depending on the model

used they measured [15, 20]:

BsL = (9.3 - 11.0)%. (2.12)

The ARGUS collaboration introduced. the dilepton method which reduces the

model dependence because of its ability to separate the primary and the secondary

lepton contributions. Theoretical models are therefore only used to extrapolate tom~

menta below the detector acœptance. The average of the two results from CLEO [24]

and ARGUS [25] gives [15, 20]:

BsL = (10.18 ± 0.40)%. (2.13)

The exclusive approach to semileptonic decays is to measure individually the

branching fractions of all the possible modes. The decays fJ -to xcijei/t, where Xcq

is a marm hadron, account for the majority (,..., 98.5%) of the total B semileptonic

rate. Early phenomenological descriptions of exclusive B semileptonic decays ex

pected ÏJ -+ Dei/t and jj -+ D*li/t to saturate the total rate. Presently, there is

general agreement among a number of measurements of the exclusive semileptonic ËJ

Meson decays, B -to Dlvl and B -to D*lVto Together they account for approximately

70% of the inclusive BsL branching fraction because

(2.14)

•

Figure .,-2.10 summarizes recent results for B -to D(*>ei/t. These results oontrast with

the situation in D semileptonic decays, where D -to Ï(lVt and D -to [(*lVt saturate

the total rate.

Table 2.2 shows the contributions from jj -to Devt and ËJ -+ D-tVt to the in

clusive B semileptonic rate. These results indicate that a substantial fraction (~30%)

of the inclusive B semileptonic rate is from modes other than Dlvl and D-tvl. Since

the branching fraction for b --+ u!.i/t is known ta he small, the missing exclusive rate

in B semileptonic decays must be sought among b -+ cli/t decays ta higher mass D J

states or nonresonant hadronic states with a D or D* and other hadrons. Bence, the
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1 Branching Fraction fDecayMode

B --. DlVt (1.94 ± 0.26)%

ËJ --. D-lVt (5.05 ± 0.25)%

8sL (10.18 ± 0.40)%

Inclusive - Exclusive (3.19 ± 0.54)%

Table 2.2: Contribution to the B meson inclusive semileptonic branching fraction.
This cleady shows the need to include higher resonanœ contributions to saturate the
exclusive rate. The quoted value for BsL is based on the dilepton method because this
has very little model dependence. The values in this table are taken from Figures 2.9
and 2.10.

study of B- -+ D3l-Vl provides very useful input in resolving the difference between

the known exclusive mannels and the inclusive B semileptonic decay rate.

2.5.2 Precise Measurements in B Semileptonic Decays.

•

As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the weak decays of the B meson provide direct input

into the determination of many of the CKM matrix elements. Inclusive and exclusive

semileptonic decays of the B meson are especially important for the determination of

the element 1Vcbl·
In an inclusive analysis, the measurement of BSL is sensitive to the shape of

the lepton spectrum predicted by the theoretical models, while the extraction of IVc:61

from BSL is sensitive to the overall norrnalization. In both cases, the contribution

from higher mass states, such as P-wave cbarm mesoos, is important.

In the exclusive approach, the golden modes for the extraction of IVcbl are

jj --. D(·)/.v. Resu1ts for 8(B- --. ~l-iit) are crucial for background estimation

in making precise measurements of IVc61and B(E -+ D(e)lii). Therefore, to provide

a complete understanding of ËJ -+ D(·)lv, it is essential to study the semileptonic

decays of the B Meson to higher resonant states such as the DarroW D J mesons.
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Figure 2.10: Summary of the measurements of exclusive decays ËJ -+ D(*)/'Vt·
Source [15, 20].
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2.5.3 Dynamics of Heavy Quark Decays
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•

As one can see, semileptonic B decays have a special standing in our understanding of

the phenomenology of the weak interaction. B meson decays not only provide means

ta study the weak couplings, but &Iso a. way to study how the strong interactions

affect the weak proœsses. The decays B- -t> L1j.l-Vl can then reveal information

about the dynamics of heavy quark decays and the level of heavy quark symmetry

breaking. Semileptonic decays of the B meson to D, D-, and narrow DJ mesons are

probably the only modes in the beauty sector that experimentalists and theorists can

use to understand the breakdown of heavy quark symmetries, and to study the effects

of the strong interaction in the limit of nonperturbative QCD.

At higher luminosity e+e- facilities, the experimental erroIS on certain CKM

elements will become negligible. It is therefore important ta understand the break

down of the heavy quark symmetries 50 that the theoretical uncertainties on the CKM

matrix elements IVubl and IVcbl can he reduœd to a few percents. Precise measure

ments of the CKM matrix elements complement a measurement of the CP asymmetry

in the SM, which is presently one of the main goals in particle physics [26].

2.5.4 Analysis Strategy

In summary, the a.im of the present analysis is to investigate the production of or

bitally excited charm mesons in B semileptonic decays. We provide measurements

for B(B- ~ l1l.t-Vt) and B(B- ~ D'2°e-Vt) , when D~ ~ D*+1r- followed by

D-+ ~ D°1r+ and [JO -+ K-1r+ or DO ~ K-1r+1r°. Although we are statistically

Iimited, a tf· distribution for B- ~ d/.l.-Vi is extracted.

Evidence for the Daa states in semileptonic decays have been reported pre

viously by ARGUS [27), CLEO (28), ALEPH [29), OPAL [30], and DELPHI [31].

AIl these analyses confirmed the presence of higher mass states contribution in B

semileptonic deca.ys. Exclusive measurements of B- -+ d/.t..-Vl and B- ~ Df1l-Vl

have been presented. at conferences by CLEO [32, 33]. This thesis reports updated

measurements of these two decay modes [34].

The procedure for measuring a branching fraction is straightforward. The
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first step is to reconstruct the decay products of the B DlesoD in a specifie channel.

In our case B- -+ IJ3.l-Vl, where LJ3. = I1l. or D~. The second step is to determine

the reconstruction efficiency by a Monte Carlo simulation. This simulation relies on

theoretical predictions for the decay under study and also on a detailed description

of the CLEO II detector. With the number of reconstructed B mesoos and the

reconstruction effieiency, a product branching fraction can he calcu1ated as follows:

- B(B- -+ ~rvl)B(D~~ n·+7r-)

nDJ/€DJ

(2.15)

•

where

nDJ: The number of reconstructed. B- -+ IJjl-Ut events.

N y (4S): The number of T(4S) is our data sample.

f+-: The branching fraction for T(4S) -+ B+Jr.

B(D~ -+ D-+1r-): The brancbing fraction for JJ3. -+ D*+1t-.

B(D-+ -+ no1r+): The branching fraction for n·+ ~ D°1r+.

B(DO -+ K-1r+(n-°»: The branching fraction for DO -+ K-1r+(1r°).

The factor of (2 x 2) in the denominator comes fram the f&ct that l represents e and

J.t and that each T(4S) decays to a BB pair.

The qz distribution for B- -+ .D3l-;;l is simply the differentiai decay rate

df'(B- -+ D~l-;;l)/tJ.q2. The decay rate is related ta the branebing fraction by r J =
r(B- -+ D~l-vl) = 8(B- -+ D~l-vt)/TB-'The B- Iifetime is TB-. Theo,

dI'J nDJ(q2)/êDAq2)
dq2 = 4 TB- NT (4S) f+_B(D~ -+ D·+1r-)B(D-+ -+ DO~)B([)O -+ K-1r+(~»'

(2.16)

where nJ(qz) and êJ(rf) are, respectively, the numbers of reconstructed B- mesons

and the recoostructed efficiency as a function of ri.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Models for

Sernileptonic B decays

(3.1)

At the T(4S) resonance, inclusive branching fraction measurements involve an admïx

ture of B mesoos. Limits obtained for non-BE decay of the T(4S) are consistent with

B(T(4S) -. BE) = 100% [24]. Furthermore, we assume that the branching fractions

of T(4S) to charged and neutral BËJ pairs are each 50%. An experimental result from

CLEO II [28] agrees with /+/10 == 8(T(4S) -+ B+B-)/B(T(4S) -.1JOjjO) = 1. The

inclusive semileptonic branching fraction at the T(4S) resonance is then related to

the total decay width crTOT) and the semileptonic decay width (rsL ) of the B meson

by:
rSL

SsL = -r =TsrSL ,
TOT

since the Ts+ /TSO is consistent with unity [6]. The branching fraction for an exclusive

semileptonic decay of a ËJ meson is given by:

•

B(B -+ H lVt) = r(B -+ H lVt) , (3.2)
rTOT

where r(Ë -+ H lVt) is the partial width for ÏJ -+ H lVt. The state H denotes a

particular hadronic final state kinematically allowed in semileptonic ËJ deca.ys. Theo

retical predictions exist for inclusive and exclusive semileptonic B decays [17]. Models

which describe the phenomenology and dynamics of semileptonic decays are discussed

in this chapter.

38
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3.1 Free Quark Model

(3.3)

The simplest description of the B meson decay treats the spectator quark as a free

particle. The free quark model was developed. in the scheme of inclusive decays and

therefore leads to prediction for the inclusive lepton energy spectrtlIlL

The partial width for the inclusive semi1eptonic decay of a free quark Q can

he written as: mm5

r(Q ~ qi-vt) = 1;2JIVqQI2 1(x) ,

where the phase factor l(x) for QED radiative corrections is given by:

l(x) = 1 - 8~ + 8x6
- x 8

- 24x4 Inx, (3.4)

(3.5)

for x = mq/mQ. The factor l(x) is close to one for b~ uiVt and approximately 0.5

for b~ clVt. Here, the analogy with muon decay is obvious

G5 m 5
r( - - -) F '"JL ~ e V",Vl = 192,rJ .

ln the free quark model, the exchange of gluons between quarks in a semile~

tonie decay modifies the rate. Two diagrams contributing to first order gluon radia

tion are illustrated. in Figure 3.1. These correctioDS, tabulated in the function g(x),

modify Equation (3.3), which becomes:

(3.6)r(Q -+ qrVI) = c::;; lVoQI2 l(x) [1- 3:009(X)].

The ACCMM model [21] was one of the first models to incorporate bound

state effects to the free quark mode!. These effects can significantly modify the lepton

energy spectrum. In the ACCMM mode!, the momentum of the light quark within

the decaying meson is modeled by a Gaussian distribution q,(p) which. has the form:

•
(3.7)

The parameter PF is the Fermi momentum (PF = 150 MeV/ c ta 300 MeV/ c). The

free quark spectator model gives a prediction for the lepton energy spectrum for
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Figure 3.1: First order gluon radiation in B semileptonic decays. These diagrams
illustrate real (a) and virtual (b) gluon bremsstrahlung. In (a) the radiated gluon
can he emitted from the initial quark as weIl. In (h) the gluon can he emitted and
reabsorbed entirely on either the initial and final quark propagator lines as weIl.

(3.8)

semileptonic decays of the B meson to charm mesoos. In the b quark rest-frame, the

partial decay width is:

dr(b ~ civt) = G}m: I~ 12 ~( ) G( )
dy 192~ cb x, Y x, Y ,

where x = mc/m" and y = 2Et /m". The phase space factor is «t(x, y) and GCx, y)

incorporates the effects of gluon radiation [21]. To compute the lepton energy spec

trum, the decay distribution in the b quark rest frame is boosted to the B meson

frame. The spectator quark in this model is assumed to have a definite mass fnsp,

but the b quark is a virtual particle of variable mass

(3.9)

•
Thus, the ACCMM model has three free parameters: the Fermi momentum, the

effective mass for the light degrees of freedom 77lsp, and the mass of the daughter

quark m q = me. The lepton energy spectrum of the ACCMM model for b ~ c iVt

is shown in Figure 3.2. The inclusive ACCMM spectrum of lepton energy from

b --+ C --+ y ii/t decays is also shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: The predicted b --+ clVt (solid) and b -+ C -+ y lVt (dashed) lepton energy
spectra for the ACCMM model. These spectra are based on the fit to the data
described in Reference [35]. They have been corrected for detector aœeptance and
efficiencies. The spectator quark mass is taken to be msp = 150 MeV/ r? The Fermi
momentum and the c quark mass are determined from the fit: PF = 265 ± 25 MeY/ c
and me = 1.670 ± 0.025 GeY/ r?

3.2 Forro Factor Models

•

In a semileptonic decay, the hadronic current can be constructed from the available

four-vectors, which are the velocity and spin-polarizatioD vectors, and &om Lorentz

invariant coefficients caIled form factors. The fonn factors describe the wave functions

overlap of the initial and final state hadroDS. In this approach., ail the QCD effects

are swept into the fonn factors. Consequently, the form factor models take advantage

of the fact that the strong interactions can he isolated in the hadronic current of the

semileptonic decay amplitude.

In the case ofB- -+ VClt-Vt and B- -+ DtJt-ïit (see Figure 3.3), the hadronic

matrix element of the vector and axial currents (VI' = ërsb and AI' = c-yP'Ysb) cao
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b---....--......~---I ......--- C

DO or n*O1 2..

he parameterized as [36]:

(DI(v', €)IV"IB(v» - J mDl mS [fVl€·~ + (f~v~ + fV3V''')(€- . v)],

(DI(v', €)IA~IB(v» - JmDtmS i fA~€:VIJV~,

(Di(v', €)IA~IB(v)} - JmD;mS [kA1 €-I'OVa + (kA2~ + kA3V'~)€;tJvavP],

(Di (v', €)IV"IB(v)} - JmDimsikv~€:vrva'VIJV~, (3.10)

where the form factors fi and k& are dimensionless functions of w (or q'-). The four

velocity of the B- (~) is v (v') and the polarization of the~ is e-. The differential

decay rates for B- -t I1tl-Vt and B- --+ DtrVt can be written in terms of the form

factors fi and k;. With ri = mDt/ms and r2 = mDi/mS, one can write:

dI\ dI'(Ë -t Dtlvd-dw dw

- G}1~~m~rfv'w2 -1 {2(1- 2wrl +J1)[f~, + (W2 -l)f~

+[(w - rl)!VJ. + (w2 - 1)(fv3 + rlfv2)]2} , (3.11)

•
and

dr2

dw
dI'(B -+ D;lVt)

dw
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- G}1~:;1r1(W2 _1)3/2 {3(1- 2wr2 +~)[ki1 + (W2 -1)~1

+2[(w - r2)kA1 + (W2 - l)(kA3 +r2kA2)]2} . (3.12)

Based on the equations for the differential decay rate, one can see that the dynamics

of the semileptonic decays fully depend on the tf dependence of the fonn factors. In

theoretical calculations, the form factors are normally computed for some particular

q2 and extrapolated to other values of tf. The variation ofthe fonn factors with qz d~
scribed the nonperturbative QCD physics. Ta understand the information contained

in the form factors, one must therefore understand the decay dynamics of mesons

containing a single heavy quark.

3.3 Heavy Quark Effective Theory

In the limit of an infinite mass quark, the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET)

makes definite predictions about the properties and decays of Mesons containing one

heavy quark [3, 37, 38]. By heavy quark, \'le mean a quark with a mass mQ » Aqœ

and a Compton wavelength ÀQ '" l/mQ « 1/Aqco. The heavy quark in a heavy-light

meson rest frame moves nonrelativistically with momentum of the order ofAqœ. The

scale of the typical momenta exchange between the heavy and light constituents is set

by the size of a typical hadron lludroll ~ 1/Aqco. Then, the soft gluons, which lœep

the mesons in a bound state, are only able to resolve distances much larger than~.

This means that, in the limit of mq -+ 00, the soft gluons which couple to the light

degrees of freedom are not able ta probe the quantum numbers of the heavy quark.

In other words, the light degrees of freedom of a heavy-light meson are blind ta the

flavor and spin orientation of the heavy quark.

With the approximate spin-flavor symmetry highlighted by the Heavy Quark

Symmetry (HQS), useful descriptions of heavy quark systems can he made. By the

HQS criteria, the top, bottom, and charm. quarks are heavy; and the strange, down,

and up quarks are light. Hadronic systems such as the B, D(·), and DJ mesons can

therefore he studied in the 1imit of HQS. As mq --+ 00, the heavy quark and the meson

have the same velocity causing the shape and normalization of the wave fonction of
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the light degrees of freedom to he independent of the mass and the spin of the hea.vy

quark. However, the HQS is broken by effects of the order Aqco/rnq because the

mass of the heavy quarks are not truly infinite. HQET leads to an operator product

expansion of the Lagrangian as a series of local higher dimension operators multiplied

by powers of Aqco/rnq. Consequently, the effective QCD Lagrangian in HQET is a

systematic expansion and it is poSble to treat the AQCD/mQ terms as corrections to

the prediction based on the infinite mass limita

3.3.1 P-wave Charm Mesons

As discussed in Section 2.1, there are four states of D J mesoos. Parity and angular

momentum conservation restrict the decays available to the four states. The 2+ state

can. decay to either D'Ir or D-7r through D-wave decays and both 1+ states can decay

only to D-7r through S or D-wave decay, while the 0+ state can decay only to D'Ir and

must go through S-wave decay.

In a heavy-Iight Meson such as aDJ meson, the typical velocity of the heavy

quark is IVQI = IpQI/mq "J Aq,co/TnQ. In the limit of infinite heavy quark mass, the

quark Q is essentially a stationary source of color field, and the spin of the heavy

quark SQ and the spin of the light quark 5q decouple. In this configuration, the

D J mesoos are described by the total aDguJar momentum of the light constituents

j = Sq + L and the total angular momentum of the Meson J = j + SQ. The DJ

mesons then make up two doublets, j = 1/2 and j = 3/2.

According to the approximate spin-ftavor symmetry in HQET, the total an

gular momentum of the Iight constituents is a conserved quantity, and the members

of the j = 3/2 doublet are predicted to decay only in a D-wave and to he relatively

narrow. The j = 1/2 Mesons are predicted to decay only in an S-wave and to be

relatively broad. In this analysis we study the semileptonic decays of the B meson

to final states containing the narrow (j=3/2) excited charm mesons: the j LJ = 3/2P2

and 3/2Pl, labeled. by the Particle Data Group and referred to here as the Di and Dl,

respectively.

When the DJ meson decays to D-7r, the he1icity of the D- is used ta describe
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Figure 3.4: Measured helicity distribution COSQ for the decays (a) Dio ~ D-+1r- and
(h) D~ -+ D-+'Ir-. Data talœn from [39].

(3.13)

the dynamics of the decay. Regardless of the initial polarization of the DJ, the

following helicity angular distribution are predicted:

d N ex { 1 + 3 eœ2 Q (Dl state with pure D-wave)

d caser sin2 Q (Di state)

•

Experimental results fcom CLEO II confirmed the predictions of HQET [39]. The

cos a distributions of the Dl and Di states agree with the expected 1 + 3~ ct and

sin2 ct distributions, as shawn in Figure 3.4.

As noted above, the 3/2P2 state can decay to both D'Ir and D-1r. HQET

relates the decay rates of Di ~ D1r and Di ~ D-1r. When phase space and

barrier-penetration corrections are included in the calculation (since D1r and D-1r

have different contribution depending if the invariant mass is close to threshold or

not), models [40, 41] predict
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R = B(D; -+ Dtr) = 1.5
B( D)

to 3.0.
D2--+ .1r

CLEO II measured the ratio R [39]:

R = 2.2 ±O.7± ±O.6.

The experimental result agrees weil with the HQET prediction..

3.3.2 B Semileptonic Decays

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)•

Theoretical predictions of the transition matrix for semileptonic deca.ys are compli

cated by the strong interaction. Some QCD effects are not calculable perturbatively

and are parameterized in terms of a set of fonn factors which describe how the strong

interaction modifies the weak proœss underlying the semileptonie decay. The spin

Bavor symmetry in HQET simplifies the description of the heavy quark decay by

reducing the number of independent fonn factors. HQET provides relations between

the form factors and gives estimation for the size of the HQS breaking effects.

In a heavy quark ta heavy quark decay Q --+ Q', both quarks have the same

statie color field properties. In sucb a decay, the configuration of the light degrees

of freedom does not change if the quark Q(vQ, sQ) with velocity vQ and spin BQ is

replaced by the quark Q'(vQ' sQ') with different flavor or spin, but with the same

velocity. Even though the initial and final quarks have diHerent masses (but are both

sufficiently heavy), important simplifications oœur. The form factors can be related

to a universal form factor [38] ca1led the Isgur-Wise function. In HQET, each doublet

of charm. mesons bas its form factors described by its own Isgur-Wise funetion.

In HQET, B semileptonie deca.ys ta D and D· are related to a single universal Isgur

Wise function e(w). The differential deca.y rate is given by [42]:

- r'I2 2 5-.3
dI'(B -+ Dfiit) = l.7FIVœl ms' (1 )2( 2 _ 1)3/2 -r2 ( )

dw 48~ + r w .rD w ,
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(a) Befoœ Dec:ay

v

(b) Zero Recoil

(c) Maximum Recoil

Figure 3.5: Kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a jj meson from
Reference [17]: (a) before the jj decay, (h) decay configuration at zero recoil, and (c)
at maximum recoil.

and

G}IVcbI2mir3(1_ r)2vw2 _1F2 (w) x
- 48~ D-

[
1 - 2wr + r2 2]

4w(w + 1) (1- r)2 + (w + 1) , (3.17)

•

where r = mDc.)jmS. In the limit of infinitely heavy quarks, Fl){.)(w) becomes

l1~(w), and HQET predicts that e(1) = 1. The parameter 11 is a perturbatively

calculable QCD correction. The normalization ta unity of the Isgur-Wise function

at zero recoil arises because there is a full overlap of the wave-function of the light

degrees of freedom at w = (v . Vi) = L At the point of equal velocity v = Vi, the light

constituents have identical configurations before and after the weak decay of the heavy

quark causing no gluon exchange between the Iight and the heavy quark. Figure 3.5

shows the kinematic configurations for the semileptonic decay of a B meson.
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For finite heavy quark masses, F D (.)(I) can be estimated in the framework

of HQET [43]. In the case of B --+ D-lVt, it has been shawn [44] that corrections of

order AQCD/mq are identically zero at w = 1, and that the leading corrections arise at

order (i\qco/fRQ)2. The second-power corrections to FD.(I) are then parametrically

suppr~ and can be estimated with an accuracy of better than 4% [3, 43]. In the

case of B -+ DlVt, the form factors are not protected against Aqco/mQ corrections,

but such corrections tum out to he small and calculable [45].
Theoretically, Ë --+ D(*)i;:;t is perfectly suited for the determination of the

CKM element IVœl. The normalization of the hadronic foon factors at zero recoil al

lows a mode! independent measurement ofF D(.) (1) IVœl [28,46,47]. But as mentioned

before, the q2 (or w) dependence of the Isgur-WISe function must he determined se

parately using nonperturbative techniques. Even if HQET does not predict the form

of ç(w), it relates ail the form factors to them. In the framework of HQET, the

differential rates and the kinematic variables of B --+ D(-)lVt provide information

on the shape of ç(w), which then provide information on nonperturbative QCD ef

fects [47,48]. Measurements of IVcbl and form factor studies at CLEO II and elsewhere

are reviewed in great detail in Reference [17].

The use of HQET resulted in a dramatic improvement in our understanding of ex

clusive decays B -+ D(*)iVt. In the infinite heavy quark limit, even the semileptonic

decay form factors of B meson into either D J doublet are given by just one Isgur-Wise

function. The leading Isgur-WISe functioDS for the orbitally excited charm mesons

j = 1/2 and i = 3/2 are denoted by (w) and T(W) respectively. The form fac

tors fi and ~ of Equations (3.11) and (3.12) are fonctions of the leading Isgur-Wise

function T(w). We used the term leading Isgur-Wise function oniy ta distinguish

T(W) from the functioDS that appear at arder Aqco/mq, which are sometimes called

subleading Isgur-Wise functioDS. The differential decay rate for B- -+ D~l-vl and

B- -+ DtJl-Vt can be written as [42]:
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dI\ G}1~m~rf(W2_1)3/2 F'o.(W) X
dw -

~(W + 1) [(w -1)(1 + rl)2 + w(1 - 2wrl + rn] , (3.18)

and

dI'2 G}IVcbI2ml,~ {W2 _ 1)3/2:F1, (w) x
dw

- 48,rJ D;

~(W + 1) [(w + 1)(1- r2)2 + 3w(1- 2wr2 + ri)] , (3.19)

where the fonctions FD1(W) and FD;CW) can be related to the leading Isgur-Wise

function T(w) and the subleading Isgur-WISe functions.

Models are needed to extrapolate the form factors for ail kinematically allowed

ri· Severa! models try to calculate the q2 dependence of the form factors within the

HQS prescriptions. In the finite mass limit, there are calculable AQCD/mQ corrections

to the QCD effective Lagrangian in HQET. At zero recoil, the finite ma.ss AQCDfmq

corrections ta the transition matrix elements can be written in terms of the leading

Isgur-Wise function and the meson mass splittings. Away !rom zero recoil, there are

perturbative a. and nonperturbative hQCD/fflQ corrections to the prediction of the

mq ~ 00 limit. Theoretical predictions exist for bath the infinite and finite heavy

quark limits. They are d.iscussed in the next sections.

Measurements of the B- ~ l1/.rVt and B- ~ D~l-;;l branching fractions

allow a test-of the various theoretical predictions. With data fram semileptanic de

cays, one can then compare:

1. the different form factors of a gjven mode and check the HQET relations among

them;

2. the different B semileptonic modes to each other.

•
A useful variable ta look at is:

'R, = BeB- -+ D~l-Vt)
B(B- -+ DYt-Vi) .

(3.20)
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Precise measurements of the difIerential decay rate dI'1,2/dw would determine (in

principle) the shape of F Dl (w) and F Di (w), which provide insights on the nonper

turbative QCD dynamics of the decay. Unfortunately, precise measurements require

large and cIeao. samples of B- -+ D~l-Vl and B- -+ DtJl-Vt decays. Nevertheless,

even a crude measurement of 1l, would give us some handle on the breaking of HQS.

Finally, the ultimate theoretical goal is to relate the inclusive decays to the

som. of the exclusive channels. In the infinite mass limit, the inclusive sum of the

probabilities for semileptonic decays into hadronic states is equal to the probability

for the free quark transition. The Bjorken sum rule [49, 50] is obtained by expanding

this probability in powers of (w - 1) and keeping terms of first order only

(3.21)

•

where,r is the slope of the universal Isgur-Wi.se function for fJ -.. n(*)lVl: e(w) =

1- ,r(w -1) + O[(w _1)2]. The subscript m and n are the radiallyexcited indices;

m = n = 0 correspond to the orbitally ex:cited states (Dl, Di) and (nô, Di). The

experimental observations of semileptonic B decays into excited nJ mesoos suggest

t?- > 1/4.

3.3.5 Dynamics of ËJ --. DJI.Ol Revisited

Now that we know a little more about semileptonic decays and HQET, let's go back

and try to understand the dynamics of the semileptonic decay of a B meson into an

orbitally excited. meson in more detail.

First we note that when the B meson decays to DJW*, the light quark gains

one unit of angular momentum. This implies that the hadronic matrix elem.ent

(DJ(v', €)I(V~ - A~)IB(v» vanishes at zero recoil for any r(l) since the B meson

and the (Dl, Di) mesons are in different heavy quark spin symmetry multiplets. Put

another way, at zero recoil, the wave fonctions of the light degrees of freedom he

fore and after the action of the weak current are totally orthogonal. Consequently,

we expect the D J wave function to have a larger overlap with a state in which the
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daughter c quark bas a large velocity relative to the spectator quark. In sucb. cïr

cu.mstanœs, the typical value of qz must he pushed significantly lower before aDJ

can he produced. Remember that the chann quark gets a large relative velocity at

low q2. Given that low q2 production should he enbanced by this effect, it is clear

that we should get a lot of helicity zero DJ, since at qz = 0 the lepton and neutrino

are collinear with a net spin of zero along the decay axis. This forces the daughter

meson to have helicity zero, regardless of its spin, since the B meson is spinless. As

a consequence, in HQET, the helicity zero contribution is expected to make up the

majority of the total decay rate r 1,2.

By looking at Equation (3.10), we should notice that at zero recoil (v = v'

configuration) only the form factors /Vi and kA1 can contribute to the rates. This is

easily explained by the fact that v' dotted into the poIarization e·'" or e-pa vanishes,

which implies that near zero reooil one form factor dominates each decay rate.

The complete details of the dynamics of the decay depends on the tf depen

dence of the form. factors, and thus depends on some theoretical assumptiODS about

the form of the heavy-Iight meson wave fonctions and of the Isgur-Wise fonctioDS.

The importance of the corrections from the infinite heavy quark mass limit is more

mode! dependent for B ..... DJlvt than for B -+ D(·)lVt because at no kinematic point

can the leading Isgur-Wise fonction r(w) he nonnalized. The leading Aqco/mq cor

rections cao. nevertheles.c; he divided into two classes: oorrections to the current itself

and corrections to the states. In HQET, a nonlocal effective action is derived [3) which

allows an expansion in powers of Aqco/mQ for the external current and the QCD

Lagrangian (containing the heavy quark spinor field). This effective theory therefore

models the long-distance physics of QCD accurately. However, it cannat describe the

short-range physics. The heavy quark participates in strong interactions through its

coupling to gluons with momenta in the range Aqco < p. < mq. The effective theory

of HQET provides an appropriate description at long distance scales p. « mQ; but at

large scales, a. is small and thus perturbative QCD can be used ta compute the short

distance effects. However, perturbative calculatioDS for each O(a.) diverge logarith

micallyas fflQ -+ 00. Sa ta rearrange (renormalize) the perturbative contributions

to be finite at each order of~/mQ' these must be matched to the calculatiODS of
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1 Parameter 1 ISGW2

b 0.18 GeV2

c -0.81 GeV

a. 0.60 ~ 0.30

Tnu =md 0.33 GeV

m. 0.55 GeV

me 1.82 GeV

mi) 5.20 GeV

Table 3.1: Parameters of the constituent quark potential model ISGW2.

the effective theory at some intermediate mass scale~ < JI. < 17lQ. The calcula

tion of such matching corrections is in principle straightforward, but rather tedious

in practice. The inftuence of perturbative QCD corrections in B to charm meson

semileptonic decays is believed to he small [3, 51, 52]. In practice, each model bas its

own way to deal with the details beyond the HQET limit.

3.4 The ISGW2 Model

The ISGW2 [51] is a form factor model based on HQET. It is an improved version

of the original ISGW model of Isgur, Scora, Grinteins, and WISe [22]. ISGW2's

calculation for semi1eptonic meson decays is based on a nonrelativistic constituent

quark potential mode!, with an assumed Coulomb plus linear potential:

V(r) = - ~. +c+ùr. (3.22)

•
The quark model parameters used by ISGW2 are Sllmmarized in Table 3.1. ISGW2

incorporates the HQS constraints between the fonn factors and on the slopes of the

form factors near zero recoil. Matching requirements of HQET are aIso included in

the ISGW2 calculatiODS. ISGW2 is consistent with the restriction of HQS breaking

at the order of Aq:;o/TnQ. It includes the two leading order breaking effects of HQS:



(3.24)
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the heavy quark kinematic energy which breaks the flavor symmetry, and the color

magnetic moment interaction of the heavy quark with the color field (or chromomag

netic effects) which breaks both the spin and the ftavor symmetry. Such a calculation

is expected to be reliable near zero recoil where the mesoos, and thus the individual

quarks, have small. moment&. Ad hoc relativistic corrections are included to better

describe the dynamics of semileptonic decays at larger recoil.

ISGW2 used SchrOdinger harmonic œcillator (SHO) wave functioDS to de

scribe the quark position wave functioDS [51}. The wave function variational parame

ters are denoted. by {3. The parameter {3s describes the B meson and I3x the meson in

the final state. The form factors for the (Dl, Di) doublet are related to the transition

matrix by:

(D1(Px,€)IV"IB(v)) - T€·" + [S+(pB +Px)" +s_(Ps -PX)IL}(€-. PS), (3.23)

(DI(Px,€)IA"IB(v» - iVePGP7E;(pS + Px)p(Ps + pX)"Y'

(D;(Px: E)IAILIB(v» - k€·""psv + (b+(ps + Px)" + b-(ps - Px)"]€;PPB~'

(D;(Px,€)IV"rB(v» - ih~E~PB(PS +Px)fj(ps - Px).."

where the momentum of the mesoos are Px = mxv' andps = msv. The forro. factors

for the Dl are given by:

[
ms{3s (tii - 1) mtl ] I:'(v)

v= + _ C5'
4V2fflf)meriix 6V2 mx{3s

_ ms/3s [~+ m(ffhx ( - _ 1)2] p,(r)
r - v'2 J4 3mc.8~ w 5 ,

+ mtl [1 mtl + ffltl (3~] p,(.s++.s_)s+ s_ = - - --- 5 ,
v'2ms{Js me 2p.+ Mx

_ _ mtl [(4 -w) _ fflttffle {Ji] p,($+-.s-}

s+ s_ - .;2mc.8s 3 2mxP+ /3ix 5 ,

•
and for the Di by:

h = md [~ _ md!JiJ ] FJh}
2V2ms{3s me 2/1-_mx/3ix '

k = md (- + l)F.(k)
v'2/3s w 5 ,

(3.25)
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b + b = m~ .Bl [1 _ md /1k] F',(6++6->
+ - 4...12mem"ms/1s l3ix 2ms /1ix 5 ,

b+ - b_ = -md [1- mdfflf, 13i- + md lJi- (1- md .Bi-)] pJ6+-6_>
...I2m"mx/1s 2p,+ms .Bix 4me /1ix 2mB I3ix .

The tilde parameters are ms = m6 + md, mx = me + mtl and (w - 1) = (q2max 

fjl)j(2mBmx). The physical spin-weighted mass averages are ms = ~ms + ~mB"'

and mx = ~mDl + imDi· The factors JL± = (l/me ± 1/71Ib)-1 and /3ix = ~(,8j.+,Bk)
The ISGW2 form. factors in the equations above are related to the fi and ~ by simple

transformations [53].
As one can see, ail the form factors for the doublet (Dl, Di) are proportional

to a universa.l function FJa}

~<» = c::)"s(o) c::)"x (a) c::) ~ (13;::)! [1 + 1:(t&.,. _ -i)] -2, (3.26)

where rix is called the charge radius of the decay; which is typically r1,x ~ 0.2

GeV-2c4 when X is a charm meson. The parameters nB(Q) and nX(Q) are half

integers; their values depend on the fonn factor Ct (see Table XIII in [51] for details).

The if and lepton momentum distributions obtained with the ISGW2 mode! for

B- -+ D~l-ïJl and B- -+ DtJt-Vt are shown in Figure 3.6. The areas of the dis

tributions are proportional ta the decay rates predicted. Monte Carlo simulations

at CLEO rely mainly on the ISGW2 model to describe the dynamics of exclusive B

semileptonic decays [54].

3.5 More Models

3.5.1 SISM and VO Modeis

Both the model of Suzukî, Ita, Sawada, and Matsuda (SISM) [55], and the mode! of

Veseli and Olsson (VO) [42] explicitly incorporate the principles ofHQET in their cal

culations. They do not calculate higher order ~jfflQ corrections beyond the RQS

prescription. They assume the bottom and charm quarks heavy enough compared ta

the QCD sca1e parameter~ 50 that there are very little QCD interactions in the
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Figure 3.6: The predicted B- -+ D'ft-vl and B- -+ DtJt.-vt lepton energy and q2
spectra for the ISGW2 mode!. The areas of the distributions are proportional to the
decay rates; hence, r 1 ~ 2 r2 in ISGW2.
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heavy flavored. meson. In the mq -+ 00 limit, the decay rates are simply given by

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) with .rDl(W) = FDi(W) = T(W).

The authors of the SISM model use a sirniJar method ta the one developed by

Isgur, Scora, Grinstien, and Wise [22]. They assume that the constituent quarks are

bounded by the potential of Equation (3.22) with b = 0.1568 GeV2, c = -0.563 GeV,

and a fix value of as = 0.5. The matching conditions of HQET are not part of their

calculation. They approximate the relativistic reeoil ef[ects with a compensation

factor It as it was prescribed in the original ISGW mode!. Their leading Isgur-Wise

function has the form:

r(w) = ...!.... ( 2/3PD{3SB )5
/
2exp [ -A2/~ (u? _ 1)] ~";W2 -1 (3.27)

V2 {3;'D +~B 2(/3i>D + {3js) {3ss '

where A = mxmd/(mc + md). The /35 are their SHO wave function parameters.

Veseli and Olsson employ three qualitatively different hadronic models to

describe the light degrees of freedom: the Dirac equation with scalar confinement

(DESC), the Salpeter equation with vector confinement (SEVC), and the relativistie

flux tube confinement (RFTe) [42]. AlI three models involve a short range Coulomb

potential with a fixed ct.. The various parameters are chosen to best fit the heavy-light

data. The DESC, SEVe, and RFTC methods are ail consistent with each other.

3.5.2 CNP Model

Colangelo, ~ardulli, and Paver (CNP) use QCD sum rules to evaluate the B semile~

tonie transition matrices to excited charm mesons [56]. The QCD sum rules provide

an independent approach to the evaluation of these matrices. In the CNP approacll,

the infinite heavy quark mass limit is taken. The procedure ta obtain the sum rules

is standard [57}, but we do not intend to discuss it in detail. First, they take mQ to

be finite. Then, they estimate the sum rules and perform the limit mq -+ 00. They

compute the sum rules (and thus the fOrIn factors) at ri = 0 where it is easier to

include perturbative O(Q.) corrections. They point out that ~/mq corrections

May tum out ta be important, but, nevertheless, use the heavy quark limit in their

estimation of the decay rates.
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3.5.3 SHJL Model

While ISGW2, SISM, and va all used nonrelativistic quark models, Sutherland,

Holdom, Jaimungal, and Lewis (SHJL) [58] employa relativistic quark mode!. The

ooly model parameters are some momentum dePendent quark mass functiODS. Their

approach is based on a relativistic field theory with the flavor and spin symmetries

of QCD. The interaction vertices between the heavy quark and the light degrees of

freedom are defined as a product of -y-matrix structure and a damping factor. The

structure of the interaction vertices is chosen ta be identically equal to the form

determined by HQS. The vertex fonn factors take the place of the Coulomb plus

linear potential. Their model does not relyon anyexpansion in ~/TnQ, but it

somehow satisfies the requirements of HQET. In earlier publications, theyexplicitly

checked that the mode! satisfies HQET constraints [59].
The interaction Lagraogian of SHJL includes the light-quark triplet (u, d, s)

and triplets of heavy-light meson fields with the heavy quark Q (Q = c, b). Pertur

bative as corrections ta the currents could he added, but this has not been done.

On the other hand, the model makes predictions for ail possible terms which break

HQS, including the heavy quark kinematic energy and chromomagnetic effects. SHJL

believe that nonresonant contributions in B semileptonie decays are not negligible.

They give predictions for the rates in both the infinite and the finite heavy quark

mass limit. Their results suggest nonperturbative departures from the heavy quark

limite

3.5.4 LLSW Model

As mentioned hefore, HQS implies that in the fnQ --+ 00 limit matrix elements of

the weak currents between the B meson and an excited charm meson vanish at zero

recoil. However, it is possible that at order ~/1l1Q these matrix elements are Dot

zero. Leibovich, Ligeti, Stewart, and WISe (LLSW) investigated. exclusive semilep

tonie decays into Dl and D; mesons using HQET [36]. Tbeir calculation includes

order of~/mq corrections. At zero recoil, the ~/mq corrections to the tran

sition matrix elements are written in terms of the lead.ing Isgur-Wise function T(w)
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and the knawn meson mass splittings. Their conclusion is that, sinœ most of the

phase space for B semileptonic decays to P-wave chann mesons is near zero recoil,

AQCD/1'Tl.Q corrections can be very important.

In HQET, the effective heavy quark field h,,(x) is related to the original field

Q(x) by

Q(x) = exp(-imq VQ • x) h,,(x).

In the finite mass Iimit however, the field Q(x) is

(3.28)

(3.29)Q(x)=exp(-imqvQ-x) [l+;~+O(~rJ hv(x) ,

where D is the covariant derivative in QCO. By putting the field Q(x) in the QCD

Lagrangian L, = Q(i li' - mQ)Q, one finds:

(3.30)

•

The LLSW calculation includes two extra terms in 6L,. The first term deals with the

heavy quark kinematic energy and the second with chromomagnetic effects. In the

infinite heavy quark mass limit, all the form factOIS are given by the leading Isgur

Wise function r(w). At order J\qco/mq unknown subleading Isgur-Wise fonctions

must he introduced ta describe the b -+ C current. In the LLSW model, J\qco/mq

corrections to the current itself are computed and the HQS constraints on the relations

between the form factors near zero recoil are respected. The corrections orig;inating

from the matching of the b --. c 8avor changing current onto the effective theory and

the AQCD /fnQ corrections are taken care of in a systematic way.

In a more reœnt publication [52], the authoIS separate the contributions to

the rate into the different helicity decompositioDS of the Dl and Di mesons, sinœ the

Aqco/mq corrections affect these differently. They present two different approxima

tions to the decay rate (approximations A and B). In approximation A, they treat

(w - 1) as order Aqœ/TnQ and expand the decay rate in these parameters. In a~

proximation B, the known order J\qco/TnQ contributions to the form factor is kept, as

weIl as the full w dependenœ of the decay rate. The results of both approximations

are comparable.
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In summary, the LLSW mode! predicts the differential decay rates. It includes

~/TnQ corrections with some mode! dependence on the form of the subleading

Isgur-Wise functions. The model dependence is larger away from zero recoil. The

HQET matching conditions are respected at large recoil with ct. corrections. They

give predictions on the ratio of branching &actions 'R, in which the order AQCD/mq

corrections turn out to be important.

3.5.5 G&R Model

The model of Goity and Roberts (G&R) [60] treats soft pion emission in B semile~

tonie decays in the framework of the heavy quark Iimit. G&R then provide a des

cription of exclusive B semi1eptonic decays to nonresonant and resonant hadronie

states sncb as ËJ -+ D-rrl;;t and ËJ -+ D·1rl;;t. The various effective coupling constants

and the fonn factors are obtained using a chiral quark model and HQET. The quark

contributions to the QCD Lagrangian separates naturally into two pieœs: the first

contribution comes from the light quarks (u, d, s) whereas the second is due to heavy

quarks (c, b, t). The light-quark sector has an approximate f1avor chiral symmetry

because the current quark masses are aIl very small on the typical hadron energy

scale [61]. On the other hand, the dynamics of the heavy quark depend onlyon its

velocity and are independent of its mass and spin. Henœ, their model includes bath

the chiral symmetry of the light quarks and the heavy quark symmetry for low-energy

meson interactions with the pion (called Goldstone boson in the the SU(3)L x SU(3)a

fiavor chiral symmetry).

The Feynman diagrams describing the process B -+ D(·)1rivt appear in Fig

ure 3.7. In the G&R model, the intermediate mesons ËJ and jj are either the ground

state meson D, D*, B, and B* or the excited states D·* and B··. The lov.~ chiral

Lagrangian is expanded to the lowest order O(p..). The expansion places restrictions

on the momentum quantum numbers of the D- and B··. It tums out that the weIl

established Dl and Di states are not included in their analysis because the doublet

(Dl, Di) contribution appears only at higher powers of the slow pion momentum.
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Figure 3.7: Feynman diagrams for B -. D(a)1rli/t. The dashed line represents the soft
pion. The mesons ÏJ and ÏJ are either ground states or excited states mesoos.

After the expansion in Pr, the remajnjng states are described. by a set of indepen

dent form factors. Their respective leading Isgur-Wise functions have an exponential

form with no Aqcn/mQ and no Qs COrrectiODS. Harmonie osciJ]ator wave function

solutions of the Coulomb plus Iinear potential are used ta calculate the form factors.

Similar work has been performed by other theorists; namely Cheng et al. [62] and Lee

et ai. [63]. The Goity and Roberts analysis is an improvement over previous work

since it includes some of the radially excited states.

As mentioned earlier, the B semileptonie rate is far from being saturated

by the resonant decays ËJ -. Dii/t and ËJ -. Deti/t. Therefore, it is reasonable ta

assume that nonresonant decays ËJ -. D(*)1rii/t may contribute to the inclusive rate.

At CLEO, we employa hybrid version of the standard G&R model ta describe the

nonresonant decays ËJ -. DCe)1rti/t in generie B semileptonic Monte Carlo [54J. We do

not use the G&R model of resonant decays because it does not include the exclusive

semileptonic decays of the B meson to the Dior the Di Meson. The hybrid model

only considers the diagram with a B (see Figure 3.7(a» since we only care about

nonresonant pion emission. Doing 50 removes some possibly important interference
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terms between the two diagrams in Figure 3.7. Our approach is nevertheless believed

to be adequate [64]. Appendix C presents the CLEO modification to the standard

G&RmodeL

3.6 S lJmmary

In the previous sections we discussed many theoretical modeJs which attempt ta

describe the semileptonic decays of the B meson to excited charm mesons. Most

models evaluate the decay rate and the absolute branching fraction for the exclusive

process B- ~ D~l-Vt on the basis of HQET. Some models also provide predictions

for the ratio of branching fractions 'R.. It is important to compare the experimental

results for B- ~ I1ll-Vt and B- --+ Dfl-Vt with the predictions given by these

models. Much can be learned by investigating possible discrepancies between the

experimental results and the theoretical predictions.

Some theoretical models discussed earlier do not take into aceount perturba

tive QCD corrections, spectator effects, and deviations from exact HQS. According

to several calculations [3, 51, 52], the influence of O(as ) matching corrections in

B semileptonic decays to charm mesons is small. It remains ta he seen whether

the neglect of the Aqcn/mq corrections is significant in the theoretical treatment of

B- --+ D~t-Vt and B- --+ DtJl-Vt.

In the 1ast chapter, a discussion on the agreement between the experimental

results presented in this thesis and the theoretical calculation is given. It will he

interesting to see if we can or cannot di.scriminate between models and at the same

time learn about the level of the heavy quark symmetry breaking in HQET.
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Chapter 4

ExperiIllental Apparatus

Particle experiments study the products of collisions of high energy particles, which

are generally produced at acœlerators. For instance, hadrons containing bottom

quarks can he produced in a wide variety of modern experiments: e+e- colliders,

'PP colliders, and fixed target experiments. In e+e- machines, large multi-layered

detectors surround the collision point. Each layer of the detector serves a separate

function in tracking and identifying each of the many particles that May be produced

in a single collision. The data used in this thesis were taken with the CLEO II detector

located at the Comell Electron-positron Storage Ring (CESR). The CLEO il detector

is operated by a collaboration of over 100 physicists from many institutions. A list

of the CLEO collaborators and institutions is given in Appendix A. In this chapter,

we will review the acœlerator CESR and the detector CLEO II.

4.1 CESR

The Comell Electron-positron Storage Ring (CESR) was constructed between 1977

and 1979, and started operating in 1979. CESR acœlerates electrons and positrons

ta energies of 4.5 GeV to 6.0 GeV in a ring of 768 meters in circumference. The two

beams are conœntrated a10ng the circular path by powerful magnets and brought

together to collide in the center of the CLEO II detector. The electrons and the

positrons circulate in opposite directions in the same ring of bending magnets. The

62
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beams are composed of more than 1012 electrons and positroDS ('" 100 mA/beam),

separated into bunches of a few centimeters length, traveling at almost the speed of

Iight. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the CESR facility.

The electrons and positrons are acœlerated in a three-step proœss. The elec

trons are produced by heating a cathode, and then injected in the linear accelerator

(Iinac) where they are accelerated to about 300 MeV. The positrons are produced

by irradiating a target with e1ectroDS. When the incident 140 MeV electrons bit the

target located down the linac, showers of low energy electrons and positrons are prc:r

duced. The positrons are collimated by a magnetic field and accelerated. to 200 MeV

in the remaining length of the linac. The beams from the linac are injected into the

synchrotron and accelerated ta 5 GeV before being transferred to the main storage

ring (see Figure 4.1). Each electron or positron spends less than onttrhundredth of

a second in the synchrotron, but once it is traosferred to the storage ring it must

coast there for severa! hours. This puts very strict demands on the precision of the

ring magnets and on the quality of the vacuum. At the moment, CESR operates with

nine trains of two bunches each. Typically, at the interaction region, a bunch is about

20 mm long, 0.3 mm. wide, and 0.008 mm high. This leads to an average luminosity

of roughly lQ32 cm-2sec-1 and a best integrated luminosity of 22 pb-1/day.

4.2 An Overview of the CLEO II Detector

At CESR, the products of e+e- collisions are studied with a complex detection ap

paratus known as the CLEO II detector. The CLEO II detector, illustrated in Fig

ures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, is a multipurpose high energy physiœ detector incorporating

excellent charged and neutral particle detection and measurement. It was installed in

the CESR south interaction region in 19~89. Data taking began in October 1989.

CLEO II operates near the threshold for open beauty production and it has logged to

date the largest sample of B mesoos in the world using data collected at the T((5)

resonance.

CLEO II consists of several independent detectoIS, whose combined role is

to measure with high precision the energy, direction, charge, and type of particles
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Figure 4.1: The CESR facility at the Wilson Laboratory on the campus of Comell
University, Ithaca, NY, USA.
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produced inside the beam pipe in every e+e- annihilation. Apart from the elusive

neutrino, which traverses matter with a very small interaction probability, no other

particle should he able to escape the CLEO fiducial volume without lea.ving some sign

of its passage. Particles such as K L and neutrons do interact with the detector, but

usually in a region not weil instrumented ma.lring their reconstruction rather diflicult.

AIl other neutral and charged particles leave distinct signal in the CLEO II detector.

A superconducting magnet deftects charged particles so that their charge and

momentum can be derived from the curvature of the measured trajectories. Inside

the magnet coil are the CsI crystal calorimeter, where the energies of the electrons,

positrons, and photons are measured; the time-of-flight counters, used for particle

identification and trigger purposes; and various tracking chambers. The closest sub

detector to the interaction region is the precision tracking chamber, followed by the

vertex chamber and the main drift chamber. Charged particles passing through the

gas in these detectors knock electroDS out of the gas atoms; the electrODS generated in

the ionization proœss are then attracted ta positively charged wires and generate a

pulse signal. Penetrating muons are expected. to pass through the iron of the magnet

and make its way to the layers of muons chambers where it can be detected in a

second set of gaseous counters. The data from ail these sub-detectors are collected

and digitized with high speed electronics, and then combined into a data record

for each event before being written on a permanent storage medium. Afterward,

computers allow detector monitoring and physics analysis.

A full technical report on the CLEO II detector can be found in Reference [65].

The individual components of the CLEO II detector are described. in the next sec

tions, moving radially outward from the interaction point. This is followed by a brief

overview of the trigger and the data acquisition systems, and the CLEO n ~Ionte

Carlo simulation. Appendix B describes the CLEO terminology.
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The CLEO II central tracJcjng system (CD) is a set of cylindrical wire chambers and

of cathode strips. While the cathode pads were built ta aIlow z coordinate measure

ments, the wire chambers were designed. to facilitate 3-dimensional track recognition

and to measure the momentum. and specific ionization (dE/ dx) of individual tracks.

The wire chambers are the Precision Tradring Layers (PTL), the Vertex Detector

(VD), and the outer Drift Chamber (DR). A more detailed description of the track

ing system is given in Chapter 5.

The PTL is the innermost of the three tracking chambers; it occupies the

regÏon between 4.7 cm and 7.2 cm from the beamline. Its purpose is to precisely

measure the origin of the tracks. The PTL is a six-layer straw tube drift chamber

and has the smallest drift œIl size of any of the chambers. The VD has 10 axial

wire layers with radii from 8.4 cm to 16.0 cm and 70 cm in length. The structure

of the inner chambers (PTL and VD) is shawn in Figure 4.5. The inner and outer

walls of the VD and DR are covered with cathodes segmented in t/> and z. The DR
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Figure 4.5: End-view of the inner tracking chambers (PTL and VD) showing the
pattern of the drift cells.
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(Figure 4.6) is the Most important of the tracking chambers. It has 51 layers: 40

layers of axial wires and Il layers of stereo wes. The DR provides most of the lever

arm needed for the determination of charged particle momenta. It occupies radü from

17.5 cm to 95 cm and is two meters long.

The tracking chambers subtend 92% of 41r of solid angle with a transverse

momentum. resolution of

(dP.L)2 = (0.0015 p.L)2 + (0.0050)2 ,
P.1.

where P.L is in GeV/ c. The angular resolutions of the CD are:

Ut; = 1 mrad and (Te = 4 mrad.

(4.1)

(4.2)

A description of the CD ofBine calibration is given in Chapter 5. The complete

geometry and overview of the CLEO II drift chambers is described in References [67].

4.4 Time-of-Flight System

The main purpose of the time-of-ftight (TOF) system of the CLEO II detector is to

determ.ine the velocities of charged particles by measuring their ftight time from the

interaction region. Using the momentum parameters measured in the drift chambers,

one can then identify the particles by their mass

1 c x TOF (rnc2) 2

/.l = Ar 1 h - 1 + Iplc}J c engt
(4.3)

•

The TOF system also serws as the primary component of the fast trigger for data

acquisition (see Section 4.8).

The TOF is made of plastic scintillation counters monitored by photomulti

plier tubes. It is situated directly outside the DR and is divided into two sections:

the barrel and the endcaps. The barrel section covers 86% of 41r and consists of 64:

scintillation counters. The light nom the counters is carried to phototubes by ultra

violet transparent lucite light guides. The long light guides allow the phototubes ta

be mounted outside the iron flux retum of the magnet. Each barrel counter is viewed
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Figure 4.6: DR drift œil structure. The radial dimension of each drift œIl size is
about 14 mm. More details on the main tracking chamber layer topology can he
found in Chapter 5 and References [65, 67].
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by two phototubes. Each endcap section contaiDs 28 scintillation counters arranged

like pie slices around the beampipe. They extend the coverage to 96% of 41['. The

phototubes for the endcap are glued directly to the square face of the scintillator

prism and operate in the 1.5 Tesla solenoidal magnetic field. The resolution of the

barrel (endcap) TOF is about 150 ps (300 ps) per tube for Bhabha events.

4.5 CsI Calorimeter

A caIorimeter is a device where a· particle's energy and position are measured with

the total (or partial) absorption method. In such devices, the measured energy of the

incident particle is contained in what is called a shower. The CLEO II electromagnetic

ca10rimeter fulfills a fourfold purpose:

1. It measures the total energy and position ofelectrons, as weIl as the total energy,

position, and direction of photons.

2. Analysis of the energy and shape of the shower permit separation of hadrons

and muons from electrons and photons.

3. It is used to construct an energy trigger. In addition, the total measured energy

is used for event classification.

4. It provides online and ofBine luminosity monitoring.

In the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter, electrons and photons transfer aIl their

energy to the material in a succession of bremsstrahlung and e+e- pair production,

which in turn produce secondary electrons and photons in a chain reaction know as

an EM shower. An electron is identified by matching the energy of the shower in

the calorimeter to the associated track momentum measured in the central tracking

detector. A photon is associated with individual showers when no charged track points

back to the EM cluster. A full description of electron and photon identification is

given in Section 6.6.1 and Section 6.8, respectively.

The CLEO II electromagnetic ca10rimeter (CC) is composed of 7800 thallium

doped cesium iodide (CsI) crystals of dimension'" 5 cm (2.7 r.l.) x 5 cm (2.7 r.l.)
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x 30 cm (16 r.t), with photodiode readout inside the 1.5 Tesla solenoid magnet_

The dimension and segmentation of the crystals of the calorimeter were chosen to

rnjnjmjze leakage and maximize light transmission. The Cs! ca10rimeter is Iocated

just outside the time-of-flight counters, but more importantly inside the magnet coil

(see Figure 4.4). This configuration greatly reduces the amount of material which the

particles must traverse before they reach the ca1orimeter. It also reduces the volume,

and consequently the cost of the calorimeter. The ca10rimeter consists of a. barrel and

two endcaps, which together caver 95% of the solid angle. The barrel coverage starts

at 32°, overlapping with the endcap (between 32° and 36°). The endcap coverage

goes down to 18°. The barrel contains 6144 tapered blacks arranged in a nearly

vertex-pointing geometry of 48 z-rows with 128 azimuthal segments in each. Each

endcap holds 828 rectangular crystals stacked inside a cylindrical holder. Four silicon

photodiodes mounted on alucite window on the rear face of each. crystal convert

the scintillation light from the CsI into electrical signais. For redundancy, each of the

photodiodes is c10sely connected to an independent preamplifier. The cable from each

preamplifier trave1s outside the CLEO fi detector for snmmjng and digitization. The

calibration of the electronics, relative crystal-to-crystal gains, and absolute energy

scaIe have sucœssfully maintained excellent resolution and stability over time.

The energy and angular resoIutioDS of the CsI calorimeter are:

(4.6)

(4.5)

(4.7)

(4.4)

O'E[~] = 0.26 25E 0 E + . ,

[ ] 3.7 [ ad] 1.4
O',p mrad = -lE + 7.3 and 0'9 mr = -lE + 5.6

for the endcap section, with E being the photon energy in GeY.

O'E 0.35
E[%] = F;O.75 + 1.9 - O.IE ,

[ ] 2.8 d [ad] 9O',p mrad = -lE + 1.9 an 0'9 mr = 0.8 O',p sin

for the barrel section, and

•
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The CLEO II magnet was designed to produce a UDÜorm solenoidal magnetic field

along the beam line 50 that charged particles in the tracking chambers would follow

helical paths. Its superconducting 5Olenoid coll provides an axial 1.5 Tesla magnetic

field, uniform ta within 0.2% over 95% of the tracking system volume. It is 3.1 m

in diameter, 3.5 m long, and operates with a current of 3300 Amperes. The magnet

is cooled by a liquid helium system. A 700 litre Dewar located above the detector

(see Figure 4.2) de1ivers the cold Iiquid helium to a manifold at the bottom of the

coiI. This manifold supplies tiser pipes fastened to the outside of the coil shell where

the helium absorbs heat and decreases in density. The buoyancy of the lower density

liquid heIium and gas bubbles rising in the pipes draws the liquid around the cooling

system.

4.7 Muon Chambers

Muons are very penetrating and long-lived particles. They are identified by placing a

large piece of iron absorber in the path of the particles produced in the collision. The

absorber stops essentially ail particles, exœpt the penetrating muoos. Muon counters

are pIaced outside the absorber. Muon identification relies on track matching between

the hits in the muon chambers and the bits in the central. tracking chambers.

At CLEO, the muon detectors are planar drift chambers outside the CsI

ca10rimeter and the magnet coiL They coosist of a barrel portion and two endcap

portions. Each portion was designed to maxirnjze the solid angle coverage and de

tection efficiency, and to rnjnjmize the number of hadrons which are misidentified as

muons. The barrel muon counters are embedded in the iron flux retum of the magnet.

The barrel section consists of eight octants that are symmetrically positioned parallel

to the beam line. Each octant is composed of three layers of 36 cm thick iron absorber

which amounts ta a minimum of 2.2 nuclear absorption lengths per layer. The muon

counters are in the 9 cm gaps between the iron absorber at depths of 36, 72, and

108 cm, which corresponds ta roughly 3,5, and 7 absorption lengths (À = 16.7 cm in
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Figure 4.7: Cross-section of a plastic muon proportional counter.
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iron). The endcap section is composed of additional counters which cover the forward

and backward region. The positions of the muon chambers are shown in Figures 4.2

and 4.3.

Every muon chamber is composed of a set of plastic streamer counters (Iarocci

counters) operating in proportional mode (see Figure 4.7). A set of counters in an iron

gap is called a superlayer. Each superlayer is composed of three layers of counters.

The cross-section of a superlayer is shawn in Figure 4.8. The superlayers are about

5 m long and 8.3 cm wide. They are constructed from 8 rectangular plastic tubes with

a bore of about 9 mm by 9 mm. Three inner sides of the tube are coated with graphite

to form a cathode and electrically isolate the anode. The side of the tubes without

graphite bas 8 cm wide copper strips mounted perpendicular to the wires providing

z measurements. The anode wire is positioned in the center of the tube and operates

at about 2400 Volts with a 50:50 Argon-Ethane gas mixture. The counters spatial

resolution is about 2.4 cm; and the copper strips give a spatial resolution in z of 2.8 to

5.5 cm.

The identification efliciencies and solid angle coverage for each of the three

barrel superlayers are shown in Table 4.1. The salid angle coverage is limited by
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Figure 4.8: Partial cross-section of a muon detector superlayer, showing the slightly
staggered three layers of proportional counters.

the light guides and phototubes of the barrel TOF to about 0.85 x 41r of the total

salid angle. The efficiencies were determined with muons from e+e- -+ p,+p,-. A full

description of the constmction and performance of the CLEO il muon detectors can

be found in Reference [68].

>3À 0.85 x 41r 98.6± 1.6

>5À 0.82 x 41r 97.5 ± 1.6

>7À 0.79 x 41r 89.5 ± 1.5

1 Depth 1 Solid Angle 1 Efliciency (%) 1

Table 4.1: The solid angle coverage of the various barrel muon chambers and their
efficiencies for detecting muons ttom e+e- ~ p,+p,- .

•
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The massive amount of data produced by the CLEO II detector is digitized, collected,

analyzed, and reduced ta physics results with the help of computers. At every inter

esting e+e- interaction, the data acquisition (DAQ) system proœsses the electronic

signals from the detector elements in a temporary storage medium (called a buffer) ,

reduces the data rate to a manageable level, records the events of interest on a per

manent storage medium, and controis and monitors the detector performance. While

the information for the event is stored in buffers, trigger processors perform rapid

but crude pattern recognition algorithms to select events suited for calibration and

physics analysis.

Electrons and positrons in CESR cross each other at a rate of 3.6~, which

is far too rapid to he accommodated by the data storage and data analysis oomponents

of CLEO. Fortunately, Most of the interactions are physically uninterestïng and the

actual rate of interesting annihilations is only a few Hz. CLEO II uses a hierarchical

three-Ievel trigger system; the three stages are called Level 0 (LO), Levell (LI), and

Leve12 (L2). An additional software filter, called Leve13 (L3), is applied before data

storage.

The LO trigger is the first link of the DAQ system. It is designed to make

fast and efficient decisions about whether or not charged and neutral particles have

been produced in CLEO II. Because the Lü trigger system is con&onted with the

highest data rates, it uses information from a fraction of the detector channels. The

Lü trigger receives input from the TOF scintillatoIS, the VD tracking chamber, and

the CC ca1orimeter. The TOF is the fastest device in CLEO II; the signais from the

phototubes are ready in about 55 ns. The LO criteria reduce the crossing frequency

to a rate on the order of 10 kHz. Whenever any of the LO requirements are met (see

Reference [69] for more details), all gates to the detectors are disabled and the LI

trigger is initiated.

The LI trigger takes more information from the detector and uses it ta make

better informed decisioDS about the event. It uses information from the TaFt VD,
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DR, and the CC. Typically, LO and LI require a few microseconds to eIirninate unin

teresting events. Overall the LO and LI requirements reduce the trigger rate to about

50 Hz.

Higher level triggers face much lower rates and perfonn more sophisticated

event rejection algorithms. The L2 trigger uses more detailed tracking information

and reduces the overall read-out rate by another factor of two. An accept ftag at

the Level 2 forces the detector signaIs ta he sent ta the L3 software filter. The L3

filter reduces the rate by 30% to 40%, depending on beam conditions. Events that

pass the L3 requirement are then stored permanently on magnetic tapes for data

reconstruction. The overall CLEO II trigger efficiency for BE events is 99.8%.

An accept signal. &om the L2 trigger allows CLEO to he read-out. CLEO is

read-out in a common stop mode. The closing gate is set by CESR after each beam

crossing. The actual data acquisition system cao currently read events at 50 Hz with

a 10% deadtime [70]. This means that the readout of the &ont-end electronics for each

detector component is completed within 2 IDS. To reduce the amount of data reM

out after a trigger, each of the electronic signais bas to pass certain cuts (this process

is called. data sparsification) before they are sent to a buffer. The digitization of the

entire CLEO II detector takes about 2.2 ms, and the digitization and sparsification

take about 13.5 IDS. The event size of a typical hadronic event is about 8 kbytes,

which, given a 25 Hz triggering rate, requires a bandwidth of 200 kbytes/sec.

Online, a set of control and monitoring computel'S provides a user interface for

the detector supervisors and ensures that the detector is performing correctly. Oflline,

diagnostic programs are used to monitor and ca1ibrate the CLEO II sub-detectoIS.

Bhabha and muon Pair events are recorded online for calibration purpœes. The L2

trigger bas the capability ta presca1e these events by acœpting ooly a predetermined

fraction of tw~tracktriggeIS. After calibration, the data stored on magnetic tapes are

proœssed with the reconstruction program PASS2. The task of PASS2 is to transfonn

the raw information (hits and clusters) into quantities required for physics analysis.

The data processed and compressed with the program PASS2 are stored permanently

on disk for later physics analysis.
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A detailed set of Monte Carlo programs are used ta simulate events in the CLEO II

detector. This task is divided into two sections: the event generator and the detector

simulation.

In this analysis, the event generator used is called QQ. We used two versions

of the QQ program: the first one is the default program. QQ and the second one is

an extension ta QQ caIled EvT [54]. The default QQ is used ta describe continuum

decays and non-semileptonic B decays. The EvT program. was developed ta describe

B semileptonic decays. Unlike the default QQ, EvT is able ta handle the full angular

correlation among the decay products of the B meson.

In the simulation of a BB event, the event generator initially produœs a

virtual photon from an e+e- annjhilation. The virtual photon decays ta a pair of

B ËJ mesons. The B Ë pair is decayed aceording to the QQ decay table that includes

the masses of ail known particles, their measured branching fractions and lifetimes.

Theoretical predictions for several expected, but not yet observed, modes and states

are also used.

The continuum events are generated using the JETSETI.3 [71] software pack

age from CERN. This set of routines produœs non-resonant qij pairs based on the

parton shower model according to the LUND fonnulation. Any unstable particles

produced in the hadronization process are decayed using the default QQ decay table.

The Monte Carlo simulation of the detector is handled by a program. called.

CLEOG. CLEOG is based on the GEANT software package from CERN [72]. CLEOG

contains parameterizations of hadronic interactions between particles produced by

QQ and the nuclear matter of the CLEO II detector. Its routines deal with elec

tromagnetic shower development, decay in ftight, multiple scattering, energy lasses,

Compton scattering, pair production, annjhjlation, ionization, delta-ray production,

and bre~ahlung. The output of CLEOG is then compressed. with the PASS2

processor, which is the same program that aIso compresses the real data.

An adequate simulation of the CLEO fi detector is essential for understand

ing the efficiencies and backgrounds for a given physical process under study. The
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optimization of our event-selection procedure, the estimation of various backgrounds,

and the determination of the efficiencies for the signal events ail rely on Monte Carlo

simulation.

In order to ensure that the Monte Carlo simulation is reasonably correct, it is

important to compare results of the simulation to measured. data. Whenever CLEOG

was used, the detector efficiency was tuned ta match the values obtained nom data.

In this analysis great cale is placed on the detector's ability for precise modeling of

charged particle tracking, lepton identification, and hadron reconstruction. This topie

is covered in more detail during the discussion of systematic uncertainties presented

in Chapter 7.



•

•

Chapter 5

Calibration of the Tracking

Chanlbers

A drift chamber is a single gas volume detector consisting of a large number of drift

cells arranged in some pattern, each œIl being a simple detector. The initial mo

mentum of a charged particles govems its path in the detector and therefore the

measurement of its position. Sinœ the CLEO II drift chambers are placed in a 1.5

Tesla solenoidal magnetic field, charged partieles move on helical trajectories. Ideally,

such a helix is described by five parameters.

The purpose ofa drift cbamber is to sample the trajectory of charged particles

at severa! points. From these samples, along with assomptions about the functional

form. of the trajectory, the momentum can be reconstructed. This is achieved by

a program which interprets the measurements of each drift œIl and finds the five

parameters associated with a single particle trajectory. CLEO uses the programs

DUET [73] and TRIO [74] for this purpose. The inputs required by a track recon

struction program are a list of the ceUs which were traversed by at least one charged

particle, the coordinates of the sense wire in each of those œ1ls, and a drift distance

value for each œIl that recorded a bit. The first two inputs are suflicient for coarse

track reconstruction. The last input permits precise track reconstruction suitable for

physics analysis.

The chambers consist of many drift ceUs, each of which consists of one sense

81
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wire connected to readout electronics. When a charged. particle passes through a drift

œIl it ionizes some of the gas molecules in the cell volume. Then, an electrie field

directed away from the sense wire causes the released. electrODS to drift towards the

sense wire, away from the ionized molecules. Very close to the sense wire, the electric

field is sa strong that the drifting electroDS trigger an avalanche, which produces a

macroscopic electric pulse on the sense wire. This pulse then travels to the readout

electronics, where, if it satisfies a discriminator threshold, it closes a circuit consisting

of a capacitor at a reference voltage grounded. through a resistor [65J. This capacitor

then discharges through the resistor until agate from the trigger system breaks the

circuit or until the circuit is reset. H the circuit is closed. by a trigger [69], the voltage

left on the capacitor ÎS, for the purposes of track reconstruction, the only reading of

that drift œil. When a Level 2 trigger causes the entire detector to he read out, the

output of the drift chambers consists of a list of drift œlls which recorded a hit (i. e.,

a list of drift ceIls in which there was a large enough pulse created on the sense wire

to satisfy the discriminator) as well as voltage reading for each of these cells. The

voltage reading is an integer number between 0 and 4096, corresponding to an analog

to digital conversion of the voltage left on the capacitor, and is known as the TDC.

The goals of the calibration of the drift chambers for position measurements are:

1. To determine, from each drift cell output (TDC), a drift distance value with

the smallest possible error.

2. To measure the relative positions of aIl sense wires as precisely as possible.

The final performance of the track reconstruction depends on how well these goals

can be met. It is therefore desirable to have a procedure that will quickly and reliably

lead to the achievement of these goals for each new data set, with minjmal human

effort. The tracking chambers calibration procedure is described in this chapter [75].

More details can he found in [16, 77, 18].

The main drift chambers of the CLEO II detector not only measure the

trajectories of charged particles, but also their specifie ionizatioDS dE/ dx. The whole

volume of the main tracking chamber is filled. with drift ceUs in order to maximjze

both the ionization collection for dE/ dx measurement and the acceptance for low
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momentum and small angle tracks. The charged particle identification procedure is

described later in Section 6.7.

5.1 Definitions

It is useful to clearly define the concepts involved in the calibration procedure. This

section is devoted to the definition of the calibration and tracking terminology. It

makes the following sections shorter and easier to understand.

Track Our best estimate of the trajectory of a stable charged particle ('Ir, K, p, e, or

J.L) is called a track. In a solenoidal magnetic field, trajectories are assumed

to he helicaL They are fully specified by five independent track: parameters

{DA,CU,FI,Gr,ZO}.

DA Distance of closest approach of the track to the coordïnate origin in the

r - t/J plane.

CU Signed curvature of the track. CU = q/2p, where p is the radius of curva-

ture and q is the electric charge (q = ±1).

FI Azimuthal angle of a tangent to the track at the point of closest approach.

CT Cotangent of the polar angle (6) or the tangent of the dip angle.

ZO The value of the z coordinate of the track at the point of closest approach.

DCA This is the Distance of Closest Approach of a track to a given sense wire, and

it is a function of the track parameters. A DCA value is calculated for each.

drift œIl that records a bit. It is often called the calculated or the projected

distance of a track to the sense wire (see Figure 5.1).

Entrance Angle (a) This is the angle between the tangent ta a track at the point

of closest approach to the sense wire and a radial line that connects the point

of closest approach to the coordinate origine Again, a is a fonction of the track

parameters, and a value of a is calculated for every cell that a track passes

through. In the approximation that any track is locally a straight line in every

cell, ct and DCA uniquely specify a particle trajectory through a drift celle
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TDC As explained in the introduction, this is the output of a drift œil. It is a

number between 0 and 4096 corresponding to the digitized voltage left on the

timing capacitor when the trigger occured.

Drift Time (TM) This is the time elapsed between the ionization of the gas in a

drift œil and the arrivai of the drift electroDS to the sense wïre. TM stands for

measured time.

Raw Time The TDC is a measure of the time elapsed between the firing of a drift

œIl electronics and the stop from the trigger. It is converted to time units

relative to the trigger stop by the electronic or online calibration [79, BO]. The

result is caIled a raw time.

Time Zero The time zero is the time between the trigger stop and the beam crossing.

Thus, to derive a drift time from a raw time, one needs ta know the time lapse

between the ionization of the gas in the drift œIl and the trigger stop. This

lapse is the time zero minus the transit time of the charged particle from the

interaction point to the given drift œil. The time zero does not depend on

track parameters and, sinœ the trigger stop occurs at a fixed time after a beam

crossing [65], the time zero is roughly a constant.

In summary, the drift time is given by the time zero, minus the raw time, minus

the transit time (Arc lengthf/3 c), minus the propagation time (see Figure 5.2).

The propagation time is the time between the arrivai. of the drift electroDS

to the sense wire and the firing of the drift œil electronics. The transit and

propagation time corrections do depend on the track parameters.

The time zeros are calculated via an iterative proœss that mjnjmizes the time

residuaIs. The time zero is one of two essential ofBine calibration constants.

Drift Distance (DM) When the firing of a drift œIl is caused by ionization from a

charged particIe (rather than noise), the drift time contains information about

the DCA of that charged particle. The measurement of the drift distance is our

best estimate of the DCA given the drift time. DM stands for measured drift

distance (see Figure 5.1).
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D-T Fonction The Drift-Time fonction is a one-to-one mapping from drift time to

approximate drift distance. Ideally, the drift distance is exactly a funetion of

drift time; however, as will be discussed in the next section, the drift distance

in general aIso depends on other variables, such as entrance angle. Fortunately,

the dependence on other variables is typically small and cao he treated as a

correction to the D-T functioD.- In the CLEO II ofBine constants, there is one

D-T funetion for every layer of drift œlls. Each of these is parameterized by a

variable number ofconnected straight line segments of equal width in drift time,

where zero drift time always maps onto zero drift distance. The D-T funetion

is the second essential ofBine calibration constant.

Ambiguity (A) The DCA is not enough to tell us whether the track passed to the

left or to the right of the sense wire. Any track crossing a drift cell always bas

two possible paths characterized. by the same DCA. Which side of the wire the

track is on is referred to as the ambiguity, A, of the bit assïgnment. In CLEO

coordinates, if tP at the point of closest approach is less than <P of the sense wire,

then A = -1; otherwise A = +L The ambiguity of each bit is resolved by the

track fitting algorithm.

Calculated Time (TC) It is simply DCA converted into a time. In other words,

TC is Time(DCA). When TC is computed, all the corrections to the D-T func

tion are considered in the distance to time inversion process.

Spatial Residual A spatial residual (RES) is a measure of how close the drift dis

tance of a bit is to the DCA of a fitted track in a. cell, in units of distance.

Recall that the drift distance is an estimate of the DCA based. on the drift œIl

measurement. Wherea.s the DCA is the projected distance: the actual distance

from the sense wire to the reconstructed particle trajectory. Rœiduals are de

fined with a particular sign convention: RES = A(DM - DCA). With this sign

convention, the average residual of many tracks in any given œIl is sensitive

to offsets in the sense wire position. For example, if the track reconstruction

algorithm thinks that cP of the sense wire is less than it actually is, the DCA

will be overestimated for A = 1 and underestimated for A = -1, while the drift
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distance will not he sirnilarly biased. This wiIllead to negative shifted residuals

for both ambiguities.

Time Residual A time residual (TRES) is a measure ofhow close the drift distance

is ta the DCA, in units of time. It is given by TRES = TM - TC. Note

that since the D-T function maps drift time to the approximate drift distance,

Time(DCA) is the inverse ofnot just the D-T function, but aIso ofail subsequent

correctioDS. Thus, the calculation of T1Dle(DCA) is not triviaL An alternative

way to calculate time residuals is: TRES = (DM - DCA) +- dD/dT, where

dO/ dT is the derivative of the D-T function at the given drift time. This

method is exact in the limit of small TRES, even if corrections to the D-T

function are ignored in calculating dD/ dT, but it is inaccurate for large TRES

becau.se the derivative of the D-T function is not constant.

5.2 Constraints From Hardware Design

The physical characteristics of the drift chambers largely determine the fonn of the

calibration constants. It is crucial ta learn in advanœ what limits on the perfonnance

of track reconstruction are imposed by the hardware. Doing 50 focuses the calibration

effort on areas where gains can be made and prevents wasted effort in areas where

improvement is not possible.

A drift œIl detects cbarged particles through their interactions with gas

molecules. Unfortunately, each interaction also affects the motion of the charged

particle that the drift chamber is trying to measure. In general, any two particles

on exactly the same trajectory (but at different times) will produœ the same TDC

value in a given drift œIl only if they ionize gas continuously along their path. It is

therefore desirable that the charged particle mean fcee path, X, he smaIl compared

to a typical DCA. For the argon-ethane gas mixture used in CLEO II, x ~ 200 pm,

whereas 0 mm < DCA < 7 mm. Note that very close to the sense wire (DCA ~ x)

the drift distance resolution is inevitably limited. by x. However, the main limitation

related to fi is that information about the initial conditions of a particle's motion
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is diluted in every collision with the wires and the gas (multiple scattering). Over

aIl, the multiple scattering induced on the particles by the wires and the gas have

comparable contributions. The effect of multiple scattering depends on the thick

ness of obstructing material in the chambers (in radiation lengths), the strength of

the magnetic field, and the length over which position measurements are made. For

the CLEO II hardware configuration, the expected transverse momentum. resolution

is [65, 67, 81] (-;:r= (0.0015P.d2 + (0.0050)2, (5.1)

where P.l. is in GeV/ c. The first term. depends on the drift distance resolution and

hence on calibration, whereas the second term. accounts for multiple scattering. This

equation makes very clear that for low momentum tracks CP.l. < 1 GeV/ c) it is not

useful to push the calibration near the above theoreticallimit of O.()O15. It further

suggests that it is appropriate to calibrate the tracking system with Bhabha events,

even though most particles in physics analyses are of much lower momentum, because

it is at high momentum that calibration dominates the momentum resolution.

The CLEO II tracking system is embedded in a 1.5 T magnetic field (along z,

the beam axis) which is another important consideration for calibratioll- Due to the

magnetic field, the drifting electrons do not, in general, foUow a straight path to the

sense wire. For a fixed DCA, the exact trajectory, and hence the drift time, depend on

the details of both the electric field and the magnetic field (since the electromagnetic

force is given by F = qE + qv x B) and on the type of gas in the chamber [82].

Therefore, the D-T function potentially varies with entrance angle and ambiguity.

However, if the electric field is invariant under rotations about the sense wire,

then the D-T function is constrained by symmetry to he the same for all entrance

angles and ambiguities. This is clearly the case in the PTL drift cells because of their

circular geometry, but it is also true near any sense wire. The surface of any wire is

an equipotential and therefore, the field Iines of the electric field are radial close to

the wire. Whatever the particular case may he, for small DCA, the D-T function will

neither depend on entrance angle nor the ambiguity, regardless of the electrostatic

boundary conditions far away from the sense wîre. This is an important physical
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constraint in converting drift times ta drift distances.

In general, the exact trajectory of the electrons (or drift lines) deviates from

the direction of the electric field E, by an angle named the Lorentz angle TJ. In the

particular case of perpendicular E and B fields, the Lorentz angle is predicted ta

follow:

tan('7) = WT ':::!. K.(E)vB/E, (5.2)

•

where E is the magnitude of the electric field, B is the magnitude of the magnetic

field, w and T are respectively the cyclotron frequency (eB/ m) and the effective time

between collisions, v is the drift velocity (v "V SOp.m/ns), and the factor K.(E) depends

on the electrlc field and the gas in the chamber.

Figure 5.3 shows a computer simulation of the isochrones in a typical DR II

œIl. An isochrone is a line connecting aIl points of closest approach that lead 10

the same drift time. Near the sense wire the isochrones are circular, indicating no

dependence of the D-T function on entrance angle or ambiguiq. Therefore, the D-T

functions in all DR n layers are constrained to he identical close to the sense wlJe,

and there is only one D-T function per layer, with separate entrance angle dependent

corrections for each layer added for large DCA.

5.3 Method

From the calibration point of view, the CLEO II tracking system allows one ta han

die all celIs of a particuIar drift chamber (PTL, VD, or DR) with the same basic

calibration constants. Remaining fine tuning of the D-T functions and time zeros is

treated by small correctioDS. Because of deviation cau.sed by fluctuation in operating

conditions, a set of calibration "constants" are normaIly valid for a given segment of

data.

There are several ways to find the D-T functions, time zeros, and all other

calibration constants of a drift chamber. The goal is to find the constants that lead

to the smallest r between the drift distances of ail data bits and the DCA values

predicted by track reconstruction. We do not intend to perform a simultaneous min

imum Jè fit to aIl CLEO II data with every calibration constant as a free parameter.
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This ideal situation is not practical, because the number of free parameters would

exceed 10,000. Instead, for CLEO II, we determine these constants empirically us

ing Bhabha events. We find the solution by successive iteratioDS on the same data

sample, where we determine some fraction of the free parameters in each iteration by

starting with the D-T functioDS. The method is based. on an accurate determiDation

of the D-T fonctions, followed by calculation of all other constants from spatial and

time residuals. The advantage of this method is that it should naturaUy converge on

the desired goal, because the combined x:- of aIl the data is nothing but the SUIn of

the squares of aIl residuals (appropriately normalized). Because of this, and because

we use ooly Bhabha data rather than aIl data, we need to understand and impose

physical constraints that the constants must respect, in order to avoid falling into

local minima of this iterative r minjmjzation. The first step is ta reconstruct non

radiative Bhabha events with approximate D-T functioDS and time zeros. Improved

D-T functioDS are then obtained from track parameters generated by an iterative least

square fit which rninjmizes:

Nx: = E{RES~/of),
i=1

(5.3)

•

where N is the number of bits on the track and (Ti is the spatial resolution.

After the D-T fonctions are found, other constants, such as time zeros, are

extracted. The iterative x: rninjmization is repeated with the new D-T functions,

the new time zeros and other updated constants until it converges. In the following

sections, a detailed description of how the D-T functioDS are found and parameterized

is given.

5.3.1 The Track Fits

For reasons discussed earlier, we choose Bhabha events for calibration. Bhabhas

have the disadvantage, however, that they are Dot produced isotropically, but exhibit

a strong eœ2 8 dependence which peaks along the beam axis. Therefore, in arder

to assure that our constants are not biased by over-representation of small polar

angle tracks, we filter Bhabhas so as to Hatten their distribution in cos (J. This is
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accomplished through a routine named. leveut which monitors the cos (J distribution

of events selected for constants-finding and rejects events through a simple negati~

feedback check. As soon as the large cos (J bins pass some threshold, small polar angle

events are rejected until the large polar angle bins catch up. See Figure 5.4.

After an appropriate event selection procedure is established, one must de

cide which bits belong to each track. This is done by applying a crude track-fitting

algorithm (in our case, TRIO) which provides us with track parameters for the two

tracks in the event. These track parameters are used to identi.fy which bits on the bit

map of the event fall within a road about the track. Bits meeting the road require

ment are stored in a bit list. The road is sufficiently wide 50 that misalignments are

insignificant. Neglecting to do 50 can result in cases in which perfectly good bits are

discarded., resulting in low statistics and biased constants.

Once we have a list of bits we begin fitting the Bhabha events. Various fits

using subsets of the bit list will he carried out for different purposes, but for DOW

we will concentrate on the most general fit to the event data: a fit which includes

aIl bits from all three dJambers and cathodes. The five track parameters defined

earlier are determined by this fit. They will henceforth be referred to as the base

track parameters. They will serve as the default track parameters unless a parameter

is specifically requested to he re-determined in a more specialized. fit.

Although there are actually two physical tracks in the event, the electron and

the positron, we treat the two as if they were one particle entering the detector &om

one side, scattering elastically at the DR-VD interface, scattering elastically at the

the ongin, scattering again at the DR-VD interface, and exiting on the other side.

This entity, the two tracks treated as one, will he called a dualtrack. The scattering

at the origin is neœssary to account for initial and/or final state radiation. We do

not use radiative Bhabha events, but all Bhabha events radiate to some extent. We

describe the dualtrack with one set of nve track parameters, two angles (one in r-cP

and one in r-z) describing a kink at the origin, and an angle for each DR-VD interface

crossing, to account for the scattering.

fi an event is determined, based on all the criteria mentioned 50 far, to he

suitable for calibration, it may then he fitted. for the base track parameters. These
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track parameters will be very important for calibration, 50 we want to taire steps to

ensure that obviously spurious hits will be ignored. To do 50 we fit the dualtrack

once, look at the residual of each bit, and reject bits with residuals greater than 4

standard deviations (0') [83].

Rejected hits are fiagged and will never he used in any future fit. After aIl

the hits have been checked and the bad ones ftagged, we fit the dualtrack again and

throw out bits with residuals greater than 20'. Now we carry out the fit for the

base track parameters and save them. We also save for every bit (including thœe

that were rejected for use in the fit) an address, layer number, wire number, TDC,

measured drift distance, puIse height, arc length ta the bit, residual, and DCA. Now

that we have the base track parameters, we can carry out the specialized fits designed

specifically for obtaining various calibration constants.

Currently there are three specialized fits, aIso called internai lits, one for

each chamber. The specialized fit information obtained will be used to calibrate each

device: the DR fit for the DR axial and stereo layers, the VD fit for the VD axial

layers, and the PTL fit for the PTL axial layers. In an internaI fit, bits from one

device only are used as input 50 that the trajectory of a particle within that device

cau he determined independent of relative alignment hetween deviœs. (At this stage,

rnisa.lignments may not have been corrected and hence relative rotations, offsets, and

tilts may exist between one device and another; if we fit bits from each deviœ sepa

rately, this systematic bias is elimjnated.) We aIso demand that the measured drift

distances of the bits used. in an internai fit faIl within a window corresponding to a

region of the cell with good resolution. A mjnimum number of bits per dualtrack

passing this eut is aIso required. Keep in mind that for the purpœes of calibration,

unlike physics analyses, we want to faver events in which we can determ.ine with con

fidence the track parameters. We are concemed Dot with efficiency, but with accurate

track parameters. The above requirements are aimed at selecting the best bits and

hence, favering well-reconstructed tracks which will make it possible to converge on

the true constants. A description of each internaI fit follows.

DR Fit: The DR fit refits for CU, FI, DA, CT, and ZO using only DR axial bits and

aIl cathodes. Notice that ail the track parameters except k:inks are redetermined
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for this fit. By doing 50 we are assuming that ail five of them can he reliably

determined without the help of PTL or VD information. This is clearly true for

CT and ZO, since the PTL and VD anodes contribute no z infonnatioIl- It is aIso

true of CU, since the DR, with its large span in radius, affords us the greatest

lever-arm with which to determine the curvature. Because the DR provides

information only far away from the ongin, it makes for poor determination of

FI and DA in single track fits. The dualtrack fit imposes physical constraints

on these parameters, 50 we believe that they are weIl determined with the DR

alone. Ta favor events with a maximum number of reliable bits, we require

that bits used in the fit falI between 10% and 70% of the œil radius. Sucb.

requirement are mainly based on the large uncertainty on the Lorentz angle in

the outer cell regions where the electric field is no longer cylindricaL

VD Fit: The VD fit refits for FI and DA using only bits from the VD anodes. It is

appropriate ta refit for FI and DA, and not CU, ZO or CT, when using the VD

alone, since the VD provides good information about what happened close to

the interaction point, but offers !ittle lever-arm for measuring CU and obviously

no new z information. This fit excludes bits in the outer 10% of the œIl. This

requirem.ent, in conjunction with the fact that the fit is unbiased by geometry

rnisalignments, is expected ta generate better values for FI and DA than those

of the base track parameters.

PTL Fit: The PTL fit refits for FI and DA using only bits from the PTL. The

reasoning here is identical to that applied to the VD. Here hits within the

entire œil are allowed into the fit because with a maximum of 12 possible hits

on the dualtrack, statistics become a limitation. Neverthele$, this window

could potentially be optimized.

For each internal fit, as for the general fit mentioned first, a set of information

is stored: the new track parameters and an arc length, residual, and DCA for every

hît. From this information a variety of quantities (e.g., TRES, entrance angle, z

position of bits) will be calculated, plotted and used ta determine the constants. The
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internai fits are labeled by the parameters IFIT. The DR fit bas IFIT = 1, the VD

fit has IFIT = 2, and the PTL fit has IFIT = 3.

5.3.2 The Drift Fonctions

Overview

In principle, the drift function depends only on the cell geometry, the properties of

the gas, the magnetic field strength, and the voltage of the sense wïre. Sinœ aIl œlls

in a layer are held at the same voltage and share the rest of the deterrninants as weIl,

we make one drift function per layer with the exception of a few badly behaved layers.

The gravity sag (,..., 60 J'm) and all geometrical distortions of the field wires

are corrected for in the calculation of the drift distance within DUET. The sense wires

are theoretically in an unstable equilibrium, being attracted to ail surrounding field

wires. The tension on each wire is thought to he enough to overcome e1ectrostatic

distortions [84] and it is Dot corrected for in the track-fitting procedure.

The extraction of the drift functions is an iterative proœss. Before one begjns,

one must make an estimate of the drift function; this estimate could be the most naive

drift function imaginable, given by:

d(t) = t x Rœn/(tmax - tmin) (5.4)

•

where Rœu is the œll radius and tmax and tmiD are the maximum and mjnjmum possible

drift times. A better estimate, if it is available, is a drift function from a previous

data set. This is generally what is used. Use of an approximate drift fonction means

that there will he a large uncertaïnty in the measured drift distances. But because a

large number of bits is used in the track fit, the error in the track parameters, and

hence DCA, will be small [81]. Thus, a plot of DCA versus drift time yields a better

drift function than the original form used to determine drift distances. Samples of

DCA versus drift time, the scatter plot and the result of a fit to the corresponding

profile histogram, cao he found in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The profile histogram [85] of

DCA averages versus time bas been fit using a pieœwise linear scheme (described in

Appendix D). The result of the fit is saved and will go on to become the starting
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point for the next iteration. Eventually the error in the drift distances is dominated

by the intrinsie error in the measured raw times and further iterations cannot improve

the drift function.

There are complications to this simple scheme. Far frOID the wire DCA is

nearly a function of time; there the distribution of DCA for a given drift time bin

is sharply peaked. Close to the wire, however, these distributions broaden due to

ionization statistics and rniSMSÏgned ambiguities creating a background underneath

them. The eloser the track passes ta the wire, the more difficult it is for the fitter to

resolve the ambiguity, creating a broad background peaked at zero.

The greatest complication to determining the drift function arises in the case

where the isochrones are not rotationally invariant. One can easily see in Figure 5.3

that this effect is most dramatie at the edge of the œIl. The result of this effect is that

for every possible drift time there are many possible drift distances. This leads to a

drift function which cannot be described by one set of offsets and slopes per layer,

but must he parameterized in such a way that the effect of the distorted isochrones

is modeled. Severa! techniques have been developed to address these issues. The

specifie parameterization of the drift function will he discussed for each device.

VD and DR Axial Layer D-T Functions

The D-T functioDS for these two deviœs are made in the same way and 50 will he

discussed together. As stated earlier, the drift function is found by plotting the DCA

versus drift time and fitting the function to a pieœwise linear function with typically

ten to twenty segments, each of which is described by a slope and a y-intercepte Thus,

the D-T fonction is parameterized by:

D(t) = Aï + Bit where Ci -l)Wt < t < iwt . (5.5)

•
Here i denotes the segment index and Wé the width of a segment in picoseconds. The

DCA versus drift time data can he broken into two regions: the region sufficiently

far from the wire that ionization statistics have not significaotly smeared the drift

distance and the region close to the wire where we want to minimize the effect of this

smearing.
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Figure 5.5: Scatter plot ofAx DCA (in meters) versus the drift time (in ps) for CD
Layer 26 (DR Layer 10) [86).
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Figure 5.6: D-T function for CD Layer 26. The profile histogram of the norma1ized
drift distance as function of the norma1ized drift time is represented by the crosses.
The line is the result of the piecewise fit.
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•

In the outer region it is suflicient to take the simple mean of DCA for each

time bin. This is accomplished by taking a slice in time, folding the positive DCA

distribution on top of the negative DCA distribution (Figure 5.5), and plotting the

mean versus TM as a profile histogram (Figure 5.6). The error on the mean. is

plotted as the error for eacb. entry. This treatment works far from the wire where the

DCA distribution is sharply peaked and the background is low. Close ta the wire,

however, ionization statistics smear the distribution and ambiguity mistakes add a

background. Bath effects pull the mean away from the peak, rendering the profile

histogram inadequate in this region (see Figure 5.7). Thus, for these small-time points

we project DCA for each time slice and fit the distribution ta a double Gaussian over

a background function. The means of the two Gaussians are then averaged to obtain

one DCA value for each time slice

To gain statistics in the small-time plots, we average small-time data from

many layers together. This also imposes the desired. constraint that ail drift funetion

are the same close ta the wire, since one set of small time points is used for alllayers

in the average. Note that to be absolutely correct we should only combine layers with

the same sense wire voltage. This is because even for the case of a saturated gas,

where the drift speed is independent of voltage, the Lorenz angle and hence the drift

function do dePend on the voltage. Sïnce all the DR layers are held at 2000 volts,

we combine all the DR anode small-time data and use one set of small-time points

for all DR layers. Even though the drift lines are bent in this case, they are bent by

the same amount close ta the wire, 50 the drift function is the same in this region for

ail the DR layers. We aIso average small-time data for the VD anodes. However, the

VD voltages range from about 1900 volts ta 2400 volts, 50 we assume that the effect

of the electric field is not tao different in different layers to significantly change the

shape of the D-T function close ta the wïre.

Note that this practice of sharing small-time data between difrerent layers

will only work if the time zeros are sufliciently well knawn, since a time zero offset

will shift the small-time data a10ng the time axis. Otherwise, the smaIl-time data

will be systematically shifted relative to the outer œIl data points for layers whose

time residual does not happen ta he close to the time residual averaged over ail the
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Figure 5.7: Drift distance for different small-time bins in the first layer of the
PTL (i.e., CD Layer 1 [86]): (a) -2 DS < TM < 0 DS, (b) 0 os < TM < 2 os,
Cc) 2 ns < TM < 4 os, (d) 4 DS < TM < 6 os, (e) 6 DS < TM < 8 os,
Cf) 10 ns < TM < 12 os, (g) 12 DS < TM < 14 DS, (h) 16 os < TM < 18 DS•
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•

layers. For the VD, small-time data consists of drift times 27 os and smaller and for

the DR, 39 ns and smaller.

We have seen how the drift time data are obtained.. They are then fit accord

ing to the parameterization described by Equation (5.5) above. This parameteriza

tion is not sufficient, however, due ta distorted isochrone effects far from the wire that

make the DCA a function of entrance angle as weIl as measured time. To modei this

effect we divide DCA versus drift time into bins given by the sign of the ambiguity

and sign of the entrance angle. Since each of these can take on two values, there are

four possible permutations of the two. Thus the parameterization now becomes:

D(t) = Aï + Bit + Cj lt:t2, where (i - 1)~ < t < iWt , (5.6)

and where j and k each take on two values given by the signs of the entrance angle and

ambiguity. The quadratic corrections for CD layer 26 is shawn in Figure 5.8. This is

definitely not the best we could do. A better parameterization would be one which

introduced a more finely grained entrance angle dependence in the drift function.

An entrance angle correction based on the shape of the drift line in Figure 5.3 was

developed for the recompress data samples.

This quadratic parameteriza.tion is inappropriate for a few badly behaved

layers. A badly behaved layer is one adjacent to a cathode layer. In this case the

field is highly distorted. For sucb. layers, the drift time data diverges 50 much and

the maximum drift time is 50 different for positive and negative ambiguities that

the quadratic parameterization fails. Here we use the simple linear parameterization

(Equation (5.5», but make two D-T functions for each layer, one for each ambiguity,

as shawn in Figure 5.9. The earlier arguments used. to justify averaging sma1l-time

data from many layers still apply; the "bad behavior" occurs in the outer part of the

celle Thus, the same small-time data is used for these layers as for the other layers.

PTL D-T FuntioDS

The PTL drift functioDS are generated in much the same way as the VD and DR D-T

functions, with a few differences. As before, the DCA is plotted versus drift time

for each layer and fitted to a pieœwïse linear function. The data are comprised of
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Figure 5.8: Quadratic Corrections for CD Layer 26. (a) A = -1 and negative entrance
angles, (b) A = +1 and negative entrance angles, (c) A = -1 and positive entrance
angles, and (d) A = +1 and positive entrance angles.
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Figure 5.9: Two-sided D-T function for CO Layer 67.
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•

small-time data. and outer œIl data in the same way. However, since DME (DiMethyl

Ether) is not a saturated gas, the drift speed depends on the voltage of the sense wire

and because the PTL layers are held at different voltages, small-time data. may not

he shared among different Iayers. In the PTL, small-time data consist of drift times

14 us and smaIler.

The drift fonction is fitted in the same manner as before, but to many more

segments, typically one.hundred. The large number ofsegments is neœssary to model

the rapidly chaoging drift speed of DME; the speed can range from 5 p,m/ns ta 100

p,m/ns over a cella The large number of segments can lead ta a drift functian that

is bumpy, though, and 50 a constraint is applied ta the fit to keep the drift function

smooth; the first derivative is required ta decrease monotonically. This is a. physical.

trait of the PTL D-T funCtiODS which we observe directly and, therefore, a. valid

constraint.

The PTL D-T functioDS are simpler than the VD and DR in that the circular

symmetry of the straw tubes provides rotational1y invariant isochrones and therefore

no dependence on ambiguity or entrance angle. The simple linear parameterization

of Equation (5.5) is sufficient.

DR stereo D-T FuntioDS

The stereo layer D-T functions are quite difficult to calibrate eH"ectively. Since the

sense wire is not parallel to the z-axis, its position within the œIl changes with z.

As a resu1t, Jhe D-T function which we are trying to measure is z-dependent. We

could consider making several drift functioDS for each stereo layer in bins of z, but

obtaining sufficient statistics would be impractical. Instead we make one drift function

integrated over z for each stereo layer and then apply a z-dependent correction. The

corrections are made by plotting, in profile format, space residual versus z in two bins

of ambiguity, five bins of drift distance, and two bins of stereo anglel . This translates

ta twenty plots. The plots are fit to a piecewise linear scheme (Figure 5.10) and the

l A stereo layer is like an axial layer which bas been grasped at each end and rotated in opposite
directions in cP, or in other words, twisted about the z axis. Obviously there are two choi<:eS of direc
tion to twist. In the DR alterDate stereo Iayers haw alterDatiDg senses of tbis twist, or alterDating
sign of the stereo angle.
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result becomes the correction ta the simple first order drift function:

D(t, z) = Aï + Bit + Cldrrm + Dldmnz

where (i - 1)wt < t < i~ and (m - 1)Wz < z < mWz ,

106

(5.7)

where klmn denote the range over ambiguity, drift distance, z bin, and stereo angle.

We openly admit that this fix does not reflect a deep understanding of the actual

behavior of these layers [87]. It is merely a means of compensating for the error in

the drift function introduced by averaging over z. Nevertheless, this correction results

in a 5% improvement in resolution for stereo bits with (zr> 0.5 m.

5.3.3 The Time Zeros

The timing is critical in the drift chambers because every nanosecond of jitter adds

25-50 ~m to the tracking resolution. As discussed in the introduction, a charged

particle traversing a drift œIl ionizes the gas in the tracking chamber and produces

an e1ectronic pulse on the sense wire. The wire pulse then travels along the wire and,

if it crosses the discriminator threshold, starts the discbarge of the timing capacitor.

Using the z coordinate convention of CLEO II, the propagation time of the wire signal

can he described as:

{

L/2v + z/v East Readout
Tp =

L/2v - z/v West Readout
(5.8)

where the term L/2v is the time the pulse takes to travel half the length of the sense

wire plus aIl the e1ectronic delays that may be incorporated before the puIse stans

t~tmmg~cWt.~~~m~

L/2v = lf2v + delaywire' (5.9)

•
where 1 is the physical length of the sense wire and delaywire is the delay for a given

wire pulse to travel down the electronics. On the preampIifier board, the route of the

signal from individual wires is düferent. In other words, delaywire is a function of the

channel associated with a given sense wire. The relative start time for a wire input
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Figure 5.10: The normalized spatial residual (FRES) versus Z for the DR stereo
layers with A = -1, stereo angle < 0 and 0.6 < DM < 0.8. The filled squares are the
nonnalized spatial residuals with no correction. The lines segments represent the fit.
The open squares are the normalized spatial residuals alter the correction has been
applied.
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on a DR preampIifier board is shawn in Figure 5.11(b). To remove this non-lînear

wire-to-wire dependence, each channel en) has its own TDC-to-time relation. The

TDC-~timerelation is obtained with a calibration pulse [79]:

TDC(n) = So + slt + S2t?- + ... , (5.10)

•

where the term So removes most of the wire-to-wire differences. As one can see in

Figure 5.12, the route of the calibration pulse is slightly different than the one taken

by the wire signal. The pulser circuit is attached directly to the side of each DR

preamplifier board. The pulse signal travels from the front of the board to each

preamplifier. The wire-to-wire variation left over bas a linear dependence due to the

layout of the preamplifier boards. The relative start time for a calibration input pulse

is shown in Figure 5.11(a). Figure 5.11(c) shows the remaining delay (i.e., tJ.T =
delaypWse - deIaywire) and its linear dependence on the channel (or wire) number.

Therefore, the total propagation delay on the preamplifier board cao he parameterized

as ~T = SLOPE x n + OFFSET, where n represents the channel number. Thus,

channel-t~annelcorrections can he performed based on the dependence shown in

Figure 5.11(c). By design, there is no significant propagation delay on the PTL

and VD preamplifier boards. To reduce the delays and the electronic noise, the

preamplifier boards are mounted as close as possible to the end of the sense wïres. In

the PTL and the VD, coaxial cables (.......95 cm long) run from the sense wires, attached

to the endplate, to the preamplifiers boards. In the PTL, the calibration pulse does

not travel through these coaxial cables because it is sent directly to the preampfifier

boards. Consequently; length variation in the coaxial cables between the sense wires

and the endplate introduœs arbitrary delays in the PTL channels. Without knowing

the exact length of those cables, it is impossible to find the functional dependence

of the delays versus the cl1anne1 number; and, one cannat constrain this dependence

to be linear. In the VD, the calibration pulse is sent through the coaxial cables ta

the power supply board and then to the preamplifier boards. Therefore, in the PTL

and the VO, the total propagation delayon the preamplifier boards bas SLOPE = o.
In the DR, the preamplifier boards are directly mounted on the endplate. Since the

propagation delay in the DR preamplifier board is significant (see Figure 5.11(c», the
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SLOPE is not set to zero and bas to be extracted..

In the drift chambers, when the CLEO II detector is read out, the timing

capacitors are stopped by the lowest trigger, LeveIO [65]. Since each chamber operates

in common stop mode, its global time zero (To) is defined by its own trigger stop

relative to the known interaction time. Depending on the device, some fix delays may

he added between the Level 0 gate and the actual trigger stop of a given channel

These delays are due to the fact that the route of the stop signal to the circuit

which closes the timing capacitor is different for each preamplifier board and for each

channel on a given preamplifier board. Again, ail the stop signal delays are removed

channel-by-channel during the electronic calibration becau.se each channel has its owo.

offset (50) in the TDC-t~timerelation (Equation (5.10».

Before any precise track reconstruction, the tracking algorithm needs a drift

distance for each seuse wire that recorded a bit. The time zero is then essential to

map time to distance correctly. The time zero is divided between a crate time zero,

a preamplifier board time zero, and a wire time zero:

(5.11)

This structure was implemented to aIlow for compensation ofoffset variations

on different time scales. The crate component was intended for nm by run variations,

but since these turn out to be negligible the crate time zeros are currently not varied.

The values currently in use2 have been fixed from an online calibration [79].

The preamplifier board time zero is determined by the offline calibration. The

time zero is computed on a preamplifier board basis to incorporate the propagation

delay in the preamplifier board. The form of the preamplifier board time zero for a

given channel n is described as:

TpreaDlP(n) = SLOPE x n + OFFSET. (5.12)

•
The wire time zero is a time shift for each individual wire in the drift chambers. Sinœ

each channel or wire bas its own TDC-t~timerelation, the major time shift between

2The CESR timing implies the Taùe for the PTL, VD and the DR to he 447 us for seven bunœ
runniJlg and 340 us for nine bunch runniDg.
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Figure 5.11: Propagation delay in the DR preamplifier board: (a) relative start time
for a calibration input pulse, (b) relative start time for a wire input pulse, and (c)
the difference between the relative start time for the calibration and the wire pulses.
It is crudely a straight line. It represents the time ta1œn by the calibration pulse to
propagate across the pream.plifier board.
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wires has aIready been taken out. It is obvious that TtI7ire absorbs aIl other time zero

fine tuning. In summary, one can see the time zero as a first order approximation

(Tcrate ), plus a correction for propagation delays in the electronics (TpreaDlP)' and plus

a wire correction (Twire).

As mentioned earlier, the time zeros are determined via a rnjnjrnization of the

time residuals. An accurate determination of time residuals is then needed. The time

residuals are obtained from the internaI fit to each dualtrack. For a given channel,

a value of TRES greater than zero implies that the drift time is greater that the

calculated time and vice versa..

TRES =TM-TC > 0 *=>TM > TC. (5.13)

•

Therefore, a positive (negative) value of TRES implies an overesti.mate (underesti

mate) of the time zero for this particular channel.

The extraction of the time residuals for the PTL and for the VD is based

on the determination of the time offset for each preamplifier board with no channel

to-channel dependence. In the DR, time residuals are round for the group of wires

connected to a given preamplifier board. The saIne sample of Bhabha events used for

the determination of the D-T functioDS is used for determining the time zeros. The

pream.plifier board time residuals are determined and subtracted from the preamplifier

board time zeros and the time residuals are re-measured with the new time zeros

until the time residuals converge to zero for all preamplifier boards. In general, the

convergen~_ofTRESis reliable (see Figure 5.13). New time zeros are updated before

and after the extraction of a new D-T fonction.

The common bellef is that steady running conditions modulate the timing of

the chambers by less than a few nanoseconds and do not actually change the shape

of the D-T functioDS. The adjustment of the time zeros as a function of time is

important in order to maintain a good spatial resolution in each œIl. The goal of the

calibration procedure is ta make ITRESlless than one nanosecond.
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Figure 5.13: Time Residual versus preamplifier board nomber for the PTL (Crate 56).
The filed squares show TRES before any r~adjustment. The open squares represents
TRES after one iteratïon.
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Signal Propagation Corrections

114

The propagation time (Tp ) in the chambers is the lapse of time between the arrivai

of the drift electrons to the sense wire and the 6ring of the drift œil electronics. By

using Equation (5.8) and the convention:

{

-z East Readoutz-
+z West Read.out

the propagation time is simply given by:

The first term is just the time that the pulse takes to travel the length of the wire

for bits at z=O, plus aIl the electronics delays that may he incorporated before the

pulse crosses the discriminator threshold. Consequently, the constants term L/2v is

already included in the preamplifier board time zero. Thus, Tp = -Z/v. The value

of the (mean) speed of the pulse along the wire is assumed to he the speed of light

(v = c) for aIl devices.

The VD, which was designed ta perform charge division, bas highly resistive

sense wires and bas electronic readouts at each end. These two features make another

signal propagation correction necessary. An empirical correction takes into account

non-linear effects such as signal reflection at the readout eIectronics and transmission

line effects that cause the propagation speed to depend on the frequency composition

of the pulse.

The nonlinearity of the signal propagation along the wire can he seen in the

distribution of the time residual as a function of the Z coordinate (see Figure 5.14).

The signal propagation correction is parameterized by a piecewise fit of seven con

nected straight line segments of equal width in Z (see ApPendix D). The width of

each segment is 10 cm. The number of segments and their widths are optimized to

fit the data points with the smaIlest r. Then, for the VD,

•

Tp = L/2v - Z/v.

TI' = -Z/v + TSCOR(Z) where TSCOR(Z) = amZ + hm .

(5.14)

(5.15)
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The coefficients am and bm are sîmply the slopes and the intercepts of the fine segments

in the pieœwise fit of the time residual distribution versus Z. Such a correction gives

a 12 pm împrovement in the width of the residual distribution.

5.3.4 Summary: Drift Time and Drift Distance

The goal of the drift chambers is to sample the trajectory of a charged particle with

the information of each individual drift œil. Along with the calibration constants, a

drift time and a drift distance are measured for all the cells that recorded a bit. In

this section, the equations for TM and DM are summarized. The measured time or

drift time is given by:

where

with

TM = Ta - T(TOC) - Arclengthf/3c - Tp ,

Raw time - T(TDC)

Transit time - Arclengthf.Be

{ -Z/v In the PTL and DR
Tp -

-Z/v + TSCOR(Z) In the VD

(5.16)

TSCOR(Z) = amZ +bm where (m -1)Wz < Z < mWz . (5.17)

Further, the measured drift distance is given by:

In the PTL,

D(t) = Aï + Bit where (i -1)Wt < t < iwt ' (5.18)

while in CD layers 7, 16, 17 and 67 (two-sided drift functions),

D(t) = ~j + Bijt where (i - l)wt < t < iWt , (5.19)

and in the stereo layers,

•
D(t, z) = A.& + Bit + Cklmn + Dldmnz ,

where (i -l)Wt < t < iwt and (m -l)W% < z < mW:,
(5.20)
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VO East Electronics (459 data set)
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Figure 5.14: Time residuals (for ail values of pulse height) as a function of Z for the
east readout of the VD anodes. A fit to this raw distribution determined am and bm.
The squares are the average tilDe residual without correction and the line is the result
of the fit. The circles are the time residuals after the correction has been applied.
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In aIl the other la.yers of the VD and DR,

D(t) = A.t + Bit + Gilet? where Ci - l)wt < t < i~ ,

where

• t : The drift time TM.

• ~: The width of a time segment in picoseconds.

• W z : The width of a z segment in meters.

• ~ and Bi: Interœpt and Slope of the piecewise fit for the ith segment.
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(5.21)

•

• The indices j and k refer to the sign of the entranœ angle and the sign of the

ambiguity, respectively.

• Aïj and Bi;: Intercept and Slope of the pieœwise fit for the 1,-th segment and a

given ambiguity.

• Cj/r;: Quadratic correction coefficient.

• The indices l, m and n refer to drift distance bin, z bin and the sign of the

stereo angle, respectively.

• Cldmn and D klmn : The correction coefficients to the stereo layer D-T function.

5.3.5 Geometry AIignment

Between each data. run, the CLEO II pole tips are opened for periodic detector main

tenance. The displacement of the pole tips can change the relative positions of the

chambers. Then, before the start of each data compression., one has to look at a set

of diagnostic histograms in arder to detect any a1ignment anomalies. The geometry

alignment procedW'e is described in this section.

The alignment of the tracking chambers relies on a moment analysis of the

residuals. Using the fact that the tracking chambers are uniformly illuminated, one

can project a track from the main drift chambers into the inner chambers and compute
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(5.22)

•

the track residuals. The inner chambers (PTL and VD) are aligned relative to the DR

because the main drift chamber defines the CLEO ooordinate system. The geometry

alignment constants are therefore weighted track shifts. A track shift (RIF1T,i) for a

given internaI fit is defined as the DCA of a bit (label i) calculated during the DR

internai fit minus the DCA of the same bit calculated during the internaI fit IFIT.

Then, a VD track shift is R2•i = A X (DCAI,i - DCA2•i ), and a PTL track shift is

~3,i = A X (DCA1,i - DCA3,i)- Obviously, R1,i = 0 by construction. The weights

in the definition of the geometry alignment variables are a function of the radius of

the layer (R), the azimuthal angle, and/or the polar angle (tI>tFrr and/or 9IFTr) of the

dualtrack found by the internaI fit IFIT. The geometry constants are:

GTRYV = RŒTr,i x cos cPmT

GTRXX = RŒTr,i x sintPrFrr

GRTXY = RŒTr,i/~

GTLVZ = RŒTr,i x cos~ x cos8rFrr/~

GTLXZ = RIFIT,i x sin~ x cos(JŒTr/~

The relative position between two Cartesian coordinate systems can be de

scribed by:

6.y = 'translation along the y-axis

!lx = 'translation along the x-axis

w = Rotation about the z-axis (5.23)

6y = Tilt about the y-axis

6z = Tilt about the x-axis

Consider two small translations x ~ x + 6x = xCI + ez) and y ~ y + 6y =

y(l + €y) represented by the transformation matrix
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1+~ 0

1

A=
l+~

o

o

o o
(5.24)

and consider three smaIl rotations represented by the transformation matrices

cosw sinw 0 1 w 0

B= -sinw cosw 0 -cu 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1

cos6y 0 sin6y 1 0 511

c= 0 1 0 - 0 1 0

-sin 611 0 cos 611 -5y 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

v= 0 cos6z sin6z '" 0 1 5:

0 -sind: cos 5: 0 -6z 1

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

One can carry out the transformation from a given Cartesian coordinate

system to another by means of successive translations and rotations performed in

an unspec~~sequence since we are considering rather smaIl transformations (g) of

the form r 2... r + 6r with 16rl/lrl « 1. In CLEO, 6r is the relative position of the

VD or PTL center to the DR center. Hence the matrix of the complete alignment

transformation can be written as:

•
g=ABC1)~ (5.28)
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where all the second order terms had been dropped. Symbolically, the alignment

transformation can be written as followed:

x x+~x+wy+tSyZ

y' =g y - -wx+y+6y+6z z (5.29)

z' z

•

Since the drift distance are projections in the r - ifJ plane, the track shifts (~IFlT.i)

are also projections in the the r - </J plane. In our discussion, dz = (z' - z) is then

irrelevant and only dx = (x' - x) and dy = (y' - y) matter. Equation (5.29) becomes

( : ) = ( :::+::;:: ). (5.30)

It leads to the di1ference 6r = dx x+dy fi = (x' -x)x+(y' -y}fi between the

Cartesian coordinate system of reference and another Cartesian coordinate system (in

our case the DR is the reference and the VD or the PTL is the other system). In the

DR Cartesian coordinate system, the coordinate of a projected bit is given by P' and

the wire position is given by (x', y'); and in the other Cartesïan coordinate system,

the coordinate of the same bit is given by P and the wire position is given by (x, y).

See Figure 5.15. Using the definition that R == radius of the layer, D = A X DCAŒTI'

and D' =A X DCAl for a given bit, we have3

x = Rcos</J + Dsintj)

y = Rsin4> - Dcostj) (5.31)

z = Rcot9

and

x' = R cos 4>' + D'sin ifJ'
(5.32)

y' = R sin </J' - D' cos tj)'

3In Equations (5.31) and (5.32), the assumptiOD of iofiDite radius of cunature (i.e. CU = q/2p =
0) is made for the calculation of (z, Y)tl7ire in the PTL and VD; which is a fair approximation for a
Bhabha.
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Legend: Wïre •

Rit •

Figure 5.15: Geometry a1ignment parameters dx and dy are shawn. The prime Cart~
sian coordinate system is the DR (or CLEO II) coordinate system. Then, D' represent
signed DCA1,i and D represent signed DCAIF1T,i•

•
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Then, we have
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(
R cos t/J' + D' sin t/J' )

R sin </J' - D' cos t/l =

(

& + Rcost/J + Dsin<l> +w(Rsint/J - Dcœt/J) + 5yRcot8 ) .
(5.33)

~y+ Rsin t/J - D cos t/J - wCR cos </J + D sin </J) + 5z R cot 8

Taking

R cos 4J' = R cos(<1> + 5t/J) ~ R(cos t/J - 5t/J sin t/J) ~ R cos <1>

R sin cP' = R sin(t/J + 5<1» ~ R(sin <P + 6</J cos t/J) ~ R sin 4J

and dropping the second order terms (wD), Equation (5.33) becomes4

(5.34)

•

(
D'sin t/J') (&+ D sin t/J + wRsin t/J + 511R cot 9 )

- ~~~
-D' cos4J' - ~y - Dcos</J - wRcost/J + 6z R cot8 .

Then,

In expanded fOIm, with the second order terms dropped, Equation (5.36) cao. be

written as

rv2 2 2 sin <1> 2 cos </J
u- = (D+wR) {1+(D+wR)(&+6yRcot8) (D+wR)(6y+5z Root8)}. (5.37)

Since JI + 2x ~ (1 + x) for x « l, the projected drift distance in the Cartesian

coordinate system of reference becomes

D' = D + wH + (6xsin</J - ~ycostP) + (6ysin</J - 6% cost/J)Rcot8. (5.38)

Therefore, one can write down the track shift RIFIT = (D' - D) =A X (DCAI 

DCAlF1T) as a fonction of the relative position between the two Cartesian coordinate

40ne must keep in mind tbat our framework impües a relative1y small miMlignment.
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systems considered5
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(5.39)

(5.40)

•

The ambiguity (A = ±1 ) and the size of D and D' depend on the relative sign and

size of ~x, l:::.y, w, 6: and 6y. Thus, the sign of RIFIT depends on the relative sign

and size of the elements of the transformation matrix g. The absolute sign relation

between RIFIT and the e1ements of fi given by Equation (5.39) was verified with MC

simulation. A given translation or rotation was incorporated and the sign of the

geometry alignment parameters were determined.

Assuming that the Bhabha events used for the CD calibration are isotropic6

in 4J and 1), it follows that

Ecost/J = N < cost/J >= 0

Esint/J = N < sint/J >= 0

Esin,pcost/J = l Esin2q, = ~ < sin2t/J >= 0

E cœr 4J cot 9 = N < cos2 ,p cot 1) >= 0

E sin2 4J cot 9 = N < sin2 t/J cot 8 >= 0

Esint/Jcost/Jcot8 = N < sin 4Jcos 4Jcot9 >= 0

Ecœ24J = N < cos'l4J >= ':

Esin2 4J = N < sin2 t/J >= ~

with N being the total number of bits. The means in Equation (5.40) are calculated

with

< 1(t/J,9) >= 1: J~7C /(t/J, 8) sin8d8t!.tp 1 I; J:r sin (JdfJd4J. (5.41)

On taking RIFIT from Equation (5.39) and substituting it into Equation (5.22), and

then summing over ail bits (i.e. the sum of ail bits for a layer followed by the sum. on

5AIl the approximations lead to a simple formula that can he related to RIFlT. KeepiDg aIl
the terms in Equation (5.33) would he a more complete metbod. A full r minjmization of the
relative position between the inDer chambers and the main drift cbamber would be more precise [87].
Equation (5.39) is a 6rst order approximation of the full story.

6A Bhabha event is isotropie in q, and since Vie use the l.vcu~ selection criteria, the Bbabha
events selected are also isotropie in 8.
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all layers): one finds

EGTRYV = -~YEeœ24J = -~6.y

EGTRXX= ~Esin2q,= ~~x

EGRTXY= Nw

EGTLYZ = -6% LCOS2 q,cos?-8/ sin 8 = -r:6%

EGTLXZ = 5y~sin2t/>eœ;2(J/sin8 = ~5y
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(5.42)

Therefore, from Equations (5.42), one cao. fully determine (to first order) the

relative position between the main drift cbamber and the inner chambers by simply

taking the mean of the geometry constants,

GTRYY=-!~y

GTRXX= i~x

GRI'XY= w (5.43)

GTLYZ=-~6%

GTLXZ = ~611

Finally, the geometry alignment parameters for the PTL and the VD are given by:

•

~y = -2 x GTRVY

~x= 2xGTRXX

w= GRI'XY

5% = -4 x GTLYZ

5y = 4 x GTLXZ

5.4 Constants Extraction

The task of making CLEO il tracking constants consists of three steps:

1. Making the histograms from which constants are extracted.

(5.44)
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2. Calculating the constants from these histograms and installing them in libraries.

3. Checking the quality of the constants by monitoring the residuals and by IUn

ning diagnostics on samples of muon pairs.

A detailed description of the calibration software (for pre-recompress data) is given

in Reference [77].

5.5 Constants Quality and Monitoring

The accuracy of individual position measurement in the tracking chambers is defined

ta be the intrinsic spatial resolution. The position measurement resolution is shawn

in Figure 5.16 for ail the drift chambers. The inverse square of the intrinsic spatial

resolution is used as the weight [83] in the fit (see Equation (5.3». To verify that the

D-T functioDS and time zeros has been determined. correctly, a constants monitoring

packages called KALI was develaped. For more details consult [78].

Muon Pairs Diagnostic

Ta check the quality of the constants, we run DUET on muon pairs (e+e- --+ p,+p.-).

Testing the constants with muons allows us ta test the single track fit quality in a

data sample that was not used for calibration. Momentum resolution, miss distance7 ,

acollinearityS, and ZO match9 for muons are monitored with varions diagnostic bis

tograms. The momentum distribution for a sample of muon pairs is shawn in Fig

ure 5.17. The measured momentum resolution is &round 54 Mevle dePending on the

data set and the rUDDing conditioDS. This is slightly higher than the expected 6p.L =
49 Mev/c at P.l. = 5.280 GeVle from Equation (5.1), which is really only a simplified

representation of performance expected for a complex tracking system and does not

account for initial state radiation. The average miss distance for muon pairs events is

7Tbe miss distance is the separation near the interaction point, in the r - 4J plane, OOtween the
positive and negative tracks of a two tracks event.

sTbe acollinearity is the kink at the origin (in radians) between the two tracks in the event. It is
defined as MOD(~l - th + 211", 211") -11".

9The ZO match is the missing ZO at the point of closest: ZOl - ~.
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Figure 5.16: Position measurement resolution versus the normalized position within
the œil: Ca) PTL layers, (b) VD Iayers, (c) DR axiallayers, and (d) DR stereo layers.
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Figure 5.17: Observed momentum of muons in the process e+e- -+ p,+p,- at Ebeam =
5.280 GeV.
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about 95 p.m, the resolution on the acollinearity is around LO mrad and the average

ZO match is about 1.6 lDIIl-

Tracking Simulation and MC Tuning

The simulation of the drift chambers in CLEOG is fairly complex and requires a

detailed understanding of the physics involved in the ionization process and in the

signal pulse readout. The MC parameters are tuned to reproduce the track-finding

efficiency and the resolution within the drift œl.ls of a given layer. They are also

adjusted to incorporate a good description of the ADe, TOC, pulse height, and time

and spatial. residual distributioDS. Currently, the drift chambers MC simulation is in

fairly good agreement with the data. It reproduces the behavior of the PTL, VD,

and DR in term of bit efficiencies, OCCUpancy; and resolutions for individuallayers

within 0(1%) for the anode layers and 0(3%) for the cathode layers. The CLEOG bit

simulation in the PTL, VD, and DR is summarized in great details in Reference [88] .
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Chapter 6

Event Selection

The decay studied in this thesis is B- --+ D-+7r-l-Vl, where D-+ -+ D°1r+, and

DO ..... K-1r+ or [JO ~ K-1r+1io [19]. We are principally sensitive to the narrow D~

resonances which decay to V-+1r-. In what follows, we refer ta the pion from the

D-+ as the "slow pion".

Reconstruction of this state requires a knowledge of the 4-momenta of the

observable decay products: the pions, a kaon, and a lepton. We make use of photon

candidates for the reconstruction ofthe single 1r0 ~ 11 required. The 4-momentum. of

a neutral pion is deterIDined with the Cs! calorimeter position and energy information.

Since the 1r0 is a short lived meson (cr = 25.1 nm), one can assume that the massless

photons originate from the interaction region and then measure the ~momentum

and the energy of the '"t'Y pair. For a charged particle, the ~momentum. is obtained

by measuring the curvature of its path in the magnetic field. Further measurements

are needed to determine the energy of a charged. particle, and therefore fix a value

for its masse Sinœ the mass of a charged particle uniquely defines its identity, such

measurements are generally referred to as "particle identification". This chapter

foenses on the aspects of particle detection, identification, and reconstruction relevant

to the channel under study.

129
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6.1 Data Sample
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B mesons are produced copiously in electron-positron collisions at CESR. The data

use<! in this thesis were collected between November 1990 and April 1995 by the

CLEO II detector. The data consists of a sample with an integrated luminosity of

3.11 fb-1 on the T(4S) resonance (ON Resonance), corresponding to 3.29 x 106 BH
events, and a further 1.61 fb-1 at a center-of-mass energy"'" 55 MeV below the T(4S)

resonance (OFF Resonance). These represent almost a tenfold increase in luminosity

over those used in similar studies of B Meson decays. The data are divided into

fifteen ditIerent subsets labeled from 482 through 4SG, as summarized in Table 6.1.

AIl changes in detector or running condition from one data set ta another have been

taken into account in the Monte Carlo simulation of the CLEO fi detector used in

the analysis. Overall, the operation and the calibration of the CLEO II detector have

maintained good stability over time [75].

6.2 Monte Carlo Samples

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are needed to study the optimization of the statistical

significance of the signal relative to the backgrounds and to compute the reconstruc

tion efliciencies of our analysis technique. To mode! the signal events and the van
ous backgrounds, severa! MC samples were generated. The first sample consists of

21.6 x 106 generie BiJ events and the second is a sample of 5.2 x 106 continuum events.

Many signal MC data sets were al.so generated. to ïnvestigate each decay mode.

The generie B jj MC sample corresponds ta roughly 6.4 times the size of the

actual sample of BB events in data. The generic decay of the B meson is handled by

a decay table which contains aIl the measured and expected branching fractions of aIl

the exclusive hadronic, leptoDic, and semileptonic decay modes of the B Meson [54].

The simulation of the semileptonic decays of the B Meson relies on the ISGW2 [51]

and the G&R hybrid [89] models, as described in Chapter 3. The MC generator

EvT takes into account the angular correlation among the decay products, which

provides an accurate description of the decay dynamics of the semileptonic decay of
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Data Date of Data Luminosity (pb-1)

Set Collection ON T(4S) OFF T(4S)

482 Nov. 90 - Jun. 91 462 197

4S3 Sep. 91 - Feb. 92 436 209

4S4 Apr. 92 - May. 92 214 101

455 Jul. 92 - Oct. 92 216 105

4S6 Nov. 92 - Jan. 93 232 85

487 Mar. 93 - Jul. 93 285 177

458 Aug. 93 - Sep. 93 188 94

489 Nov. 93 - Jan. 94 230 117

4SA Jan. 94 - Feb. 94 138 54

4SB Mar. 94 - May. 94 85 64

4SC Jun. 94 - Aug. 94 115 36

4SD Sep. 94 - Oct. 94 53 50

4SE Oct. 94 - Nov. 94 71 62

4SF Nov. 94 - Nov. 94 89 66

4SG Jan. 95 - Apr. 95 293 192
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Total Luminosity 3107 1609

•

Table 6.1: Data sets summary.

a B meson. The B semileptonic branching fractions used in the generic BB MC

are listed in Table 6.2. The branching fractions for jj -+ D(*)tVt come from the

average of experimental measurements by CLEO II (see Figure 2.10). The branching

fraction for B -+ D1tVt is the value measured by ALEPH [29]. The contribution of

B -+ Ditiit is chosen to be consistent with the ALEPH measurement [90]. Base<! on

measurement of inclusive production of leptons in B semileptonic decays, we expect

the presence of other exclusive decay modes. Pioneering measurements of jj -+

D**evi by ARGUS [27] and CLEO [28] indicate the possible presence ofresonant and

nonresonant contributions from D1rli/t and D*1rlvt. More recent measurements from

the LEP experiments [29, 30, 31] confirm the presence of D1r and D*1r states in B
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1 State 1 Decay Mode 1 Assumed 8 (%) 1

1 150 ËJ ~ DlOt 1.80

1 351 ËJ ~ D-ti/t 4.90

11Pl jj ~ D1li/t 0.74

1 3P2 ËJ ~ DitOt 0.43

1 3P1 jj ~ Dôti/t 0.26

1 3po ËJ ~ Dili/t 0.26

2 150 ËJ ~ D'lOt 0.26

2 35 1 B ~ D·'ii/t 0.53

NR jj ~ D1rti/t 0.76

NR jj ~ D·1rli/t 0.24
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Table 6.2: Assumed branching fractions for the exclusive semileptonic decays of the
B meson in generic BE MC. The nonresonant contribution states are label by NR.

semileptonic decays. The contributions from (Dô,Di), (D', D·'), and the nonresonant

(NR) states in our generic BËJ MC were set to saturate the inclusive rate 50 that

BsL = 10.18%. The relative amount of each state was constrained to he consistent

with the existing CLEO measurement of the inclusive lepton energy spectrum for

b ~ cli/t [24]. The branching fractions for the cascade decays DJ ~ D(·)7r, D(·)' ~

D(·)1r, and D*' ~ Di7r were determined from isospin symmetry and estimations of

the decay matrix elements [91]. They are summarized in Table 6.3. The D· and D

branching fractions are taken from the Particle Data Group compilation [6].

The second MC sample was generated to check the importance of non-BE

background. It tums out that the contamination of our signal sample by continuum

events is fairly small. A reliable way to deal. with the continuum background is to

perform a subtraction, as described in Section 7.3.2.

Our MC signal samples contain 70 x lQ3 Ir ~ Df.l-Vt events and 70 x 103

B- ~ D~l-;;t events for the VO ~ K-1r+ mode, and 230 x lQ3 B- ~ I1l.l-Vt events

and 230 x lQ3 B- ~ D;.ot-O~events for the [JO ~ K-1T+1r° mode. These independent

samples are used ta compute the signal detection efficiencies.
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Dl-+D*~ 67.0 D' -+ D·~ 65.9

Dl --+ D·7r° 33.0 D' -+ D*-rrO 33.7

D· -+ D*~ 20.9 D' -+ D·'Y 0.42

Di -+ D*7r° 10.3 D*' -+ D*~ 24.3

Di --+ D~ 45.9 D·' -+ D*-rfJ 12.2

D& -+ D1r0 22.9 D·' -+ D~ 42.12

Dg --+ D-r 67.0 D*' -+ D1r° 20.2

Dg --+ D~ 33.0 D·' -+ D*'Y 0.1

D· -+D*~ 67.0 D*' -+ Dr 0.21

D· --+ D*~ 33.0 D·' -+ Di1r 0.91

1 Decay Mode 1 Assumed 8 (%) ~ Decay Mode 1 Assumed B (%) 1

Table 6.3: Branching fractions for the various D** decay modes used in our generic
BE MC.

6.3 Selection Criteria Optirnization

(6.1)

In the investigation of D·7r production in B semileptonic decays, one wants ta choose

selection criteria that are as efficient as possible for our signal, while retaining gaod

rejection power for the various backgrounds. In this analysis, we mainly use our

BE and continuum MC samples to optimize the statistical significance of the signal

observation. Some of the cuts u.sed are based. solely on expectatioDS for the physics

of a semileptonie B decay, and others rely on the calculation of a figure of merit (F)

which maximizes signal over background. We define

52
F=-

S +B'

•

where S is the number of reconstructed signal events and B is the number of non-signal

events which pass the selection cut{s} under study.

When a specifie background process is not modeled in the MC, wrong-sign and

sideband samples turn out to he reliable tools for modeling combinatorial backgrounds

and optimizing their rejection. No optimization was ever performed on data that could

contain real signal events.
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•

After a careful study of the B B and continuum MC events, the background

in this analysis can be divided into several well-defined components:

1. Our main background, both in the [JO -. K-1r+ and [JO -. K-1r+~ cbannels,

is the combination of a real D-+ and a random pion. Sïnœ B{i!JO -. D-+l-Vt)

is expected ta be an order of magnitude larger than B(B- ~ D~t-;;t) and

8(B- ....... DtJt.-Vt), we need to pay special attention to this background.

2. The second background that we must consider in our analysis is the conti

nuum background (or non-BB background). This background is modeled by

measuring the signal yield using OFF Resonance data.

3. Another background arises from fake leptons. The fake lepton background is the

contribution in which a D-+1r- is paired with a hadron misidentified as a lepton.

This contribution is estimated by performing an analysis where non-leptons are

treated as leptons and the result re-normalized using known estimates of the

fake rates.

4. Uncorrelated background (background from events in which the D-+7[- romes

from the ËJ and the lepton from the B) can &Iso contaminate our signal. In

such cases, the lepton comes from a cascade decay b --+ ë --+ r from the second

B meson in the event.

5. Correlated background (background from events in which B -. D-+1r-Xl-vt

and the other B decays generically) produœs a real D-+7[-l- combination and

can therefore mimie our signal.

6. Real lepton background from T- --+ l.-vlVr decays (l = e or p,). We found no

contribution to our yields from this background.

6.4 Global Event Shape Criteria

There are two global event shape criteria used in our analysis. They are both intended

ta select BB events. The first is an event elass eut (called KLASGL) and the second

is an event shape eut (called R2 or R2GL).
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•

An event is classified as a possible hadronic final state if the following re

quirements are met.

• The event must contain a minjmum of three charged. tracks.

• The total visible energy in the event must be greater than 15% of the total

center-of-mass energy.

• The energy observed in the calorimeter bas to he between 15% and 90% of the

total center-of-mass energy.

• The location of the primary vertex for the event must he within ± 2 cm and

± 5 cm of the beam spot in the r - 4J plane and z-direction respectively.

To further reduœ non-BB baclcground, each event is required to satisfy the

ratio of Fox-Wolfram [92] moments R2 < 0.4. R2 is a measure of the isotropy of the

momentum distribution. The smaller the value of R2 , the more isotropic the event.

The R2 parameter is then very useful for distinguishing B ËJ events, which tend to be

isotropic, from continuum events, which tend to be more jet-like. The distributions

of R2 for BB and continuum events are shown in Figure 6.1.

6.5 Track Selection

Charged particle detection is crucial in the present analysis. In Appendix B, we give

a description of the CLEO variables used for track selection. AIl charged tracks (with

the exception of the slow pion from the D-) must meet the following criteria.

• The tra.ck must he in the fiducial volume of the drift chambers: 1cos 81 < 0.92.

The angle 8 is the angle of the track with respect to the beam line.

• The track must originate from the vicinity of the e+e- interaction point. We

require: OBCD < 5 mm and ZOCD < 5 cm and KINCD = O. The impact

parameters DBCD and ZOCD are measured in the r - <p plane and along the

z-direction respectively. The vertex flag KINCD = 0 selects tracks from the

primary vertex.
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Figure 6.1: The R2 distribution in data and MC simulation: (a) R2 distributions
derived from ON Resonance data (unshaded) and OFF Resonance data (shaded).
(b) R2 distribution ofT(4S) -. BB decays derived after scaled continuum subtraction
(data points). The superimposed histogram shows the same distribution derived from
generic BB MC simulation. We require R2 < 0.4. Source [93] .
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•

• The track must pass the TRKMAN requirements [94]. The software package

TRKMAN eJimjnates spurious ghost pairs, curlers, backsplash, and scattered

tracks l .

• The track must have good dE/ dx information.

The slow charged pion from the D-+ (labeled 1rSow) is treated differently since

its momentum is about 40 MeV/ c in the D-+ rest frame. A low momentum bound

of 65 MeVIc and a polar angle limit of 1rosel < 0.71 are imposed on 1rJ"ow to assure

a reliable reconstruction efficiency [95]. Kinematic constraints for our signal also put

an upper bound of 250 MeV/ c on the momentum. of the slow pion. We therefore

limit our slow pion candidates to the momentum. range of 65 MeV1c to 250 MeV/ c.

No dE/dx information is required. We further require the slow pion ta pass the

TRKMAN requirements.

Another basic requirement for the slow pion candidates is that they must

originate from the primary vertex, and thus have KINCD = o. In the remainder of

this section, we describe a special vertex eut which was developed to increase the

reconstruction efficiency of the slow pion.

Based on work presented in Reference [93], we find that the OBCD distri

bution is shifted from zero for tracks with momenta below 250 MeV/ c. The mean

of the DBCD distribution as a function of the particle momentum is displayed in

Figure 6.2 for a sample of charged slow pions from signal MC events for B -+ Dlt;;t,

where Dl -+ D-1r followed by D- -t D,çlow. It is important to note that the shift of

DBCD is of opposite sign for positively and negatively charged tracks. The observed

shifts are due ta an underestimation of the scattering material at the PTIrVD and

the VD-DR wa1ls, which causes a mismeasurement of the track parameter t/J for low

lA ghost pair is two tracks fitted to the same set of bits. A track with insufficient momentum
to reach the outer edge of the main drift chamber may spiral many times in the tradàng chambers.
Multiple tracks formed from the spirals are calIed. curlers. A track with enough momentum can exit
the main drift cbamber, enter the caiorimeter, lo&e energy and reenter the drift chambers. Such
tracks are called backsplash. Occasionally, a particle will scatter in the material of the detector and
kink. Sometimes it will interact with the material and might create many other charged particles.
Some other times it may simply decay in ftight. In each of these three later cases, one or several
tracks may interseet the point of scatter or decay: such tracks are classified as scattered traeks. The
raIe of TRKMAN is to map a set of bits to only one track.
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momentum tracks.

The observed values in MC of the mean of DBCD (DBCD) and the width of

DBCO (O"OBeD), averaged over positively and negatively charged. tracks, are fit to the

functional form:

DBCD(pr) = Q x a(1 +bpr +cp;)e-dpr, (6.2)

(6.3)

(6.5)

•

with Pr =Ip",[ being the track momentum measured in GeVle and Q being the charge

of the track. The parameterization of the mean of DBCD and the error on DBCD

versus the momentum of the slow pion is shown in Figure 6.2(c). The fit parameters

are listed in Table 6.4. The functional form of DBCD(pr) and UDBCD(P..) shawn in

Figure 6.2 for charged slow pions from D· -+ D~ in MC is consistent with the

functional form obtained with charged slow pions from D· -+D~ in data [93]. We

define:
~.2 (p ) _ [DBCD - DBCO(Ptr)]2 (6.4)
x'DBCD r - _2 (p ) ,

CTOBCO ..

and select only slow pion candidates with xbBCD < 9 (i.e., a au eut). Similarly, we

define:
_..2 _ [ZOCO - ZOCD)2
XZOCO - 2 'o"zoco

In contrast to OBCO and O"DBCD, the mean and width of ZOCD do not depend on

the momentum or the charge of the slow pion, and are fixed to ZOCD = 1.2 mm

and O"ZOCD = 14.2 mm. Agam, those values were determined by MC simulation. We

accept candidates with rZOCD < 9. The introduction of the vertex eut described

above improves 52/(8 + B) by 17% when we run on generic BE MC events, mainly

by removing combinations of real D mesdns and spurious slow pions.

6.6 Lepton Identification

The identification of leptons is essential to our analysis. At the T(48), the detection

of a fast lepton strongly suggests the presence of a B semileptonic decay. Electrons
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Figure 6.2: (a) The mean of OBCD times the charge of the track and (b) standard
deviation of OBCD as a fonction of the momentum of the slow pion. The sample of
slow pions cames !rom B -+ D1lOt MC events when Dl -+ Der and D- -+ DrsJow- In
Cc), the solid line traces the mean of DBCD times the charge of the track (averaged.
over 1r+ and 1r-) while the dashed lines indicate the ± 30" boundary.
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1 Parameter 1 Mean of OBCD 1 Width of OBCD 1

a 15.99 5.716

b -7.51 -6.35

c 25.34 17.17

d 19.51 6.()08
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•

Table 6.4; Fit parameters for the mean and width of DBCD distributions as a function
of track momentum as derived by a MC simulation [93].

and muons produce very distinctive signatures in the CLEO fi detector through their

characteristic interactions with matter. The electroDS and the muons leave tracks in

the drift chambers and their charges and momenta are calculated from the curvature

of these tracks. The electrons deposit essentially aIl their energy in the CsI calorimeter

while the muons leave trails in the muon chambers.

6.6.1 Electron Identification

Electron identification relies primarily upon several independent measured quanti

ties [96];

E f p The most sensitive variable for identifying electrons is the ratio of the energy (E)

deposited in the ca10rimeter to the momentum. (p =Ipl) of the track pointing

to the-cluster. The quantity E / p is close to one for electrons, and smaller for ail

other charged particles. The discrimination of electrons frOID hadroDS or muons

from the ratio Efp is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

dEf dz The specifie ionization (dE/ dx) measured in the drift chambers is also a

powerful piece of information for identifying electrons (see Figure 6.5). The

d.üJerence between the measured and the predicted ionization 1088 for an elec

tron peaks at zero, whereas the hadron response is shifted lower byabout two

standard deviatioDS.
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Track match Another quantity useful in electron identification is the distance be

tween the projection of the track and the calorimeter shower. A matching

requirement between the track and the shower provides good discrimination

between electrons and other neutraI and charged particles.

Cluster shape The last quantity used for electron detection is the shape of the

shower. Electromagnetic showers tend to deposit aIl their energy in a. few crys

tais very close ta the center of the cluster. We use varia.bles which measure the

lateral development of the shower to distinguish electrons from hadrons.

For studying efficiencies and rejectioDS rates, distributions for each of these

variables are made for electrons and non-electroDS separately. The electron sample

comes from embed.ding radiative Bhabha. events into hadronic events where the event

topology is close to that for an electron from B semileptonic decays. The non-electron

sample comes from T(lS) hadronic events which are known to have very few leptons

in them.

For each charged track the probabilities of being an electron (Pe ) and non

electron (P~) are calculated for all variables. We then combine this information by

computing a log-likelihood ratio defined. as:

r,e = L ln (Pe) .
~les PI.

(6.6)

•

For a track to be identified as an electron we require L.e to be greater than 3.0 and

1cos 81 < 0.92. We demand the electron momentum to he between 0.8 GeV/c and

2.0 GeV / c.; The lower bound is set to rnjnjrnize the contribution from secondary

leptons from charm decays (c./-, Figure 3.2). The upper bound is just below the

kinematic limit for B- ~ Drt,-Vt and Ir --t Dt'l-Vl (see Figure 3.6).

The electron detection efficiency is about 94% in the momentum range of

0.8 GeVle < Ipl < 2.0 GeVle [97J. Electron efficiencies are obtained from embedding

Bhabha events in non-leptonic T(48) events. The probabilities of misidentifying a

hadron as an electron (called fake rates) are obtained from T(lS) hadronic events.

The typical fake rate is found to he 0.1% to 0.2% per track [98] .
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Figure 6.3: The ratio of the EM cluster energy to the momentum of the track pointing
to the cluster. The peak at E/p = 1 is due to electron and the tail for E/p < 1 is
due ta hadrons and muoDS.
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6.6.2 Muon Identification

143

•

Muon identification relies upon penetration through the layers of iron absorber ta

the varions levels of the muon chambers. Each superlayer of the muon chambers is

preceded by approximately two nuclear absorption lengths of irone This arrangement

leads to a muon-penetration threshold of 1.0 GeVic to the first superlayer, 1.5 GeVic

to the second superlayer, and 2.0 GeYIc to the third superlayer. We used the MUTR

package for the basic muon identification. MUTR provides us with DPTHMU and

MUQUAL. DPTHMU is the depth that the muon traveled, i.e., the number of nuclear

absorption lengths (À) that the muon traveled. MUQUAL is a track quality ftag

which correlates hit patterns in the muon detector with the projected trajectories of

the particles found in the central tracking detector. In the track matching algorithm,

multiple scattering in the calorimeter and the iron, and the deHection caused by the

magnetic field in the ftux return are taken into account.

In this analysis, muons are required. ta have a good match (MUQUAL=O)

between hits registered. in the muon chambers and the extrapolated drift chamber

track. Furthermore, muon candidates must satisfy the following acceptance cuts:

• For 1.0 GeYle < Ipl < 1.5 GeY1e: 1cos 91 < 0.85 and 3 < DPTHMU < 5

• For 1.5 GeYje < Ipl < 2.0 GeVle: 1cos 91 < 0.82 and DPTHMU > 5

where IJ is the angle of the muon candidate with respect to the beam axis. The angular

and momentum coverage are constrained by the acceptance of the muon counters [68].

The high energy cutoff at 2.0 GeV/ e is again set by the kinematics of the decay.

The muon detection efliciency for the different levels of the muon chambers,

as a fonction of the muon momentum, is shown in Figure 6.4. The probabilities of

misidentifying a hadron as a muon are much higher than the probabilities of misiden

tifying a hadron as an electron. The individual fake probabilities are determined

by nJDnjng the muon identification package on hadronic tracks. A detailed study of

muon fake rates is presented in Appendix E. The hadron fake probabilities are shown

in Figures E.3, E.4, and E.5.
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6.7 Charged Hadron Identification
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•

At CLEO II, hadron identification bas traditionally been based only on dE/ dx mea

surements in the main drift chamber. The TOF counters provide particle identifica

tion information as weil, but the agreement between data and MC simulation of the

TOF counter for hadrons has never been entirely reliable [99]. The present analy

sis relies heavily on the MC reconstruction efficiency for our signal. The use of the

TOF would introduce a larger systematie uncertainty on the hadron identification

and it would only provide a marginal. reduction of the combinatoric backgrounds.

Therefore, we do not use the TOF identification capability in the hadron selection

for B- ~ D·+-rr-e-Vt.

A relativistie particle passing through argon-ethane (50:50) at atmospherie

pressure makes a collision about every 200 pm and transfers energy 10 the gas via

ionization. In practice, we measure the amount of charge (the pulse height) collected

on every wire and norma1ize it ta the estimated track-Iength in the cell. Then, the

specifie ionization of a hadron candidate is determined by computing the truncated

mean of the normalized pulse height over the ensemble of cells associated with the

track. Using the truncated mean eliminates the long tail to high depositions created

by the Landau distribution and leads to a more Gaussian behavior for the mean dE/ dx

result. For each measurement of the energy-Ioss, we require the hadron candidate 10

pass through at least four drift cells. We demand dE/ dx information for all the

hadrons with the exception of the slow pion.

The specifie ionization depends on the speed or {J'Y of a relativistic parti

cie [100]. Since the momentum of the particle is related ta its mass by Ipl = {3im,

one can parameterize the energy-Ioss of the particle versus its momentum and then

determ.ine its Dl8SS. Figure 6.5 shows dE/ dx as a. function of momentum for diflerent

types of particles at CLEO II. As one can see, the dE/ dx measurements yield good

separation of kaons !rom pions up to momenta of roughly 700 MeV/ c. These parti

cIe identification capabilities are useful for the reduction of the -rr - K combinatorie

backgrounds.

Finally, for the purpose of identifying charged pions and kaons, we use the
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Figure 6.5: Specifie ionization curves versus momentum for various species of
hadron. One can identify bands corresponding to electrons, pions, kaons, protons
and deuteroDS. The latter are produced predominantly through beam-wall interac
tions.
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mean dE/ dx as follows. We compute, for i = 1r or K,

147

(6.7)

•

Among primary tracks, charged pions are the most abondant particle species produced

in B ÏJ events. One therefore needs to apply more stringent particle identification

criteria when selecting kaon candidates to further reduce 1r - K misidentification.

Bence, charged pion and kaon candidates, with the exception of the slow pion from

the decay of the D·+, are required ta have ionization losses in the drift chamber within

3.0 and 2.5 standard deviations (u), respectively, of those expected for the hypothesis

under consideration. This corresponds to (Jt:cE1dz)2 < 9.0 and (X':f1d=)2 < 6.25.

6.8 N entrai Pion Reconstruction

The neutral pion reconstruction at CLEO II relies on the henniticity and the excellent

photon detection capability of the CsI ca1orimeter. Not only is the energy resolution

of the ca10rimeter exceptional, but its fine granularity permits very good position

resolution as well. This last feature is critically important in reconstructing ~ -.

'Y'Y. In the r> reconstruction algorithm, photon candidates must not be matcb.ed ta

charged tracks projected from the drift chambers and are required to have a cluster

shape consistent with that expected for photons. The 1r°S used. for the reconstruction

of DO -. K:-1r+1r° are required to have two individual showers, corresponding to

photons with energies of at least 50 MeV. At least one of the two photons is required

to be in the good barrel region, where 9.." the polar angle of the photon with respect

to the beam. line, satisfies 1cos 9..,1 < 0.71.

AIl 1r0 candidates must have an unconstrained invariant mass M('Y1') [101]

within 2 standard deviatioDS of the nomina) ?r0 mass (u..,.., = 5 MeV/ fil to 8 MeV/ fil ,
depending on the shower energies and polar angles).

To obtain optimal momentum resolution for the 1r0 candidate, we perform

a kinematic fit to constrain the measured invariant mass M ("Y'Y) to the known ?r
0

mass using the method of the Lagrange Multipliers. Each photon Ci = 1,2) has a
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measured energy Ei, an azimuthal angle t/Ji, and a polar angle 8i , with the associated

errors (jEi' q~i and (j'h given by Equations (4.4)-(4.7). The mass of the pion candidate

is given by M("}'''}') = 2&&(1- cos'f/J), where t/J = 1/J(fh,817 t/J2,82 ) is the opening

angle between the two photons. In the Lagrange Multipliers mjnjmization [102],

the unconstrained observables of the neutrai pion are represented by the vector y =

(El' 4Jl, 81 , Ez, t/J2, 82 ). The constrained or adjustable parameters, represented by the

vector ij = (Êt,if,h8hÊz,~,82), are aIlowed to Boat within their respective errors to
mjnjrnize

(6.8)

•

The constrained mass is obtained with the adjusted value fi = (Êl , ifJl' 91,Êz,~, 92 )

which satisfy the conditions lJx:Cij, ).,)/Ô'rJi = 0 and lJil(ij, ).,)/8)., = o. Subsequently,

we use Ê i , ~i' and 6i in the calculation of the [JO invariant mass M(K-7r+~).

6.9 DO Reconstruction

Once the lepton and all the hadrons have been reconstructed, we combine them to

search for the decay mode of interest:

B-~ O·+1r-l-vt

L..IJ01r+

~VO -+ K-1r+ or DO --+ K-1r+1r°.

In the reconstruction of our signal, we take advantage of the charge correlation be

tween the lepton and the kaon in the [JO decay by requiring the lepton (l-) and

the kaon (K-) to have the same sign. The [JO candidates are required to have a
1

scaled momentum XD = IPDI![~ - W(D)]ï < 0.475, which is the kinematically

allowed range for a [JO meson from the signal. The scaled. momentum requirement

suppresses fast VOs from continuum events. The reconstruction of the [JO meson in

the K-1r+ and K-1r+1r° modes is outlined below.
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(6.9)

•

DO ~ K-7r+ candidates are formed from two tracks identified as a K- and a 7r+.

The invariant mass M(K-1r+) for candidates which pass ail the selection criteria

described above is shawn in Figure 6.6. The K-1l"+ combinations are required to

have an invariant mass within 16 MeV/c? (- 20') of the Dominal DO mass [6].

DO ~ K-tr+tr° candidates are formed frOID a combination of a neutraI pion and two

tracks identified as a K- and a 1f+. Faise particle combinations produce a background

for DO ~ K-1r+1l"° that is inherently worse than for DO ~ K-1r+. To reduce these

random combinatioDS, we enforce a minimum momentum of 800 MeV/ c for the [JO

candidates.

In addition, we select regioDS of the VO ~ K-1l"+1l"° Dalitz plot to taire advan

tage of the resonant substructure of the decay. A Dalitz plot shows the fundamental

kinematic variables ofa three-body final state as a scatter plot. Departure from a uni

form distribution oœurs due ta angular momentum and parity conservation and/or

resonant substructures and their interferenœs. The resonant substructures of the

DO ~ K-1l"+~ decay have been measured accurately by the E691 collaboration [103].

The resonant decays [JO ~ K-p+, [JO ~ K*(S92)-1l"+, and va ~ K*(892)O~ all

contribute ta the rate for DO ~ K-1r+-rrO. The Dalitz plot for these decays is shown

in Figure 6.7. One Dotes the strong departure from a uniform density due ta the

K*(892) and the p resonances. The Dalitz probability is defined. as a function of the

decay amplitude (M) for [JO ....... K-1r+1r°:

MI, M 2 [M(K-1l"+), M(K-tr°)]
Dalit& = M2 '

max

where we use E691 results [103] to compute the decay amplitude for each K-1r+1l"°

combinatiOD. To reduce the amount of fake VO in the K-1r+1l"° mode, we eut on the

DaIitz probability and on the n-O energy. Figure 6.8 shows Ewa versus WOalitz for signal

MC and for background, which demonstrates that a twCHlimensional eut improves

82/(S + B). A MC signal sample (S) was used together with a background sample
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(B) taken fcom the DO sideband in real {JO -+ D-+rVt events2. The solid line in

Figure 6.8 shows the eut used to select [JO -+ K-tr+tr°. We keep all candidates with

E~ > Wdaü~-15 +~. The introduction of a tw<Hiimensional eut in E"o vs WDalitz

space improves S2/ (S + B) by 15% over two one-dimensional cuts of WDalitz > 35 and

E~ >350 MeV.
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Figure 6.8: The energy of the neutral. pion E"o versus the Dalitz probability of the
decay DO ~ K-tr+1r°. E"o versus WDaütz is shown for signal MC in (a) and for
background in (b). The ~dimensionaleut is the solid line. We accept candidates
with E,rJ > Wct.u~-15 + i·

The invariant mass of the ]JO candidates which meet all the K-tr+1r° selec

tion criteria is shawn in Figure 6.9. Qnly candidates with an invariant mass within

25 MeV/ t? ("J 2q) of the nominal [JO mass are acœpted.

2We do Dot optimize S2/ (8+8) using a DO sideband from our~ sample in data because statistical
limitations may lead to bias. The IJO sideband &am our~ candidates is used as a consistency check.
The Cake [JO IDeSOns &om exclusive EJO semileptonic decays to va+ DleSOns mimic the dynamics of
the fake IJOs in B- - Djl-Vt quite weIL We could DOt use generic BB MC because the Dalitz
decay DO - K-r+rO is DOt modeled propedy in the generator used for the generïc BB MC.

•
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6.10 D*+ ---t- D°7r+ Reconstruction
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(6.11)

•

D*+ candidates are reconstructed in the channel D*+ -+ [)01r+. The small phase spaœ

available for this decay bas significant consequences. The first is that the intrinsic

width of the D·+ resonance is sma1l 50 that the observed. width is dominated by

detector resolution. The second is that the detector resolution on the mass difference

dm = M(D°-zr+)-M(.oo) is much better than that for M(IJ07r+) because the tracking

errors on the V01r+ and DO masses are highly correlated and mainly cancel in the

difference. The resolution on dm can be written as

[
M'l(D1r) - M2(D)]

u[dm] - u[M(D1r) - M(D)] = q M(D1r) + M(D) (6.10)

u[M2(D1r) - M2(D)] _ M(D1r) - M(D) [M(D) M(D)]
- M(D1r) + M(D) M(D1r) + M(D)u 1r + .

The next step is to use the approximation M(D*) - M(D) < M(D*) + M(D) and

the fact that M2(D1r) - W(D) = m; + 2 Po . Pr. This gives

2U[PD . P1rJ
q[6m] ~ M(D1r) + M(D)·

As one can see, most of the unœrtainties from the D have canceled. For typical

D* candidates, the opening angle between the D and the slow -zr is smalL Since the

momenta of the charged particles are weIl measured in the drift chambers, the error

on the mass difference is dominated by the error on the D - -zr opening angle. In

the CLEO n detector, the resolution on the mass diJference dm is about 1 Mev/ éJ .
The small width of the dm peak allows very little combinatoric background under the

signal.

The slow pion used ta form the D*+ must satisfy the selection criteria pre-
1

sented in Section 6.5. We further require ZO. = (po-II[~ - W(D*)]ï < 0.495

and the reconstructed mass difference dm = M(V01r+)-M(DO) to he within 2 MeVIf?
of the known De+ - [JO mass difference [6]. In Figure 6.10, the 6m distributions are

shawn in the DO -. K-1r+ and DO -+ K-1r+1r° channels alter all the selection criteria,

except the 6m eut, have been applied..
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The D-+ candidate is then combined. with an additional 1f- in the event to fonn a

D~ candidate. The D3- candidates must have a scaled momentum XDJ < 0.5, the

kinematic limit from B decays. These~ candidates are then paired with right-sign

leptons to form D~ l- candidates for B- --+ D~l-Vt decays. By right-sign lepton we

Mean that a D~ must be paired with a negatively charged lepto~while a 1J3. requires

a positively charged lepton. The IJ9. and D3- are distinguished by the sign of the kaon

form. the [JO or DO decay.

At CESR, the energy of the B Meson (Es) must he equal to the beam energy

(Ebeam,) , which is precisely known by machine optics. Rence, one can determine the

magnitude of the momentum of the B meson from Ebeam and the known B Meson

mass [6]:

IPsf = JE?,.. - m1, (6.12)

In our case, Ebeam = Es = E DJt + EVt and PB = PDJl + Piit" Even with no ability

to detect the neutrino emitted from B- ...... ~l-iit, a kinematic constraint on the

magnitude of the neutrino momentum cao. be obtained:

(6.13)

(6.14)•

Here, ()S-DJl is the angle between the B momentum and the DJi momentum, as

shown in Figure 6.11. The B meson four-momentum is (Es, PB) and the sum of the

DJ and the lepton four-momentum is (EDJl, PDJl).

There is significant background in this analysis from real D-+s combined. with

pions that are not from D3 mesons. To suppress this background Vie select ~ i

pairs that are consistent with B- --+ ~l-iit decays and reject D-+ e- pairs that are

consistent with !JO ~ D·+l-iit. Although we do not know the direction of the B

Meson or the Vt, we use conservation of momentum to construct the angle 8B - DJl

between the momenta of the B and the~ l-:

IPDJtl 2 + Ipsl2 - IPiit l2

21PsllpDJtl
m~ + M2(DJ l) - 2Es E(DJ l)

2fPsi fpDJll
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Figure 6.11: Definitions of the angles (JS-D-,. and (JS-DJl

Fortrue B- ~ D~e-iildecays, cOS8S - DJl will have physical values, 1cos (JS-DJll < 1.

For background decays, in which particles from the B decay chain are missing (e.g.,

fJ --+ D~Xe-Vl),or in which an extra random pion has been added to a true semilep

tonic B decay with a D*+ in the final state, cos (JS-DJl is shifted. toward non-physical

values. Therefore, we require~ l- candidates to have 1cos 8S- DJl l < 1. When the

requirement 1cos (JS-DJll < 1 is applied, 93% of the B- --+ Ujl-Vl decays are retained.

and 60% of the background is rejected (see Figure 6.12).

Similarly, we construct the angle cos 8S - D - l , between the B and the D-+ l

momentum:

IPD-tI2 + IPsI2 -IPvl 1
2

21ps IlpD-,.1
m~ + M'leD-/.) - 2Es E(D·l)

2lPsllpD-tl
(6.15)

•

For true fJo --+ D*+l-Vl decays, 1cos (JB-D-li < 1. For B- ~ djl-vl decays, in

which the correct n-+ and lepton have been used (and the D~ daughter '7r- has been

ignored) in the computation of IPvtl, cos8S - D • t is shifted toward negative values.

We therefore require cos (JS-D.l < -1. This eut substantially reduces the dominant

background to this analysis which comes from nue jjO --+ D-+riit decays, where the

D-+ is combined with a random pion in the event to make a~ candidate. When the

requirement cos BS-D- l < -1 is applied, 65% of the B- --+ J)CJl-iit decays are retained

and 78% of the background is rejected. The main contribution ta the background
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•

is BO -+ D*+e-Vl, as illustrated in Figure 6.13. The cos (JS-D-t eut removes 92% of

events from HO -+ D*+l-Vl.

The definitioDS of cos (JS-DJl and COS(JS-D-l are summarized in Figure 6.11.

When the requirements 1COS8S-DJll < 1 and COS(JS-D-l < -1 are applied together,

they retain 60% of the B- -+ D3e-Vl decays and reject 89% of the background re.

mainjng after all other cuts. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the cos (JS-DJl and cosIJB- D- t

distributions for MC signal events and for background events from generic BB MC.

The background from ËJO -+ D*+l-Vl is the hatched region. The COS(JS-DJl and

cos (JS-D-l cuts remove almost ail ('" 96%) of the ïjO -+ D*+l-Vl background.

Another useful eut to reject uncorrelated background is to require the D~

and the lepton to he in opposite hemispheres: cos8DJl < o. The angle (JDJl is

the angle between the ~ and the lepton in the laboratory frame. The signal is

strongly peaked near cos 8DJl = -1 because of the V - A structure of the weak

coupling in B- -+ D~l-Ol. Figure 6.14 shows the cœ8DJl distributions for signal

and background. One should notice that the background aIso tends to peak near

COS(JDJl = -1. The reason is that the remainder of the ËJ -+ DCe)i;;l background

tends ta be back-t~back in the lab frame. The cut on cos8DJl is conservative in

terms of introducing model dependence on the acceptance. Uneonelated background

(real or fake D~ from the B combined with a real or a faire lepton from the B) is

uniform. in cos (JDJl. After all the selection criteria have been applied ta the generic

BE MC events, the bulle of the remaining uncorrelated background is negligible
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Figure 6.12: The cos (JB-DJi distributions for (a) signal MC events and (b) generic BB
background MC events. The eut 1cos (JS-DJlI < 1 retains 93% of the B- --+ .D3-l-Vl
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D ·+IJ-(. Vi-
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results

In the previous chapter, we introduced the event selection criteria and reconstruction

methods need.ed to extract a data sample that should contain a. significant contribu

tion from the signal under study: narrow~ -+ De+1r- contributions to semileptonic

B decays. In this chapter, we tom our attention to the quantitative aspects of ex

tracting the branching fractions for B- -+ D~l-Vt and B- ~ Dtrvt from this data

sample. We aIso measure the r distribution for B- -+ D~l-Vt. In addition, we look

at the sensitivity of this analysis to nonresonant D·+7r- production in semileptonic

B decays.

After applying ail the selection requirements, the mass difIerence 5M J =
M(D·+7r-) - M(De+) is calculated for each LJ3. l- candidate. Evidence for B- ~

D~e-;;t and B- ~ D;'l-Vt would be seen as enhancements at the known mass

difference in this distribution. We use 6MJ rather than M(~) for the same reason

that we used 6m for the De+ reconstruction. In the computation of 6MJ most of

the De+ contributions ta the M(De+1r-) and M(De+) errors cancel. The data and

the fit described below are shawn in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 for bath decay modes of the

DO meson. While there is a statistically significant enhancement in the region of the

narrow D~ resonanœ at 5MJ ~ 0.412 GeV/CZ, the evidence for a signal for the other

narrow resonance, D~, at 5MJ ~ 0.449 GeV/t? is not compelling.

162
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Figure 7.1: The 6MJ distribution from the ON T(48) Resonance data for
B- -+ D~l-Vl and B- -+ D~t-Vl (l = e and p.) candidates for the [JO -+ K-1t'+
mode. The dashed curve illustrates the background function, whereas the solid line
shows the sum. of the background and signal functiODS. The data selection used is
summarized in Section 7.1 and the fitting procedure is described in Section 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: The 6MJ distribution from the ON T(48) Resonance data for
B- --+ D~t-Vi and B- -+ DtJt-Vt (l = e and JI.) candidates for the [JO -+ K-1r+1r°
mode. The dashed curve illustrates the background function, whereas the solid line
shows the sum of the background and signal functioDS. The data selection used is
summarized in Section 7.1 and the fitting procedure is described in Section 7.2.
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7.1 Selecting The Best Candidate
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After ail the cuts have been applied, 46% of the events in the DO -+ K-1r+ mode and

41% of the events in the [JO -+ K-1r+1r° mode have two or more ~ l- candidate

combinatioDS. This multiple counting is mainly due to extra combinations created

with random soft particles. It is important to select one signal candidate per event,

otherwise the statistica1 errors on the signal yields may be underestimated. To avoid

these complications, the best combination in each event is selected based on a confi

dence level or probability calculated using M(1r°) , M(na), ~m = M(IJ01r+) - M(DO) ,

and the missing mass squared. of the neutrino, W(i/t).

First, we look at the independent observables M(1r°), M(DO), and ~m. These

observables have approximately symmetric and Gaussian distributions. We can there

fore easily construct rs, and then compute confidence levels.

~(M~ ) - r(if, À) of the 1["0 kinematic fit

r(M[)O) - [M(K1r(1r°» - mD]2/ai,Do

r(5m) - [6m - 0.14542]2/U1'6m.

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

The errors on the invariant mass of the [JO meson (CTMoO) and on the mass difference

(uOm ) are calculated from the actual error matrices of the tracks and showers used

for the candidate. The quality of each track and shower is then correctly taken into

account for every possible combination. Then we construct:

~(K1[") - X2(Ml)O) + r(6m),

~(K1r1["o) - r(M.o) + X2(Ml)O) + r(6m).

(7.4)

(7.5)

From xi with nI degrees of freedom (nl = 2 for the K1r mode and nl = 3 for the

K 1t"1t"0 mode), we compute a confidence level

(7.6)

•
Secondly, we look at M2(Vt) of the B meson candidate. In a decay B- --+

D~l-i/l' one can calculate the mass of the particle recoiling against the D3l- system
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under the assumption that the observed~ and lepton are produced from a single B
meson. In this case

p;" - (PB - PDJÛ
2 (7.7)

- m~ +M2 (DJl) - EsE(DJl) +21PsllpDJtl cos8S - DJt .

For true B- ~ D~l-Vl events, the missing mass squared of the neutrino is M2(Vl) =

p~ = 0_ If additional particles are produced in the semiIeptonic B decay, then

M'l(Vi) ïncreases. If the neutrino comes from jj --+ D(·)lvl, instead of B- ~ D~l-iil,

then W(iii) decreases.

Despite the fact that the neutrino is massless, there is not enough information

in the event to calculate A(l(Vt} exactly because the directions of the B mesons from

T(4S) -+ BÏJ are not known. However, we know that the B mesons momenta are

fairly small (lpBI ~ 300 MeVje), 50 to a good approximation, we can write:

(7.8)

(7.9)

•

The RMS width of the M'l(Vt) distribution is then dominated by the neglect of IPsl in

the calculation. The resolution of M2(iit) for signal events is about 380 MeVje before

the angular eut COSSS_Del is applied, as shown in Figure 7.3(a). Unfortunately, the

COSSB-Det eut, which is meant to suppress j!JO ~ D-+l-iit backgrounds, makes the

M'l(Vi) distribution asymmetric and no longer Gaussian. One can see the effect of

the cos8s_Det eut in Figure 7.3(a). For this reason, Vie are unable to construct a r
for W(;:;t) like we did for the other observables. Instead we will use the M2(Vt} dis

tribution as the probability density function f(x) = f(M2(iit», and Vie will compute

a confidence level as follows:

{

2 r-- / (x) dx if Xmeas < XmediaD

Q2 = F(xmeas ) = 1-00
2f::' f(:I:) th if :1:_ > :l:m _

where X meas is the measured missing mass squared, M2(iit), of the candidate, and

F(xmeas } is the cumulative distribution of M2(Vt) with F(xmqs = XmediaD) = 100%.

We should note however that in our case: XmediaD ~ x. Since the resolution on M2(iit)
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depends on if, the probability density function fez) is determined from signal Monte

Carlo for 6.ve bins of qz. The definition of a confidence level is not unique, but

Monte Carlo studies bave shown that this technique is the best of severa! p0s9ble

alternatives.

Because the direction of the neutrino is not known, rf cannot he calculated

exactly. The missing information is in fact the azimuthal angle of the B momentum

&round the D J l system. The projection of the B momentum on the DJe system

is known, being the quantity COS(JS-DJl defined in Figure 6.11; but the direction of

the B meson with respect to the DJ l system is unknown. In the computation of

cf, we consider two extreme configurations. The 6.rst one is when the openiog angle

between the B and the D J vectors is mjnimal, corresponding to the maximum tf for

a given cos8B - DJl• The second is when the opening angle between the B and the DJ

vector is maximal, corresponding ta the mjnjmum. q2 for a given COS(JS-DJt. In both

cases, the q2 is restricted to be physical. The average of the maximum and mjnjmum

possible value of q2 for each event provides good agreement between generated and

reconstructed values in MC simulation, as shown in Figure 7.3(~c).

Finally, the significance level of the two independent tests applied. on a given

D~ e- candidate is [104]:

cr = f da~ da; = ltlQ2(1 -ln(crllt2)]' (7.10)
10102<0102

Only the combination with the largest cr is kept1• The main source of double counting

comes from real or fake D*+ paired with random pions. The second source comes

frOID multiple D·+ candidates. The other two sources are multiple [)O candidates and

multiple lepton candidates respectively. The contribution of multiple [JO candidates

is somewhat higher in the K-1r+1r° mode due to soft photons combinatorics.

To inve5tigate the behavior of the estimator on signal MC events, we used MC

generator level information to tag the reconstructed combinations. In the remainder

of this discussion, we refer to the events which are correctly (incorrectly) reconstructed

as tagged (untagged) MC signal events. For signal B- ~ D~l-;;l MC events, the

lU the missiDg mass squared M'l(Vi) was a Gaussianly distributed observab~extracting & con
fidence from r = xI + ~ with n = ni + 1 degrees of freedom would he the equivalent to Equa
tion (7.10).
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Figure 7.3: The distributions of the missing mass squared W(i/il and r for signal
MC events. In (a), the missing mass squared W(Vl) ofsignal MC events for ail values
of tT is shawn. The solid line is the M2(vt} distribution without the COS8s-Del eut,
and the dashed line the W(vt} is after the COSSS-Del eut is applied. In (b) and (c),
the reconstructed and generated tf for signal MC events are shawn.
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•

reconstructed. distribution for 5MJ , along with the corresponding untagged contri

bution, are shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. As one can see, the untagged component

is suppressed by selecting the best combination. Misreconstructed I1l candidates do

not peak in the signal region for the K-1r+ mode; but due to soft photon combina

tories, there is some peaking for the K-1r+1r° mode, which is also reduced by selecting

the best combination. Furthermore, there is always a better agreement between the

generated and reconstructed widths of the narrow D3- resonances in MC events after

suppressing multiple combinatioDS.

A study of the background in generic B Ë MC events allows us to identi.fy

the contributions to the background yield after the selection of the best IJ3.l- can

d.idates. For the [JO -+ K-1r+ mode, real D·+s make up ta 86% of the combinatoric

background, while fake D·+s contribute about 11%. For the [JO -+ K-1r+1r° mode,

real D*+s make up to 56% of the combinatoric background, while faire De+ contribute

about 42%. In bath modes, 95% of the fake De+ mesons come from fake no mesons.

In our generic BB MC sample, no trace of a resonance in the 6MJ spectrum

was found for the second best candidates. The study of generic B ÏJ events shows

no improvement in statistical significance of the signal over the background when we

keep one candidate per event (but we know that multiple counting in an event leads

to an underestimation of the statistical error). Nevertheless, the procedure ofkeeping

the best candidate based on the calculation of the confidence level ex improves our

understanding of the combinatoric background, and therefore of the reconstructed

efficiencies. The background shape of the 6MJ distribution was checked with generic

BB MC events. It turns out to he more symmetric around the world average D~- D·+

mass difference when we suppress multiple entries in the event. As a resu1t, the

backgrounds for both modes have similar shapes for the best combination in each

event, in contrast to the case with multiple combinations.

The level of multiple counting in data is reproduced in generic BB MC.

Our MC study shows that about 42% of the events in the K1r mode and 46% of

the events in the K 1r~ mode have two or more entries, which is in agreement with

the observation in data. After sorting a sample of signal MC events with the method

described above, the correct combination is kept 84% of the time for the no --+ K-1r+
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Figure 7.4: The 5MJ distributions for (a) the best combination and Cb) all combina
tians in signal. MC events for the no ~ K-1r+ mode. The hatched histogram overlaid
on the reconstructed distribution is the untagged component.
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Figure 7.S: The 6MJ distributions for (a) the best combination and (b) ail combi
nations in signal MC events for the DO -+ K-7r+-zrD mode. The hatched histogram
overlaid on the reconstructed distribution is the untagged component.
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Figure 7.6: The estimator Q for (a) tagged signal and (b) background events. The
positive slope in (a) and the negative slope in (b) insures that the estimator Q has
some ability to separate signal. and background.

mode and 80% of the time for the DO ~ K-1r+7r° mode. Furthermore, for signal MC

events, about 50% of the unwanted combinatoric background events (or untagged

signal) are rejected. By keeping one candidate per event, we remove much of the

combinatoric background events in the tail of the 6MJ distribution. Figures 7.4

and 7.5 show the 6MJ distributions for signal MC events in the va ~ K-1r+ and

DO --+ K-1r+7r0 modes before and after we require one candidate per event.

To check that the estimator for the best LJ3.l- candidates is not biased, we

have computed the confidence level for signal and background MC events. Figure 7.6

illustrates that the estimator Q has some ability ta separate signal and background,

although we do not use it for this purpose.
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IJCl 2422.2 ± 1.8 18.9 ~:~

D~ 2458.9 ± 2.0 23.0 ± 5.0

1 State 1 Mass (MeV/él) 1 Width (MeV/él) 1

Table 7.1: Mass and width of the narrow ~ states from PDG96 [6]. The central
values are used in the fit as the Breit-Wigner pacameters.

7.2 The Fitting Fonction

•

After applying ail the requiI'ements described. above, a histogram. of the mass differ

ence 6MJ is made for ail the best D~l- candidates. The 5MJ distribution obtained

by combining the two decay modes of the DO meson is shawn in Figure 7.7. To

address the problems caused. by statistica1 fluctuation in small event samples and to

make sure that the choice ofbin size used for the histograms of 5MJ does not bias our

measurements, an unbinned Jikelihood fit, in which each event is weighted equally, is

performed. The 5MJ distribution is fit using a background function plus two signal

functions corresponding to the Iineshapes of the two narrow D~ resoDanœs with their

respective masses and widths fixed [6].
The signal fonctions are two nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner resonance functioDS

of the form:
ro 1

Ys(5MJ , 5Mo, ro) = -;- (5M
J

_ 5Mo)2 + (ro/2)2 , (7.11)

where 6Mo is the lJ3. - D-+ mass difference and l''0 is the width of the .D3- resonance, as

previously determined from inclusive measuremeots [6]. The parameters of the Breit

Wigner resonance fonctions are shown in Table 7.1. Each. Breit-WJgD.er function is

convoluted with a Ga~an whose width accounts for detector resolutioo. Table 7.2

shows the estimated shifts in the mean and the resolutioDS for the two [JO modes as

found by Monte Carlo simulation. Although the MC results show no significant bias,

we use the slight shift in mean values shawn during the fit. When we combine the

K-tr+ and the K-1r+1r° modes, the values used for the bias and the resolution are

0.0 MeV/Cl and 2.8 MeV/li- respectively.
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Figure 7.7: The 6MJ distribution trom the ON T(45) Resonance data for
B- -+ D~t-;;t and B- -+ DtJt-i/t (l = e and p) candidates obtained by combin
ing both the [)O decay modes. The dashed curve illustrates the background function,
whereas the solid line shows the sum of the background and signal functiODS.
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Mode 1 Bias (MeV1Cl) 1 Resolution (MeV/ c2) 1

DO --+ K-1r+ +0.10 ± 0.09 2.68 ± 0.12
DO ~ K-1r+-r' -0.10 ± 0.17 2.90 ± 0.16

Table 7.2: Bias and resolution in the measurement of 6MJ : as determined with MC
signal events generated with a fixed. IJ3. IDaSS.

The background is described. by a smooth function parameterized using a

polynomial with a threshold factor of the form

(7.12)

•

where the as are free parameters. Since there is no way to distinguish broad or non

resonant B- --t' D-+1r-X l-Vl contributioDS from background in the 6MJ distribution

alone, the background function incorporates both the combinatoric background and

the possible contribution from broad. and nonresonant D-+1r-X states.

To check the plausibility of the shape of the background fonction: we use a

wrong-sign sample of D-+1r+ l- fcom data. This wrong-sign sample models random

combinatorics of real and fake D-+ with random pions, which. is indeed our main

background. In Figure 7.8: the 5MJ distributions from data are shawn for the right

sign and wrong-sign samples, and the extracted wrong-sign and right-sign background

functions are compared. This illustrates that the parameterization of the background

function is ieasonable.

In Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2: the results from the unbinned likelihood fit for

the Ktr and the K1r~ modes in data are overlaid on their respective 6MJ distribu

tioDS. For c1arity, the 6MJ distributions are presented as binned histograms. The

corresponding yields are: 25.4 ± 7.8 D~ candidates and 6.9 ± 6.6 D;o candidates for

the Ktr mode; and: 31.5 ± 8.9 I1f candidates and 3.9 ± 6.7 D~ candidates for the

K 1r1r0 mode.
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Figure 7.8: The right-sign and wrong-sign 6MJ distributions from the ON T(4S)
Resonance data for B- -+ I1l.l-Vt and B- -+ D'ft-Vt (l = e and Il) candidates ob
tained by combining both the DO -+ K--;r+ and [JO ...... K--;r+1r° modes. In (a), the
solid curve is the It~ult of the fit ta the right-sign data described in the text, while
in (b), the solid curve is the result of the fit to the wrong-sign data in which only
the background function was used. In (a) and (b), the dashed curve describes the
right-sign background function.

7.3 Branching Fractions for B- -+ D~l-Vt

•

Because the branching fractions for ~ -+ D-+-;r- have not yet been measured, we

detennine ooly the product of branching fractions for the narrow states 1'(D3-) =
B(B- -+ D~l-Vt)B(D~ -+ D·+-;r-)

The values for P(~) are obtained by dividing the net signal yields nDJ by

the total numbers of B B events in our data sample and the sum of the products of the

efficiency, the D·+ branching fraction, and DO branching fraction for each mode used.

The yields nDJ are obtained. from the 6MJ fit after correcting for continuum and fake

lepton backgrounds. The nomber of BB events is NT (4S) = (3.29±O.07) x 106 • In the

next sections, the signal yields, the reconstruction efficiencies, and then the results

for 1'(D~) and "P(D~) are presented.
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7.3.1 The D~l- Yields
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The dMJ distribution obtained by combining the two decay modes of the DO meson

is shown in Figure 7.7. The fitted yields are 56.6 ± 11.9 events in the D~ peak and

10.3 ± 9.4 in the Dt peak. We have decided to use the combined fit to compute the

branching fractions in order to reduce the systematic erroIS due to the unœrtainties

on the D~ lineshape.

H the mass and the width of the Dï resonance are allowed to Boat, the fitted

values ohtained are 2420 ± 4 MeV/il and 23 ± 9 MeV/ il respectively. The area

of the D~ peak becomes 62.5 ± 16.7 and the area of the DtJ peak becomes 10.5

± 9.8. The fitted mass and width agree well with the PDG96 averages listed in

Table 7.1. Because the masses and widths of the narrow LJ3. resonances are known

from inclusive measurements, and becau.se statistical fiUctuatioDS in the signal and

in the background levels are a concern, the yields of the fit ohtained with fixed 6Mo
and r 0 are used for the ca1culation of the branching fractions.

To check that the data are consistent with the presence of a signal, we fit

the 8MJ distribution with only the smooth background function. The difference

between the logarithm of the likelihood of the fit with the signal plus the background

functions and the logarithm of the Iikelihood with only the background function is

18.7. Assuming Gaussian statistics, this corresponds to a 6.10' statistical significance

for the signal.

7.3.2 Continuum

To estimate the contamination of our sample by non-BB events, the same analysis

is performed on continuum data (OFF Resonance). In subtracting this contribution,

the continuum data must he scaled to account for the difference of luminosity and

cross-section between the ON and OFF T(4S) data sets. Sïnœ the cross section for

e+e- -+ qij is proportional to the inverse of the squared of center-of-mass energy (s),

the scale factor for the continuum data is given by:

• fc,q = LoN4S SOFF4S = 1.92 .
LoFF4S SON4S

(7.13)
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The scaled continuum yields are: 2.3 ± 2.7 D~ candidates and 1.5 ± 2.8 Dio candi

dates when the K 1r and K 1r1r0 modes are combined. The quoted errors on the yields

are statistica1 only.

7.3.3 Fake Leptons

Fake leptons are hadrons misidentified as leptons and the fake rates are the probabi

Iities of misidentification. To determine the average misidentification probabilities for

hadrons in B decays, we need to know the individual misidentification probabilities for

pions, kaons, and protons, and their relative abundances. The hadron abondances (Yi

with i = 1r, K, or p) are given in Appendix E. The misidentification probabilities for

pions (Fr), kaons (:FK ), and protons (Fp ) are taken !rom Reference [35] for electrons

and from Appendix E for muons. The hadron abondances and the misidentification

probabilities are generally momentum and charge dependent. The lepton fake rate is

tncü cxpresscd as follows
-+ "~'+....-r
.ri = L Li x ri .

i=1c$,p

,.... .,
1 1 • .1.~1.. ,

•

The number of fake leptons that combine with a D~ in the event is estimated

by performing the same analysis using tracks that are not leptons, and then scaJing

the yields by the misidentification lepton probability .rt.

Fake Electrons

The fake rates for electrons is around 0.1% to 0.2%. After all of the analysis cuts, the

number of fake electrons from misidentified hadrons is in fact consistent with zero.

Converted photons are also a source of fake electrons. We estimate the number of

converted photons with Monte Carlo simulation and find no significant contribution

ta the yield for fast electroDS with momenta between 0.8 GeVle and 2.0 GeVle. Thus,

no contribution from fake electrons (misidentified hadrons and converted photons) is

subtracted from the fitted yields.
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Fake Muons
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•

Apart from random matches of noise hits in the muon chambers with extrapolated

trajectories of particles seen in the tracking system, there are three main sources of

fake muons from hadrons:

1. Sail through: A hadron coming from the CD which does not interact with the

iron absorber.

2. Punch through: A hadron which interacts in the detector material with a reac

tion product penetrating to the muon chambers.

3. Real muon: A hadron which decays in ftight into a muon; the later then con

tinues to the muon counters.

The number of fake muons is estimated to be small but not entirely negligible.

A full fake muon study is presented in Appendix E. After computing :F~, we esti.mate

the number of fakes ta he: 0.8 ± 0.6 Df. and 0.0 ± 0.3 D~ for the K 7r and K 7r7r
0

modes combined. The quoted errors on the yields are statistical only.

7.3.4 Reconstruction Efficiencies

Our event selection efficiencies were obtained using Monte Carlo events generated

with either B- ~ D~l-Vl or B- -+ D;,°t,-Vl and containing one signal decay per

event. The Monte Carlo events were generated according to the ISGW2 model [51]

and were passed through the GEANT [72] based simulation of the CLEO II detector.

The entire procedure applied to the data was repeated on this Monte Carlo sample

and the final signal yield divided by the number of events generated was interpreted

as the efliciency. The 5MJ distributions for signal Monte Carlo events are shown in

Figure 7.9, where the fits shown are made following the same procedure as the fits to

the ON resonance data. The efficiencies are given in Table 7.3. The quoted erroIS on

the efficiencies are statistical only.
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Figure 7.9: The 6MJ distributions for signal MC events: (a) B- -. /Jf.l-vl and
(b) B- -. D~l-ïlt. The dashed curve describes the background functioD, whereas
the solid line is the sum of the background and signal functions. The fitted yields
were used ta compute the reconstruction efficiencies é Dl and éD; •
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Efficiency
1Y' Decay Mode 1
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(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

(7.18)

éDl == e(B- -+ d/l-Vl) (4.37 ± 0.09) % (1.09 ± 0.02) %

éD; =e(B- -+ DfJl-Vl) (4.61 ± 0.09) % (1.10 ± 0.02) %

Table 7.3: Reconstruction efficiencies éDJ for B- -+ IJïrVt and B- -+ Dtt.-Vl
decays for each of the DO decay modes u.sed in the reconstruction (l = e and p.).

7.3.5 Results

As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, the ON resonance Ul and D~ yields obtained from

the fit are 56.6 ± 11.9 and 10.3 ± 9.4 respectively. The sum of the continuum and

fake lepton backgrounds are subtracted from the ON Resonance yields as indicated

in Table 7.4. This leads ta final yields ofnDt = S3.5±12.2 and nD; = 8.8±9.8. From

the final yields and the reconstruction efficiencies, the product branching fractions

are then computed. using:

P(DO) nDJ/éDJ
J = 4 Ny (4S) !+_ B(D-+ -+ IJO~)B{IJO -+ K-1[+(-n-O»"

The values of the D-+ and [JO branching fractions that we use are [6]:

B(D·+ -+ D°1r+) - (68.3 ± 1.4)%,

B(DO -+ K-1r+) - (3.83 ± 0.12)%,

B(Do -+ K-1r+1r°) - (13.9 ± 0.9)%.

With the assumption that the branching fractions of T(4S) to charged and neutral

BE pairs are I+- = 100 = 0.5, the product branching fractions are obtained from the

yields summed over the two [JO modes and the appropriate sum of efficiencies times

branching fractions:

where the errors are statistical ooly. The experimental systematic and theoretical

uncertainties on these results are presented in the next sections.•
1'(dt) - (0.373 ± 0.085) %,

'P(D~) - (0.059 ± 0.066) %,

(7.19)

(7.20)
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1
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ON Resonance Yield 56.6 ± 11.9 10.3 ± 9.4

Subtracted Yield 3.1 ± 2.8 1.5 ± 2.8

Final Yield nDJ 53.5 ± 12.2 8.8 ± 9.8

P(D~) (0.373 ± 0.085) % (0.059 ± 0.066) %

Table 7.4: Yields and product branching fractioDS. The "Final Yields" are given after
the subtraction of the OFF Resonance and faire lepton fcom the ON Resonance fits.
The error on the yields and on the product branching fractions is statistica1 only.

7.3.6 Systematic Uncertainties

In this section, we estimate the impact of systematic errors on our measurements of

P(Df) and P(DtJ). A list of the sources of systematic unœrtainties for P(Dî) and

P(D;o) is given in Table 7.5. The total systematic uncertainties on 'P(Uf) and P(D;<J)

are 14.0% and 17.3% respectively. We added the oontributions in quadrature for the

total systematic errors. Details on the estimates of the systematic uncertainties are

presented below.

Fitting Function

To estimate the uncertainties from the input mass and width of the Df resonance, the

PDG96 values are varied within their uncertainties [6J. This leads to systematic errors

on the yiel<Ïof 1% due to the mass and 10% due to the width. The uncertainty on

the background level is determined by varying the shape of the background function.

We used alternative functioDS of the form

Ys(tSMJ ) - alJ6MJ - fnw.- [1 +t a;(oMJ - m ..- )'-1] ,
-=2

Ys(6MJ ) - alJ6MJ - Tnr- exp[G2(6MJ -11l,r- )],

Ys(6MJ ) - al (6MJ - Jn,r_)42 exp[a3(6MJ -m..-)]

in repeating the fit. This leads to a systematic error of 4% on the yield for the dl
meson.
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Source of P(D~) P(DtJ)

Systematic Error

MDJ 1.0% 1.1%

r DJ 10.0% 14.0%

Background Function 4.0% 5.0%

Uncorrelated Background 0.5% 0.4%

Lepton Fake 1.0% 1.0%

Lepton ID 1.3% 1.3%

MCStatïstics 1.5% 1.5%

B(D*+ ~ IJ01r+) 2.0% 2.0%

B(1)O ~ K-1r+(~» 3.5% 3.5%

rrraeJOng Efficiency 4.0% 4.0%

Slow 'Ir Efficiency 5.0% 5.0%

~ Reconstruction 2.4% 2.4%

Dalitz Weight 1.9% 1.9%

Multiple Counting 1.4% 1.4%

Hadron Identification 1.0% 1.0%

B iJ Cross-Section 2.0% 2.0%

Total 114.0% 1 17.3% 1

183

•

Table 7.5: ExperimentaI systematie errors on the product branching fractions 1'(dl)
and P(D;'O). Tracking unœrtainties are for ail charged particles other than the slow
pion.
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•

It is much harder ta quote a 6tting systematic error for the Dt' because

there is no significant contribution from B- ~ D~i-Vl in our data sample. Thus,

the fitting uncertainties on the mass and the width for the DtJ are obtained by scaJjng

the systematic errors of the Dï by the ratio of the experimental uncertainties on the

lineshape of the DtJ ta that of the D~. This leads to a LI% uncertainty contribution

due to the mass and a 14% UDœrtainty due to the width. For the uncertainty on

the b~oUDd level, we find & variation of 5% on the DtJ yield when we change the

shape of the background function.

Another source of unœrtainty on the fitting function is the fonn of the Breit

Wigner resonance function. When D-wave relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance func

tions are used to describe the narrow~ resonanœs, the fitted yields change by about

1%, which is negligible compared ta the uncertainties on the 1JIj widths.

Correlated Background

We are not able to subtract contributions from processes such as ÏJ --+ IYJX/.-i/t.

decays. The COS9S - DJl eut is effective in removing correlated backgrounds, but Dot

100% efficient. Fortunately, these higher multiplicity semileptonic B decays are pre

dicted. to he tiny. First, the rates B- ~ D(-)'l-Vl are expected to be small [42, 51, 55];

and moreover, D(-}' --+ CUl or DtJ)X is believed. ta he suppressed [91]. We therefore

neglect such background on the basis that proœsses which contribute to the correlated

background are small.

Uncorrelated Background

To study uncorrelated background, we used our generic BE MC. The main source of

uncorrelated background is when

B- ---+ ~7r

L...D·+7r

L...IJ07r+

L....VO --+ K-7r+ or DO --+ K-1r+1r°
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IJ+ ----+ X

L...-..Yl-
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Base<! on recent CLEO measurements [lOS] of B- ~ Dl.7r- and B- ~ D~7r-;

we assumed 8(B- -. D~7r-) = 0.12% and 8(B- ~ DtJ7r-) = 0.21%. We find

negligible contributions from such proœsses to the IJ3.l- yields in our generic B fJ
MC. Therefore, we do Dot subtract any contribution from uncorrelated background.

Our insensitivity to uncorrelated backgrounds is mainly due to the lower limit on the

lepton momentum: (Pel> 0.8 GeV/c and Ip,,1 > 1.0 GeV/c. We nevertheless quote

a small systematic uncertainty of 0.5% and 0.4% on p(m) and 'l'(D;>) respectively.

Lepton Identification and FaIœ Rates

The systematic errors associated with the lepton detection efliciency are taken from

a CLEO study [98]; these are 2% for electrODS and 1% for muons respectively. The

uncertainty on electron identification is estimated from the differenœ in the efficiency

for finding electrODS from radiative Bhabha events before and after they are embedded

in hadronic events. Muon identification is modeled quite well at CLEO II. The

program CLEOG has been tuned to simulate the complicated geometry and chamber

response with great accuracy, achieving 0.5% (1.0%) precision in the barrel (endcap)

region [106].

We estimated the systematic ÛDcertainty on the fake electroDS (hadron fakes

and converted photons) to he 0.2%. To he conservative, the electron fake and the

converted photon rates were doubled in the calculation of the electron fake uncer

tainty. The systematic uncertainty on the muon fake rates is larger than that for

electroDS. Based on the study described in Appendix E, a systematic error of 25%

should he used. We attribute a very conservative systematic error of 2% on the

fake muon yields, which corresponds to a ±50% systematic uncertainty on the muon

misidentification probabilities.

When the electron and muon modes are combined, the unœrtainty on the

lepton detection efficiency becomes 1.3% and the uncertainty on the fake lepton rates

becomes 1.0%.
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The statistica1 errors on the efficiencies 1isted in Table 7.3 are propagated in the

calculation of the yields. This leads to a 1.5% unœrtainty on the hranching fractioDS.

D-+ and DO Branching Fractions

The experimentaI erroIS on the D*+ ~ D°1r+ and [JO ~ K-1r+(1r°) branching frac

tions lead respectiwly to a 2% and 3.5% uncertainty on the yields of the narrow D~

mesons. The experimental errors on the D*+ and [JO branching fractions are given

in Equations (7.16)-(1.18).

Detector Efliciency

The Monte Carlo simulation of the passage of particles from the interaction point out

through the passive and active detector elements contributes to the modeling of the re

construction efficiencies for B- ~ D~l-Vt and B- ~ DtrVt. The program CLEOG

is tuned to reproduce the measured efficiency for each data set. This procedure takes

into account effects such as fluctuations in running conditions and detector aging. We

divide the systematic unœrtainty on the MC detector reconstruction efficiency into

three categories: track, slow pion, and neutraI pion reconstruction.

The track selection criteria descrihed in Section 6.5 did not include the slow

pion selection criteria. Thus, the tracking unœrtainty described here applies to ail

charged particles other than the slow pion. Based on numerous tracking studies car

ried by the tradcing group and various individuals in CLEO [101, 108], the uncertainty

on the track reconstruction efficiency is taken to he 1% per track. Our signal events

contains a total of four charged tracks and one slow track. Thus, we attribute a

fractional error of 4% to the tracking uncertainty.

Since the slow pions have very low momentum near the edge of acœptance,

care must he taken ta determine their detection efficiency separately. In the high

magnetic field of CLEO II, the slow pions are often restricted to the inner trackïng

chambers and are subject to cur!. The slow pion spectrum in data and MC is shawn in

Figure 7.10 for the D*+ candidates. Extensive studies [95, 109] have been performed
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Figure 7.10: The slow pion momentum spectrum in data and MC. The dashed. line
is the MC and the data points are indicated with the salid squares. 80th spectra are
normalized to equal areas.

to investigate the uncertaïnty on the reconstruction efficiencies due to slow tracks.

The slow pion reconstruction efliciency has been measured in both data and MC. The

agreement between data and MC suggests a 5% systematic error on the slow pion

reconstruction efficiency.

The Dalitz weight eut naturally puts a lower energy bound of 250 MeV on

the neutral pion candidates. Past studies [107, 109] indicate that the MC simulation

is accurate to within 5% in estimating the absolute efficiency for 1r0 reconstruction.

When the K-1r+ and K-1r+7I"° modes are combined, the 5% uncertainty on the neutrai

pion reconstruction implies a 2.4% uncertainty on the branching &actions. We have

investigated the impact of varying the photon and the ~ energy thresholds in the

range of 30 MeV to 50 MeV and 250 MeV to 350 MeV respectively. This leads to a

fluctuation on the branching fractions of less than 2%. Ta he conservative, the higher

systematic uncertainty of 2.4% is used.
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To estimate the systematic uncertainty on the Dalitz weight eut described earlier,

we compute the efficiency according to E691 [103J, E687 [110], and Mark nI [111]

measurements of the Dalitz decay [JO -+ K-1f+1r°. We quote 1.9% as the Dalitz

systematic uncertainty, which is the largest variation in efficiency among E691, E687,

and Markill.

Multiple Counting

The good match between data and MC on the absolute level of multiple counting

(see Section 7.1) suggests a small systematic error on the selection of the best D~ [

candidate. We estimated the systematic uncertainty associated with the multiple

counting to be 1.4%. Recent measurements at CLEO confirmed the good agreement

between data and MC on the charged multiplicity in B semileptonic decays [112].

Hadron Identification

The hadron identification procedure described in Section 6.7 is expectecl to be well

modeled in the GEANT based simulation of the CLEO II detector. In the ana1ysis,

we require that the measured dE/ dx value for the pions (kaons) be consistent with

the expected value within 3.0 (2.5) standard deviatioDS. These selection criteria

are intentionally made loose to limit the systematic effects in the modeling of the

efliciencies in the MC. It has determined that the ratio of the efficiency per track in

data and in MC is one with good precision [113J. We therefore quote a 1% systematic

uncertainty for the hadron identification.

BËJ Cross-Section

The CESR luminosity and the BE cr<>S.Ysection play a crucial role in the present

analysis. The CLEO collaboration bas presented [114] a careful determination of the

CESR luminosity. A precise measurement of the number of T(45) -+ BËJ events

is needed for the extraction of B meson branching fractions. At CLEO, the number

NT (4S) is determined from the measurement of the B B cross-section and the integrated
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luminosity. A 2% systematic uncertainty is assigned to NT (4S)' This normaJization

error is dominated by the run-t«rrun variation of the BÏJ crO$-section within each.

data set [115}.

7.3.7 Model Dependence

The reconstruction efficiency is based on the CLEO II acceptance and on the selection

criteria used to optimize the statistical significance of the signal The reconstruction

efficiency is then sensitive to: the lepton efficiency; which. depends on the shaPe of

the lepton energy spectrum; and the ~ ef6.ciency, which. depends mostly on the

detection efficiency for the slow pion. The slopes of the form factors are strongly

correlated with rf, and thus with the lepton and slow pion momenta. Another less

intuitive dependence of the efficiency on the Monte Carlo simulation is the angular

distribution of the decay. The efficiencies of the COSS-DJt and COSS-Del angular cuts

depends on the angular correlation between the decay products of the B mesoo. The

eut on COSS-DJl is based on kinematics, and is not sensitive to the model used ta

describe B- -+ D'j.l-Vl' On the other hand, the COSS-Del distribution is strongly

correlated with the D3 polarization and the modeIing of the B decay. In summary,

any variation of the model will affect the lepton energy spectrum, the ~ energy

spectrum., the angular correlation of the decay products, and therefore the overall

efficiency to reconstruct B- -+ D3t-Vt.
It is then obvious that the calculation of P(Df) and P(D;,o) depends on the

model used. -to compute the efficiencies. As mentioned earlier, we used the ISGW2

model for this task. In our MC simulation, we assume the Dl and the Di decay

via pure D-wave with helicity angle distributions proportional to 1 + 3 c;os2 ct and

sin2 Ct respectively. The systematic error on the yields due to the uncertainty on the

helicity angle ct is neglected. According ta Figure 3.4 and some more reœnt CLEO

measurements [105], our assumption on the forms of the helicity distributions of the

Dl and the D; in the MC is adequate. Any possible mixjng between the Dl and the

Di is also not considered. Hence, the mode! dependence presented here only deals

with the theoretical prediction underlying the semileptonic decay of the B meson to
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P-wave charm mesoos.

A detailed model dependence study would require extensive coding of all

the theoretical models described in Chapter 3 in the MC generator. We took a

different approach. We intend ta re!y on HQET and HQS for the description on

the dynamics of B- ~ D~l-Vt. ISGW2 incorporates most of the phenomenology of

HQET. In fact, the ISGW2 mode! is presently the state-of-the-art mode! in describing

form factors for semileptonic meson decays. It provides a very good match to most

of the experimental measurements in charm and bottam semileptonic decays [51].

Nevertheless, the ISGW2 has a number of free parameters that one can vary. The

theoretical uncertainties associated with the model dependence of the efficiency can

he obtained by varying the parameters and the form factors used in the ISGW2 mode!.

Therefore, as described in more detail below, we studied the model dependence of the

reconstruction ef6.ciencies by:

1. Varying the /3B and /3x parameters.

2. Varying the slope of the form factors (namely rix).

3. Changing the relative strength of the form factors predicted by ISGW2.

Certain exclusive models, like the Komer and Schuler (KS) mode! [116], and

the Bauer, Stech, and WIrbel (BSW) model [117] give predictions for the q2 de

pendence of the form factors for iJ ---+ DC->eVt, but do not give any prediction for

Ë --+ D"eVt. Those models extrapolate the rf dependenœ of the form factors frOID

timin, which is less reliable according ta HQET. For these reasoDS, the BS and BSW

models were not considered in this analysis.

The ACCMM free quark model aIso gives predictions for the lepton energy

spectrum for b ---+ clVt. As described below, we computed the reconstruction efficien

cies with the ACCMM model as a consistency check.

ISGW2

In ISGW2, the parameters PB and /3x are used to describe the quark position wave

function. A change of the parameters /3x and /3B is equivalent to a variation of the
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wave functions which describe the heavy meson states. A variation of ±25% of /3s
and /3x leads to a systematic uncertainty of 2% on the reconstruction efficiencies.

Heavy Quark Symmetry determines various aspects of the behavior of the

faIm factors. The form factors used to describe the hadronic currents in ISGW2 are

related ta the universal function F5 of Equation (3.26). For ÊJ -+ Xcqrilt, where Xcii

is a D, a D·, a Dl, or a D; mesoo, r1Jx ~ 0.2. Varying rix between 0.14 and OAO

leads to a systematic unœrtainty of 2% - 3% on the efliciency2.

It is surprising that a large variation of the slope did not affect our efficiency

by more than 2% - 3%. Changing the slope of the form. factors mainly affects the

magnitude of the lepton and the slow pion momenta. A faster lepton implies a softer

slow pion, and vice versa. It tums out that by cbanging p2, the overall efficiency stays

approximately constant because the event ef6.ciency decreases with the momentum

of the lepton and the slow pion eflÏciency increases with its momentum. Figures 7.11

illustrates the event efficiency as a function of the lepton momentum. After a doser

study, we found that the reconstruction efficiency is much more sensitive to the po

larization of the D3-, and thus the angular distribution of the semileptonic B decay.

The sensitivity of the reconstruction efliciency to the polarization of the D~

meson is due ta the requirement COSS-Det < -1, which. rejects the largest background,

namely jjo -+ De+l-vt. The angular correlation between the~ and the De+ mesons

directlyaffects the value of COSS-Det. Figure 7.11 shows the efficiency for the B- -+

D~l-;:;l signal MC events as a function of the lepton momentum, before and aCter the

COSS-Del cut has been applied.. One should notice that when we select candidates

with COSB-Del < -1, the reconstruction efficiency decreases as the lepton momentum.

ïncreases. Near Iptfmax, IpVtl -+ 0 and thus COSB-DJt -+ 1. This aIso implies that

COSS-Del -+ 1 sinœ tf -+ 0 as Iptl -+ Iptlmax. For high lepton momentum, the

COSS-Dal distribution tends to peak toward positive values, and more signal events

are discarded.

2A value of Tix =:':: 0.2 for B ~ DeWt corresponds ta p2 =:':: 0.74. Note tbat p2 is Dot ~l
measured by CLEO. In ISGW2, ~l =:':: 0.53 [118}, which is Iower than the measured value ~l =
0.92±O.12±O.06 [48]. The variation ofrix described above corresponds to a variation of,r between
0.52 and 1.48, or a variation of~l between 0.38 and 1.06 for jj ~ DalOt.
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Figure 7.11: The event efliciency for B- ~ die-ve (K1r mode) as a function of the
electron momentum: (a) before the eut cos8B- D- t is applied, and (h) after the eut
COS9S - D - l is applied. AIl the other selection criteria were applied on the I1jl- candi
dates in (a) and (h). One can see that for the [JO -+ K-1r+ mode the reconstruction
efficiency is around 7% above the electron acœptance threshold of 0.8 GeVIc used in
this analysis. The reconstruction efliciency for the [JO --. K-1r+1r° mode is about a
factor of four smaller. The K-1r+ and K-1r+1r° yields are nevertheless comparable
because B(DO -+ K-1r+~) ~ 3.58(f1J -+ K-1r+) .
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In ISGW2, the D~ decay angle distributions are predicted to he:

{

0.32 + 0.55 cos? 8J
dN/dcos8J =

0.20 + 1.95 cos2 8J - L 75 cos" (JJ
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(7.21)

The polarization of the ~ is entirely constrained by the relative strength and ri
dependence of the form factors. An extreme approach would he to generate signal

Monte Carlo with a fiat 1J3. decay angle distribution and see how it affects the event

efficiency. By doing 50, we found that our efficiency changed by 10%. Since the

polarization is correlated to the relative strength of the from factors, a more reasonable

approach is to vary APOL and AFB, and recompute the event efficiency. By varying

the relative weight of the faon factors and by varying the foon factor ratios, one can

induce a variation on ApOL and Am. A variation of ±25% on APOL and AFB leads

to a systematic unœrtaïnty of 5% - 6% on the reconstruction efficiency3.

ACCMM

In the CLEO implementation of the fragmentation for the ACCMM model, the D~

meson from the decay B- -+ D~l-;;t is unpolarized. In other words, the decay angle

distribution follows

dNldcos8J = 1/2. (7.22)

•

When the ACCMM model is used. to compute the reconstruction efficiencie:;, the net

yields for nDJ shift by 12%. The model parameters u.sed are extracted from the

inclusive single-Iepton analysis performed by CLEO [35]: PF = 265 MeV/e, me =
1.670 GeV/cil, and fflsp = 150 MeV/cil. We did not study the effect of varying PF and

Tnsp. As one can see, the predictions of ACCMM and ISGW2 for an unpoIarized D~

meson are quite similar.

3Following the notation of Reference [3], one cao define the Conn factor ratios R l and R2 for
fJ - DeUit. The ob6enable ÂPOL and AFB are very seDSitive to R l and R2 in jj - D-lVt· CLEO
measured R l = 1.24± 0.26 ± 0.12 and R2 = 0.72 ± 0.18 3: 0.07 [48], whicb is in good agreement with
the ISGW2 predictions: Ri ~ 1.26 and R2 ~ 1.03.
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Model Dependence - Summary

The total systematic uncertainty on the theoretical model is taken to be 6.5%. We

added in quadrature the effects due to the variation ofthe /Js, the slope of the fotm fac

tors, and the~ polarization in ISGW2. Table 7.6 summarizes the mode! dependence

uncertainties for each lepton and [JO decay mode. The reconstruction efficiencies oir

tained with the ACCMM and the ISGW2 models for an unpolarized~ agree within

2%. Bath models predict an increase of about 10% in the reconstruction efficiencies

when the angular correlation between the ~ and the W- are not properly taken

care of in the decay B- ~ D~W-. The reasonable agreement between ACCMM and

ISGW2 in this particular case gives us confidence that a mode! unœrtainty of 6.5%

is reasonable.

7%Total

Source

Px and /3s 2% 2% 2% 2%
Slope of the Form. Factors 2% 3% 2% 3%

Polarization of the LJ3. 5% 5% 6% 6%

Table 7.6: Systematic errors on PCV?) and P(Dt') a5S0Ciated with the variation of
the ISGW2 parameters used to compute the efficiencies. The model dependenœ for
the K 7r-rrO mode is slightly higher becau.se of the momentum eut on the D meson
candidate (!PDI > 0.8 GeVle).

7.3.8 Checldng the Measurements

•

As a consistency clleck, the product branclling fractions were also computed separately

for each [JO mode in the data. Yields and branching fractions are obtained by fitting

the [JO --+ K-1r+ and IJO --+ K-1r+1r° data separately (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2).

The product branching fractions obtained by averaging the results from separste

fits agree very well with the results of the simultaneous fit to both modes. The

tiny difference in the fitted. yields cao. he attributed ta expected statistical variation,
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ON Resonance Yield 25.4 ± 1.8 31.5 ±8.9

Subtracted Yield 1.8 ± 2.0 1.3 ± 1.9

Final Yield nDl 23.6 ± 8.1 30.2 ± 9.1

P(I1l) (0.314 ± 0.108) % (0.444 ± 0.134) %
Average P{1JCl) (0.365 ± 0.084) %

ON Resonance Yield 6.9 ± 6.6 3.9 ± 6.7

Subtracted Yield 0.0 ± 1.9 1.9 ± 1.9

Final Yield nD; 6.9±6.9 2.0 ± 1.0

P(D;O) (0.092 ± 0.092) % (0.029 ± 0.102) %
Average P(DiO) (0.064 ± 0.068) %
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Table 7.7: Yields and product branching fractions for both [JO decay modes. The
errors are statistical only. The agreement is excellent between the results obtained
with a weighted average versus the combined fit.

50 that no additional systematic error is assoclated with this source. The results are

summarized in Table 7.7. Special attention was taken to see if an event could possibly

contribute a LJ3.r candidate in the K-1r+ and K-1r+1['° modes simultaneously. We

found no event shared between bath DO decay modes. The advantage of combining

the DO -+ K-1r+ and [JO ~ K-1r+~ mode is that it reduces the fitting systematic

uncertainties. Likewise, the branching fractions were computed separately for each

lepton mode in data. No discrepancy was found.

Monte Carlo experiments were used to verify the analysis algorithme The

entire analysis procedure applied ta data was carried out on the generic B ËJ MC

sample. The generated branching fractions for our signal sample were B(B- -+
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(7.23)

•

D~f.-Vl) = 0.74% and B(B- -+ D~t-Vl) = 0.43%. The 6MJ distributions for the

generic BB MC is shawn in Figure 7.12 for bath [JO decay modes combined. One can

clearly see the contribution from B- -+ dtrVt and B- -+ DtJl-Vl. AIl the events

above the dashed line are the D~ and D; candidates. The measured values for the

branching fractions are 8(B- -+ Dft-;;l) = (O.72±O.OS)% and 8(B- ~ D~rVl)=
(0.46±O.14)%, where the errors are statistica1 only: As one can see in Figure 7.12, the

background shape of the 6MJ distribution in generie BB MC is quite sirniJar to the

background function extracted from data. This check shows that the fitting functioDS

used to describe the signal and the background are appropriate and reliable. Both

decay modes of the [JO were checlœd separatelyand sirniJar results were obtained.

By looking closely at Figure 7.12, one might note a gap between the dashed

line and the histogram.. The dashed line describes the background fonction and

the histogram is the tagged combinatorie background. As mentioned before, the

smooth background function describes the combinatorie background and the possible

contribution from broad and nonresonant D-+1r- states. Henee, the histogram does

not include any real D-+1r- candidates correctly reconstructed as B- ~ D-+-rr-r;;l·

Nevertheless, the possible presence of broad or nonresonant D-+1r- states does not

significantly change the shape of the background fonction and we believe that it does

not bias the measurement of 8(B- -+ D~l-;;t) and 8(B- -+ D~l-Vl).

To further ensure that the combinatorie background is properly modeled in

MC, the wrong-sign sample from data was compared with the wrong-sign sample

from generie BB MC. The wrong-sign MC sample was first scaled down to match

the number-of T(4S) in data. The continuum and the fake lepton contaminations to

the wrong-sign sample in data have been removed. In the generie BB MC, the fake

leptons are discarded so that we cao. compare the combinatorie background in data

and in MC with no oontribution from other backgrounds. The comparison between

the wrong-sign combination from data and MC is shawn in Figure 7.13, where bath

distributions are nonnalized to equal area. The normalization factor is given by

N = Area of the wrong-sïgn distribution in data = 0.96 ± 0.06
Area of the wrong-sign distribution in MC '

where the error on N is statistical only. The overall normalization between data
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Figure 7.12: The 6MJ distribution for generic BB MC events. The points are the
MC data and the histogram is the tagged combinatoric background. The dashed
curve describes the background function, whereas the solid line is the sum of the
background and signal functiODS•
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Figure 7.13: The wrong-sign sample in data (solid circles) and MC (histogram). The
area of the histogram. is norma1ized to match the area of the distribution in data.
The normalization factor is N = 0.96 ± 0.06.

and MC is consistent with unity; but more importantly, the shape of the wrong-sign

distribution is weIl reproduced in the MC simulation.

7.3.9 SlImmary

Having evaluated the experimental and theoretical uncertainties, the product branch

ing fractions are then:

P(D~) - (0.373 ± 0.085 ± 0.052 ± 0.024) %, (7.24)

P(D;tJ) - (0.059 ± 0.066 ± 0.010 ± 0.004) % < 0.16 % (90% C.L.), (7.25)

where the errors are statistical, systematic, and theoretical, respectively_ For the

quoted upper limit, we add the experimental systematic and the theoretical uncer

tainties in quadrature, and add the result ta the upper limit computed with the

statistical error only. The upper limit is at the 90% confidence level.

The uncertainties on the width of the lJ3. resonances turn out to introduce the

largest systematic error. Fortunately, the dependence of 'P(dlJ on the input width
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of the D~ can be parameterized, as shown in Figure 7.14. Consequently, we are able

to determine the product branching fraction P(I1l.) as a fonction of the width of the

D~ resonance:

àP
1'(D~) = (Po + dI' ar) %, (7.26)

where 'Po is the central value quoted in Equation (7.24), and ar = r - ro. The

width of the dt used to compute Po is r o = 18.9 MeV/él, as indicated in Table 7.1.

The value of the slope àP/dr is extracted from a linear fit of P(D~) versus M (see

Figure 7.14). We find àPldr = 9.25 x 10-2 MeV-1c2. The quadratic component is

negligible. To first arder dP(VCl) ~ a'Po. Thus, the product branching fraction cao.

he written as:

P(df.) = [(0.373 + 9.25 x 10-2 M) ± 0.085 ± 0.037 ± 0.024] %, (7.27)

where the erroIS are statistical, systematic, and theoretical respectively. Of course,

the systematic uncertainty does not include the uncertainty on the Ul. width.

In arder ta estimate the contribution of the decays B- -+ D'tl-Vt and

B- -+ D~l-;;t to the total semileptonic B meson branching fraction, we need to

make some assumptiODS about the branching fractions of the D~ mesons. We as

sume that B(D1 ~ Der) = 100% and B(Di --t> Dr + De7r) = 100%. Decay

modes such as DJ ~ Dp or DfJ and DJ --t> Dep or De" are kinematically disfa

VOIed, and therefore not considered. We aIso neglect any possible contributions from

DJ -+ D(e)1r7r. Several theoretical predictions [91] and reœnt measurements from

the DELPID collaboration [119] seem to confirm our assumptions. Isospin symmetry

suggests B(D~ -+ D*+r-)/B(Uj ~ De07r0) = 2, leading to

B(Iif ~ D*+7r-)

B(D: ~ D*+7r-)

2
- 3'

- ~(I~R)'

(7.28)

•
where R = B(Di ~ D7r)/B(Di -+ D·7r). Using the result R ~ 2.2 quoted in

Equation (3.15), B(D~ ~ D·+7r-) ~ 20.9%. We are conservative and use B(D;o -+

D*+7r-) = 20% since we quote an upper limit for B- ~ Diol-Vt. Therefore, using
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Figure 7.14: Dependence of the product branching fraction P(I1f) on ~r = r - ro.
The parameter r is the width of the D~ resonance, and rois the value used. in the fit
described in the text. It clearly shows the 10% systematic error on 1'(1JCl) caused by
the uncertainty on the U/.. width. The slope of the distribution is used to parameterize
P(D~) as a function of M .
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D~
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ON Resonance Yield 56.6 ± 11.9

Subtracted Yield 3.1 ± 2.8

Final Yield nO. 53.5 ± 12.2

'P(D~) (0.373 ± 0.085 ± 0.052 ± 0.024)%

B(B- ~ DïrVt) (0.56 ± 0.13 ± O.OS ± 0.04)%

DeO
2

ON Resonance Yield 10.3±9.4

Subtracted Yield 1.5 ± 2.8

Final Yield nD; S.8 ±9.8

P(Dt) < 0.16% (90% C.L.)

B(B- ~ DiOrVt) < 0.8 % (90% C.L.)

Table 7.8: Snmmary of the yields and branching fractions for B- ~ l1Jt-Vt. The
error on the yields is statisticaL The first error on the branching fractions is statistical,
the second is experimental systematic, and the third is theoretical. The confidence
level for the upper limits is 90%.

the estimates

we find

B(D~ -+ D·+7r-) - 67%,

B(D;O -+ D·+7r-) - 20%,

B(B- ~ D~r;;t) - (0.56 ± 0.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.04) %,

B(B- ~ D~r;;t) < 0.8 % (90% C.L.),

(7.29)

(7.30)

(7.31)

•
where no attempt bas been made ta estimate the systematic unœrtainties due to the

D~ -+ D*+1r- branching fractions. The results are summarized in Table 7.8.
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Source of

Systematic Ettor

M DJ 1.7%

r DJ 11.4%

Background Function 5.4%

Uncorrelated Background 0.7%

Lepton Fake 1.4%

MC Statistics 2.1%

_____'I1_o_tal 113.0% 1

Table 7.9: Experimental systematic erroIS on 'R.
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(7.32)

(7.34)

•

Finally, the ratio of branching fractions 'R. is:

R = 8(B- --+ D;.°rVt) = (0.30 ± 0.33) %
B(B- --+ U/.l-Vl) (0.56 ± 0.13) %'

where the errors on the branching fractions are statistica1 only. In the ratio of the

two branching fractions for B- --+ IJfl.l-Vt and B- --+ DtJl-Vl, all the common

systematic uncertainties cancel out. The remaining systematic erroIS are enumerated

in Table 7.9. The theoretical uncertainty is taken to be 9%. Then,

8(B- --+ DtJl-Vt)
'R = 8(8- --+ Ull-Vt) = 0.54 ± 0.60 ± 0.07 ± 0.05, (7.33)

where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is theoreticaL

In the computation of the erroIS on the ratio, the correlation between nDl and nD;

bas been properly taken into a.ccount. This leads to an upper limit of

B(B- --+ DtJl-Vl)
'R. = 8(B- --+ U/.t-Vl) < 1.5 (90% C.L.).

The right-sign sample in the data, after the subtraction of the continuum and fake

leptons backgrounds, is shown in Figure 7.15. The solid line is the result of the
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•

unbinned likelihood fit using the sum of the background and signal functiODS. The

dashed eurve illustrates the background fonction, while the histogram is the estimate

of the combinatorie background from MC. The amount of combinatorie background

was obtained from the tagged background in generie BB MC, which. was then scaled

by N in order to reproduce the amount of oombinatoric background in data. The

normalization factor N was calculated. in Section 7.3.8 (see Equation (7.23».

The difference in yield between the dashed line and tàe histogram could he in

terpreted. as a contribution from broad or nonresonant De1r in B semileptonie decays.

As one can see, we are unfortunately not d.irectly sensitive to the broad and nomes

onant De+1f- states, which instead would only be seen as an overall normalization

differenee.

The statistica1 uncertainty on the background yield nom the fit is considerable

('""'J 16%). Moreover, the amount of De+1f- is negIigible within the errors (statistical

and systematie) in the histogram. The systematie uncertainty on the scaling of the

combinatoric background is of the order of ::~. The systematie uncertainty was

obtained by varying the contribution of the Darrow DJ states within the error on nDJ

and by varying the contribution of the broad and nonresonant D·+1f- states to the

combinatoric background in our generie B ÏJ MC. A similar conclusion is obtained

when we use wrong-sign data to estimate the level of combinatorie background (see

Figure 7.8)-

In principle, one might be able ta estimate the contribution of the broad

and nonresonant states to B- -+ De+1f-rvt. In practice, the scaling of the back

ground is rather difficult to estimate since the states which decay ta De+1f- con

tribute to the combinatorlc background. The complications for the measurement of

8(B- -+ De+7f-l-;;t} arise fcom the fact that the shape of the combinatoric back

ground resembles the shape of the signal for the broad and nonresonant De+1r- states.

This leaves only the pœsibility of distinguishing the signal fcom the background on the

basis of overall normalizatioDS. Sucb. a measurement then requires a large sample of

B ËJ and an excellent understanding of the level of all the combinatorie backgrounds.

Therefore, no attempt was made to estimate the contribution of the broad
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Figure 7.15: The 6MJ distribution fcom data after the subtraction of the continuum
and fake lepton backgrounds The distribution is obtained by combining both DO
decay modes. The salid line is the result of the fit with the SUIn of the background
and signal functions. The dashed curve shows the background fonction fcom the fit,
while the histogram is the background œtimation !rom MC.
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and nonresonant D-+1r- states in semileptonic decays of the B mesoo. Such a mea

surement would he diflicult and highly model dependent because:

1. The broad DJ and the pure nonresonant D-1r states have not yet been esta

blished experimentally; thus, the estimation of the relative amount of each. D*7r

states in B decays relies on theoretical predictioDS.

2. The detection efficiency also depends on the predicted. D*7r invariant mass for

each state and on the decay dynamiœ of the B semileptooic decay within a

given theoretical framework.

7.5 q2 Spectrum for B- -+ D~t.-Vl

Despite the fact that the analysis is statistically limited, we are nevertheless able to

study the ri spectrum for B- -+ D~l-jjl. The ljl spectrum is extracted by fitting

the 6MJ distribution in four bins of q2, lœeping the mass and the width of the Ul.
fixed (see Table 7.1). In each bin, the appropriate continuum. and fake lepton yields

are subtracted from the fitted. yield. The final or net yield nD1 (ljl) is then corrected

by the reconstruction efficiency êDl (tf), which. was computed for the same ljl bine

Following Equation (7.15), the tf spectrum is then the differential decay rate:

dI\ nDl(r)/êDl (ti) (735)
dq2 = 2 TB- NT (4S) B(DY-+ D*+7r-) B(D-+ -+ [)O~)B(IJO -+ K-1r+(~»· .

The B- lifetime is taken to be TB- = (1.62 ±0.06) ps [6]. The D-+ and [JO branching

fractions used. are given in Equations (7.16)-(7.18). We assumed. B(~ -+ D-+7r-) =
67% and f +_ = 0.5. The resulting q'- spectrum is shown in Figure 7.16. The dashed

line in Figure 7.16 is the prediction from the ISGW2 mode! and the histogram. is the

result of the fit described below. One cao then make the change of variable ljl -+ W

(c./-, Equation (2.8» and look at the w distribution:

•
dI\
dw

_ G}1':;~m~~ (w2 _1)3/2 Fb.(w) X

~(w + 1) [(w - 1)(1 + rl)2 + w(l - 2wrl + r~)] , (7.36)
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Figure 7.16: The if spectrum for B- ~ IJfl.l-vl data after background subtraction
and efliciency correction. The error bar on each. data point is statistical only. The
dashed line is the prediction fcom the ISGW2 mode! and the histogram is the result
of the fit to the distribution. The details of the fit are discussed in the text.
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Source of :FDl(l) Pbl

Systematic Error

nDJ(tf) 6.6% 6.9%

eDl(tf) 4.5% 4.7%

8(D-+ -+ IJ01r+) 1.0% -
B(DO -+ K-1r+(1r0» 1.8% -

B ËJ cross-section 1.0% -
B- lifetime 2.3% -

IVc61 4.3% -
tf resolution 10.0% 10.0%

Total 1 13.9~ 1 13.0% 1

Table 7.10: Experimental systematic enors on FDl(l) and p21»..
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The decay rate df.'l/dw is related to rb
l
(w) IVc:b12. The Dleasured .r1».(w) IVc61 dis

tribution is shown in Figure 7.17 together with a fit to Equation (7.36) using the

functional form:

At this point, one cao. use the world average for the CKM element IVc61 = (39.6 ±
1.7) x 10-3 [15] to compute F OI (I) and Pb

I
• We obtain .rDI (!) = 0.38 ± 0.25 and

P1:h = 2.1±1.4. A linear fit to FD1(W) IVc:b1 is crude but we do not have the statistical

power to add a quadratic term in the fit. Therefore, we neglect the possible curvature

of the function F Dl (w). This effect can be quite significant, as shawn by the ISGW2

prediction for FDI(W) in Figure 7.17.

The precision of :FDl (1) is determined primarily by the data point at the

lowest W value, where, unfortunately, the statistica1 precision is poor. Each variation

of the nDl(tf), E:Dl(tf), N y (4S), B(D-+ -+ IJ07r+) and B(IJO --. K-1r+(,rJ» generates

a new q2 spectrum and gives new values for :FDl (1) and Pb
I

• The systematic un

certainties associated with the measured yield, the B B cross-section, the branching
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Figure 7.17: Measured values ofFDl (W) 1Vcbl from data. The result of the fit described
in the text is the solid line, and the dashed line is the prediction for F Dl (w) IVœl in
the ISGW2 model with IVcbl = 39.6 x 10-3 •
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fractions, and the reconstruction efliciency are propagated in the calculation of the er

ror on FD,. (w). They are listed in Table 7.10. The systematic uncertainties associated

with nDl and é~ are described in Section 7.3.6. The uncertainty on the if resolution

is about 10% (see Figure 7.3(c». Other systematic errors, sncb. as the experimental

errors on TS- and /Vcb/lead to a systematic uncertainty of 2.3% and 4.2% on .rDl(l)

respectively. The slope Pbl is not affected by an overall normalization caused by the

uncertainties on the B 13 cross-section, the branchiDg fractions, the B- lifetime, and

rVebr. We add the systematic errors in quadrature for a total uncertainty of 13.9% on

FDl (1) and 13.0% on n,l' as summarized in Table 7.10. The zero-recoil curvature

and the higher derivative of the Isgur-Wise fonction are dropped. from our description

of F Dl (w) and no attempt bas been made to include the theoretical uncertainty due

to the shape of F Dl (w). The model dependence of Pb
1

, due to the qz dependence

of the form factors, is aIso neglected. Together with the statistical and systematic

uncertainties, the fitted parameters are:

FD1(1) - 0.38 ± 0.25 ± 0.05

P~l - 2.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3

(7.38)

(7.39)

The result for .rDl (1) can be converted to an upper limit since we expect F(l) ta he

greater than zero.

(7.40)

•

For the upper limit calculation, we add the experimental systematic uncertainty to

the upper limit computed with the statistical error only.
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Chapter 8

Interpretations and Conclusion

8.1 Experimental Results

This thesis presents an investigation of the production of the narrow P-wave charm

mesons in semileptonic B decays using data collected by the CLEO n detector.

We measure the product branclüng fractions 1'(~) = B(B- -+ D~l-Vt)8(~ -+

D*+1[-) ta be:

'P(D~) - (0.373 ± 0.085 ± 0.052 ± 0.024) %, (8.1)

PCD;o) - (0.059 ± 0.066 ± 0.010 ± OJ)04) % < 0.16 % (90% C.L.), (8.2)

where the errors are statistical, systematic, and theoretical, respectively. The depen

dence of 'P(D~) on the input width of the ut can he parameterized. This gives

1'(D~) = [(0.373 + 9.25 x 10-2 dr) ± 0.085 ± 0.037 ± 0.024] %. (8.3)

In order to estimate the contribution of B- -+ I1l.l-vt and B- -+ DtJt-Vt to

the total semileptonic B meson branching fraction, we need to make some assumptions

about the branching fractions of the ~ mesons. Isospin conservation and CLEO

measurements of the decays of the~ mesoos suggest that B(Dt -+ D*+7r-) = 67%
and B(DtJ -+ D*+7r-) = 20%. Using these estimates we find

•
B(B- -+ ~t-iit) - (0.56 ± 0.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.04) %,

B(B- -+ D~riit) < 0.8 % (90% C.L.),

210

(8.4)

(8.5)
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which leads to an upper limit on the ratio of branching fractions

8(B- -+ D;ol-vt}
R, = 8(8- -+ Dît-vil < 1.5 (90% C.L.).

211

(8.6)

Furthermore, we measure the ri spectrum for B- -+ Dît-vl' Under strict

assumptions on the form of rDl(w), we determine the parameters rD1 (1) and tflDt ta

he

rDl(l) < 0.8 (90% C.L.),

Pbl - 2.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3 ,

(8.7)

(8.8)

where the first error is statistica1 and the second is the experimental systematic un

certainty.

8.2 Other Experimental Results

In this section, we compare our experimental results for 8(B- -+ D'l.i-vl) and

8(B- -+ Dtt-Vt) with other experimental results and we describe simiIar mea

surements done elsewhere. Here and throughout the remainder of this thesis, we use

E ËJ -+ D--e-Vl to denote all semileptonic decays of the B meson to orbitally and

radially excited D*- and nonresonant states D*X.

Early measurements of E B(E -+ D--l-vl) were pedormed. by the AR

GUS [27] and the CLEO [28] coUaborations. The ARGUS collaboration used the

D*i recoil mass squared, W(D*t), ta search for ËJ -+ D*-rrt-Vl' They used a MC

simulation based on the ISGW mode! to predict the rate, the shape of the M2(D-t)

spectrum, and the detection efficiencies for aIl the possible states which contribute

to E B(B -... D-*rvt). Isospin symmetry was employed to estimate the branching

fraction for D** -+ D*X. The signal process B -+ D*X l-Vt is shifted to positive

M'l(D*t) values as expected &om the non-vanisbing VtX invariant mass. Hence, the

yield for E B(E -+ D**t-Vt) js obtained by fitting the shoulder of Ml(D*l). The

ARGUS measurement is [17]:

• E B(B -+ D**t-vt) = (2.7 ±O.5 ± 0.5) %, (8.9)
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where the fist error is statistical and the second is systematic. The CLEO result

extended the recoil mass squared method to include the lepton momentum informa

tion because a process like ÏJ ~ D-i-Vt bas a hardèr lepton momentum spectrum

than Ë -+ D-7r'f,-Vt. Using the ISGW model to obtain an average efficiency for

E ÏJ ~ D·-t.-i/t, the CLEO collaboration obtains:

(8.10)

•

which is consistent with the ARGUS results. The ARGUS and the CLEO mea

surements do not include the uncertainty of the ISGW estimate of the relative D-

abundances. In fact, no model dependence is included in their systematic uncertain

ties. Bath CLEO and ARGUS neglected. the possible contribution from nonresonant

D-1r since the ISGW model does not incorporates such states. Therefore, it is difficult

to identify the decay chain that produœd the excess of D-X events.

The ALEPH, OPAL, and DELPHI collaborations have performed a direct

search for D(-)X production in B semileptonic decays. The ALEPH, OPAL, and

DELPffi detectors are loca.ted at the LEP collider at CERN, which operated at

...;s ~ 92 Oev during the LEP1 ruDS. At LEPl, the B mesons were produced back

to..back from the decay of the ZO to a pair of bb quarks. The fragmentation process of

the bottom quark gives rise to jet-Iike events with distinctive vertex topologies. The

B mesons are highly boosted (f3r ~ 6) in the laboratory frame and typically travel

a few centimeters before they decay. Silicon vertex detector information is therefore

extremely helpful in associating tracks from B and D Meson decays.

The ALEPH and OPAL analysis searched for B semileptonic decays with

a narrow, a broad, or a nonresonant D(-)1r pair in the final state. Sucb processes

have ïnteresting vertex topology due ta the large boost of the B Meson, as shown in

Figure 8.L Another desirable consequence of the B meson boost is that the decay

products from jj -+ D(a)1rt-;;t are aIso boosted; which reduœs the model dependence

of the reconstruction efficiencies because larger fractions of the momentum spectra are

sampled. Hence, the detection efliciency at LEPl is less model dependent than at the

T(45). Yet, the large boost at LEPl implies a lack of knowled.ge of the energy of the

B meson. As a consequence, the LEP experiments al.ways quote branching fractions
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Figure 8.1: Vertex topology at LEP1 for a. semileptonic ï!JO decay to a Dee+ which
then decays ta a V07rt. A semiIeptonic B- to a four-body De+7r-l-Vl state would
have a similar topology [29].

for il -. D(e)1rX l-Vl. Here, we assume that most of the D(e)7r states are produced

in B semileptonic decays with no additional particles. In Table 8.1, our results are

compared with the results fcom the LEP experiments. The ALEPH results for the

narrow D~ states are [29, 90]:

8(B- -+ D~rvt} - (0.70 ± 0.15 ± 0.12) %

8(B- -+ D~rvt) < 1.7% (95% C.L.).

The corresponding OPAL results are [30):

8(B- -+ D~rvl) - (2.14 ± 0.53 ± 0.50) %

8(B- -+ D~rvl) - (O.93±0.37±O.19)%.

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

•
Independent topological searches from ALEPH [29] and DELPHI [31] yield

rE~ults for inclusive D(a)X production in B semileptonic decay. ALEPH reported

8(E -. D7rl-Vt) + 8(E -+ De1rCï;,J = (2.26 ± 0.29 ± 0.33) %, (8.15)
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Reference
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ALEPH (0.70 ± 0.15 ± 0.12)% < 1.7% (95% C.L.) [29, 90]
OPAL (2.14 ± 0.53 ± 0.50)% (0.93 ± 0.37 ± 0.19)% [30]
CLEO (0.56 ± 0.13 ± 0.09)% < 0.9% (95% C.L.) This Analysis

Table 8.1: Comparison of experimental values for the branching fractioDS. The first
error listed is statistical and the second systematic. Our systematic uncertainty is
taken as the sum. in quadrature of the experimental systematic and theoretical un
certainties. We quote a 95% confidence level in the table for B(B- -+ DtJl-Vl) in
order to compare with the LEP measurements. We used 8(b -+ B) = 37.8% [6],
B(D~ -+ D-+7r-) = 67% and B(DiO -+ D-+7r-) = 20% to extract the ALEPH and
OPAL numbers from the product branching fractions that they quote. The LEP ex
periments actually measure B(B -+ lJ3.X rVl), but we neglect any contribution from
additional particles X for the comparison. ALEPH and OPAL aJso quote results for
other charged modes.

and DELPIU quoted a value for the ratio

B(B -+ De-X t+Vl)
( ) ( ) = 0.19 ± 0.10 ± 0.06, (8.16)B B -+ De-X l+Vl + B BO --+ D--l+Vl

where X represents neutral or charged particles. In ail LEPl measurements, the first

error is statistica1 and the second is the experimental systematic uncertainty. The

ALEPH and OPAL results for the narrow ~ production in B semileptonic decays

are consistent with ours. The OPAL measurement for B- -+ D~l-Vl is high, but still

consistent because of its large uncertainties.

8.3 Theoretical Predictions

As outlined in Chapter 3, several theoretical models make predictioDS for the decay

rate of exclusive semileptonic decays of the B Meson to excited charm Mesons. In
general, the theoretica1 models can he divided in two classes. The first class (Class 1)

includes the models which consider the charm. and bottom quarks heavy enough ta ne

glect higher order A.Qco/mq corrections beyond the HQS prescriptions. In Table 8.2,
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Experimental Results

8(B- --+ d/.t.-Vt) B(B- --+ D~l-ï/t)

CLEO II (0.56 ± 0.13 ± 0.08 ± 0.04)% < 0.8% (90% C.L.)

Theoretical Predictions (Class 1)

B(S- -+ d/.t-Vt) 8(B- --+ D~t.-ï/t)

SISM 0.088% 0.125%

va 0.281% 0.448%

CNP 0.131% 0.263%

SHJL 0.178% 0.264%

Theoretical Predictions (C1ass II)

8(B- --+ 1Ylt-ï/t> 8(B- -+ DfJ/.-Vt)

ISGW2 0.457% 0.229%

SHJL 0.297% 0.193%
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Table 8.2: Experimental results and theoretical predictions for the branching fractions
for B- --+ D~f.-Vt and B- --+ D~l-Vt. We used IVeII / = 39.6 x 10-3 and TS- = 1.62 ps
to compute the theoretical branching fractioDS.

our experimental results for 8(B- --+ Df.e-Vt) and B(B- --+ D~l-;;t) are compared

with the theoretical predictions obtained in the infinite heavy quark mass limit. The

second class (Class II) includes the models which account for possible effects which.

break HQS. They are aIso summarized in Table 8.2.

The result for 8(B- --+ Dfi-Vt) presented in this thesis disfavor all the

theoretical predictions which use the infinite heavy quark mass limit. The ISGW2

model is the one which is most consistent with both decay modes.

It is convenient to compare the ratio of branching fraction for B semileptonic

decays into members of the (Dl' Di) doublet. The theoretical prediction for both

classes of models are listed in Table 8.3. The LLSW model gives the ratio 'R, as
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Experimental Remlts 1

CLEO II 1 < 1.5 (~C.L.) 1

Theoretical Predictions (Class 1)

R

SISM 1.4

va 1.6

CNP 2.0

SHJL 1.5

LLSW 1.77 + 0.51f'

Theoretical Predictions (Class II)

1l

ISGW2 0.50

SHJL 0.65

LLSW (Approx. A) 0.85 + 0.27f'

LLSW (Approx. B) 0.67 + 0.13f'

Table 8.3: Experimental results and theoretical predictions for the ratio 'R.
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a function of T' = r(l)/r(l) [120]. Based on HQET predictioDS, the slope of the

leading Isgur-Wise function is believed to he negative. Therefore, f' < O. LLSW

estimate f' ~ -1.5.

Our result for R seems to be more consistent with the second class of models.

Unfortunately, our upper limit barely disfavors some models which consider the limit

mQ --+ 00. It becomes cIear however that the discrepancy between the two classes of

models May be explained by the AQco/mQ eflects.

The ISGW2, SHJL, and LLSW models provide us with predictions for the

intercept FDl(l). They are listed in Table 8.4. It must he noted that LLSW use the
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Experimental Results 1

Theoretical Predictions (Class 1)

FDt.(l)

SHJL 0.29

LLSW 0.88 - 0.02f'

Theoretical Predictions (C1ass II)

FDt.(l)

ISGW2 0.82

SHJL 0.23

LLSW (Approx. A) 0.61 - 0.01f'

LLSW (Approx. B) 0.55 - 0.04f'
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Table 8.4: Comparison of the experimental results and theoretical predictions for the
intercept F D1 (1).

assumption that 8(B- -+ IJCf.t-Vt) = 0.6% in their calculation of FDl (1). Because

of the large statistical uncertainty on the experimental FDl (w) 1Vcb( distribution, a

fit was performed with the assumption of a linear form for F Dl (w). The statistical

precision on ..rDl (1) is driven by the data near zero recoil. Unfortunately, the error

bar on the data point with the lowest w is large. Therefore, it is difficult to draw

a definite conclusion base<! on our measurement of the intercept .rDl(1). Although

the curvature might he significant at zero recoil, it seems that FDl (1) is smaller than

unity, which is a conservative statement considering the measured upper limit for

F D1 (1) presented here.
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Recent evidence of orbitally excited charm mesons production in B semileptonic de

cays opens unexplored experimental and theoretical territories. Qnly a few years ago,

the contribution of the P-wave charm mesons represented a poorly understood part

of the B semileptonic rate. To comprehend the whole of the inclusive and exclusive

branching fractions of the B semileptonic decays, it is essential to study the higher

resonance contributions.

Several implications stand out from the investigations of D(-)1r production at

CESR and LEP. The ALEPH result based on the topological vertex study (500 Equa

tion (8.15) suggests that the D(-)1r states make up 22.2±4.3% of the B semileptonic

decays. The DELPHI search for D-X is consistent with the ALEPH result. The

measurements presented in this thesis imply that the som of the semileptonic decays

which. produce a D 1(2420) or a Di(2460) meson in the final state accounts for at

least 13% of 8sL. Therefore, our results indicate that a substantial fraction (~18%)

of the inclusive ËJ semileptonic rate is from modes other than Dlvl, D*ivl1 D I lvl,

and Dilvt, as summarized in Table 8.5. A clear picture of the contribution of the

broad and nonresonant D(-)1r to the total B semileptonic rate has not yet emerged

from the reœnt experimental efforts. It should he noted that these interpretations

hold under specific assumptions: we assume the contribution of three body, p, and Tl

decays of the narrow D J to he negligible.

On the theoretical side, considerable effort bas been devoted. to understanding

the dynamics of heavy quark mesons. Great interest bas been given to the description

of ËJ -+ DC*)tvt semileptonic decays in the framework provided by HQET. The heavy

quark symmetry enormously simplifies the analysis of b -+ C transitioDS. In HQET,

the universal Isgur-WISe functions embody details of low-energy QCD effects. As the

accuracy of the experimental measurements increase, other open questions related to

the form of the Isgur-Wise functions must he addressed. A precise determination of

IVc61therefore relies on profound theoretical understanding ofnonperturbative strong

interaction physics underlying the decay of the B meson.

The decays of the B meson to orbitallyexcited charm mesons offer a promising
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1Branching Fraction 1DecayMode

B ~ DtVt (1.94 ± 0.26)%

B~ D-tVt (5.05 ± 0.25)%

B~ DitVt (0.56 ± 0.16)%

B~ DitVt < 0.8%

Bst, (10.18 ± 0.(0)%

Inclusive - Exclusive ~1.83%

Table 8.5: Contribution of B- ~ .orft-Vt and B- ~ DiOl-Vt to the inclusive B
semileptonic rate based on our measurements. The quoted error for B(R ~ D1tVt)
is the som in quadrature of the statistical, experimental systematic, and theoretical
uncertainties. The confidence level for the upper limit on B(B ~ DitVt) is 90%.

•

capability to understand the levei of the heavy quark symmetry breaking to order of

Â.Qco/mQ. Our measurement ofthe rate for B- ~ [)ffl-Vt disfavors ail the theoretical

predictions that advocate small Aqco/mQ corrections beyond HQS for semileptonic

decays of the B meson to P-wave charm mesons (see Table 8.2 for details).

As mentioned earlier, the zero recoil matrix elements of the weak currents

between the B Meson and any excited charm meson vanish in the fflQ ~ 00 limita

However, at arder of Â.Qco/rnq, these matrix elements are not neœssarily zero and the

rates might be enhanced because most of the available phase space for B- ~ I1Jl-Vt

is near zero recoiL It turns out that the Â.Qco/fflQ corrections are more important

for the spin one (J = 1) member of the i = 3/2 doublet since the matrix element

(DJ(v', €)I(VP - AP)IB(v)} near zero recoil cao. only he nonzero for spin zero or spin

one charm Mesons. This argument then explaiDs why the Aqco/rnq corrections lead

to a suppression of the ratio "R,. The measured upper limit in Equation (8.6) suggests

that B- --+ DiOl-Vt is suppressed in comparison to B- -+ I1/.t-Vt.

In HQET, the differential decay rate for B- --+ dit-Vt provides information

about the shape of the leading Isgur-Wise function r(w), which then allows insight

into nonperturbative QCD effects. In this thesis, we presented the first measurement

of the differential decay rate for B- ~ D~l-Vt. Conclusions and interpretatioDS based
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on our measurement ofF Dt (w) are bard to draw since the statistical precision is poor.

Nevertheless, our measurement opens new ground for the study of the shape of the

Isgur-Wise function and thus on nonperturbative strong physics in B semileptonic

decays.

8.5 Future Prospects

Accurate experimental studies of semileptonic B decays to P-wave charm mesons will

be possible in the future. Near term measurements are most Iikely to come from

the CLEO collaboration. The actual CLEO II data set consists of approximately

5.5 pb-Ion the T(4S) resonance and 2.8 pb-1 below the T(4S) resonance. At

CLEO, the use of the recompress data and the installation of a silicon vertex detector

in July 1995 should improve the track-finding efficiency on the slow pion from the

D* and therefore lead to better measurements of 8(B- -+ l1/.t-Vt) and 8(B- -.

Dioe-Vt). Furthermore, precise measurements of the masses and widths of the narrow

D~ states from an inclusive analysis should reduce the uncertainty on the shape of

the resonances; which will imply a significant reduction of the main systematic error

in any study of narrow P-wave charm mesons production in B decays.

Long term measurements will probably talœ place at CLEO Ill, as weIl as

at the SLAC and KEK asymmetric B-Factories. The peak luminosity designed for

future e+e- colliders operating at a center-of-mass energy near the BB threshold

is about 3 x 1()33 cm-2S-1• Achieving this luminosity would yield approximatively

107 BËJ pairs per year. With the large B meson data samples expected from these

experiments, the opportunities for precise studies of B semileptonic decays will be

greatly expanded. It will he possible to ïnvestigate the full dynamics of B- ~ lYl.t-0t

and B- -. D~e-Vt by measuring the fonn factors governing sucb decays. However,

much work remains in improving the measurements of the semileptonic branching

fraction of the B mesons to the elusive broad and nonresonant D(-)1r states. A

detailed understanding of their contribution ta the inclusive B semileptonic rate will

certainly require advanced. analysis techniques.

Analysis at asymmetric B-Factories might be able to reduce the combinatoric

Alain Bellerive

Alain Bellerive

Alain Bellerive
f

Alain Bellerive

Alain Bellerive
f
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background by using separate B-vertex constraints. Other methods, sucb. as the

neutrino reconstruction technique deve10ped at CLEO ta reconstruct ËJ ~ 1rivt,

should provide a new experimental taol for reducing the background level in future

exclusive B measurements at high luminosity machjnes.

In summary, it is expected that the global effort in studying the semileptooic

B decays ta charm mesons will provide a better understanding of the fundamental

interactions which govern heavy quark decays. It is clear that there are a large number

of interesting phenomena in B physiœ that require a large data sample. Future

experimental facilities operating near the threshold of open beauty production will

provide the oPPOrtunity to investigate the weak properties of the bottom quark in

much more detail. This will open the possibility of many new tests of the Standard

Model and widen the search for the origin of CP violation.

8.6 Conclusion

Since the early 2Oth. century, tremendous progress bas been made in particle physics.

The considerable achievement in establishing that matter is made of quarks and lep

tons interacting via gauge bosons is due to great experimental and theoretical efforts.

The rea.1ization that the dynamics of elementary particles cao be described by quan

tum field theories pœsessing local gauge symmetry represents indeed a remarkable

breakthrough in understanding the distinct fundamental forces that govern quarks

and leptons. The description of how matter interacts through the exchange of gauge

field quanta such as photon, gluons, and weak bosons proved the success of the mo..

dem framework provided by the Standard Model. In reœnt yeatS, the Standard

Model has succeeded remarkably well in describing the fundamental constituents of

the miCIophysical world. Nevertheless, many questions remain unanswered and there

are certainly discoveries waiting beyond the Standard Model. For instance, such spec

ulation inevitably leads ta the possibility that quarks and leptons have substructure

themselves. Decisive searches for the ultimate building blocks of nature and their

interactions will take place at the new colliders of the next œntury.
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CLEO Terminology

Detector

PTL Precision tracking layers

VD Vertex chamber

DR Main drift cbamber

CD Central drift chambers (PTL+VD+DR)

CC Electromagnetic ca10rimeter

TF Time-of-ftight counters

MU Muon chambers

General

•

KLASGL

R2GL

EBEAM

DUET

CDFT

Event class:

< 10 - Bhabhas, mupairs, cosmic and ~'t'Y events,

= 10 - Hadronic events,

= Il - Beam gas events.

Ratio of Fox-Wolfram moments.

Beam energy.

Tracking program.

Calibration program.
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Lepton Identification

DPTHMU Number of nuclear absorption lengths traveled. in MU.

MUQUAL Ttack quality matching Bag between MU and CD.

R2ELEC Logarithm. likeIihood ratio for electron.

Track

226

TRKMAN

KINCD

DBCD

ZOCD

CZCD

Vertex

l'rack quality &g.

Ttack identifier:

= 0 - Ttack from primary vertex,

= 2 - Ttack from secondary vertex.

Distance of closest approach to the interaction point (r - tP plane).

Z coordinate at the point of closest approach to the origin.

cos (J of the track ((J = polar angle).

•

VFINDR

RBMTX

CHITX

COSVO

IDTX

The CLEO vertex finder.

Vertex displacement from the interaction point.

~ of vee pointing to main vertex.

oos(p, Pwrtex).

Vertex type:

= 0 - Unidentified,

= 1 - "'f,

= 2 -K2,
=4-A,

= 8-A.
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Hybrid of the Goity and Roberts

Model

In this appendix we give the form factors of the G&R hybrid model used at CLEO.

The hybrid model coded in EvT [54] is meant ta describe the nonresonant decay

Ë ~ D(·)1rlvt. We propose a simple extension of the standard G&R model: ta

remove the D contributions ta the rates, we take out from the form factors ail the

terms with a iJ propagator.

In the next sections, we describe one by one the differences between the form

factors of the standard G&R mode! and the EvT hybrid. The formulae of Appendix C

of Reference [60] are rewritten as described in Section 3.5.5. We refer continually to

this publication for equation numbers. The reader should consult it for details on

the explicit definition of each form factor. We will therefore employ exactly the same

notation as used by Goity and Roberts in their paper.

C.l The Form Factors for B -+ D1rlvl

The form factors for B -+ D1rlVt. are divided in two categories: the nonresonant (NR)

and the resonant (R) contributions. Equation (C3) in [60] is replaœd by:

hNR = 9 ~(II) ( 1 )
2Fo MBMD Pw·V + 6mB - i€ '
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- -2~ {(v) (1 + v) ( : . ) ,.co p".-V + ms - tE

9 {(v) ( Pr-V + Pw-V ' )

- 2Fo Ms Pr-V + dms -iE '

- 00 (C_I)

And Equation (C4) becomes:

h R - Q2 P2(v) (v -1) ( 1 )
6FoMs MD P1r-V + 6ii1,.z

+ 113 {(ll(v) ( 1 )
2Fo MsMD PrOV + 6m3 '

AIR - Q2 P2(v) (v2 _ 1) ( 1 _ )
6Fo Pr-V + 6fn2

113 {<'l(v) (1)(1 + v) _,
2Fo pw-V + 6m3

A2R
Ql Pt.(v) ( p,,-v )- 2FoMs P1f'-v + dmi

112 P2(v) { 1 [1 1 1 1 ) J}+ FoM
s

Pw-v + 6m2 6(11 Pr-V - P1r-V) + ïCPr-V - V p1f'°V

+ 113 {(ll(v) (p,,-(v + tI) )
2Fo Ms Pr oV + 6m3 '

A3R
Ql Pt.(v) ( P.. -v )-
2FoMD Pr-V + 6ml

Q2 P2(v) e II} (C.2)FoMD 2 Pr-V+6~ (Pr·U - V ProU) 0

C.2 The Form Factors for B ~ D*7rtvl

For B -+ D-1rliil, Equation (C7) with the NR contribution becomes

•
h lNR -

g{CII) Pr-V

FoMsMD Pfr-v + 6ms-iE'
g{(II) 1
FoMs ProV + 6mB - iE'
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h lR -

•

haNR
g~(v) (1 l+v )- FoMD Ptt"V + 6mB - ie Pft"v' + ie '

flNR ~M (1 1)- 2FoMs Ptt'V +6ms - ie Ptt"v +6mD + ie '

f2NR
Ms

- MD flNR,

faNR - f4.NR = 0,

fSNR - g~(v) (1 Pr-v )
2FoM s M D + Pr"V + 6mB - ie '

f6NR
ge(v)

(p,.-v +:ms - if: - Pr-:+ if:) ,- 2FoMs

kNR
ge(v) ( Pr-u' - v p,.-v p,.-v - v p,.-V')- 2Fo 5 . + v' ,p'ft"V + ms - te Pw' + te

9INR - 0,

92NR - 0,

9aNR - 0,
gç(v) 1

94.NR - FoMD P'ft"v' + ie'

9SNR - O. (C.3)

As one may note, (C7) in [60] is indeed unchanged because it contains no

pole in any of the form factors. Finally, Equation (CS) is repIaced by

QI Pl(V) ( Pft"V )
FoMsMD -pfr'V - 6ml

+ Q2 P2(v) (pwoV (1 + 2v) - Pr"v/)
3FoMs MD Pr"V +6~
Q3 ç(l)(v) Pr"V

FoMsMD P."V + 6m3 '
Q2 (1 + v) P2(v) 1 Qa ~(I)(V)

3FoMs -pft·V - 6m2 FoMs (Pr"v + 5ma) ,

_ Q2 P2(v) ( 1+ v )
3FoMD p'ft"V +6~

Q3 e(I)(v) ( 1 )
FoMD Pr oV + 6m3'
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flR
a2 P2(v)(v -1) ( 1 )- 6FoMs Pr-V +6'"'-2

aa ~(ll(v) ( 1 )
2FoMB PrOV + 5m3 '

f2R
Ms

- MD flR,

f3R - f4R =0,

fSR
QI 1'1(v) ( h-

V
)- 2FoMB MD Pr oV + 5ffl1

+
Q2 P2(v) e,.-u-kh-v ~1 + 2 v»)

2FoMs MD Pr-V + 6Tn2

+ cta ~(ll(v) ( h-V )
2FoMBMD Pr-V + 6m3 '

f6R
ct2 P2(v)(v -1) ( 1 )- 6FoMB Prov+6~

+
cta ~(ll(v) ( 1 )
2FoMs Pr °V + 6m3 '

kR
al Pt(v) (v - 1) ( p,.oV )- 2Fo pr-V + 5ml

ct2 P2(v)(v - 1) (P,.-v, - v h-V»)
3Fo proV + 6m2

+
cta e(ll(v) (<ProU - v hOV»)

2Fo Pr-v + 6m3 '
91R - 0,

92R - 0,

93R - 0,

94R
Q21>2(V)

(h-v~6mJ '
-

3FoMD
9SR - 00 (CA)
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Appendix D

Piece-w-ise Linear Fit

The piecewise linear method is used to fit a continuous function or distribution with a

variable number of connected straight line segments of equal width. Each segment is

parameterized by a slope and a y-intercepte The slope and the intercept are calculated

with a weighted least-squares fit of the data points within the bin they parameterize.

Briefly, the pieœwise method may he described as follows: Consider a distribution of

n data points (Xl, YI ± O't), (X2, Y2 ± CT2), • •• , (X"' y" ± CT,,) that we want to fit into k

(k < n) connected line segments with m = nlk points per segment. The condition

that the segments have ta he connected. reduces the nomber of fcee parameters to just

the slopes of the line segments and the y-intercept of the first segment. AlI the other

intercepts can he obtained from the first intercept and the preceding slopes. Let L

he the width of each segment. The functional dependence can be written as:

Yo + L(9l + 92 + ... + 9«-1) + (x - (k - I)L)8k if (k - I)L < x < kL•

where

f=

Yo +x81 ifO<x<L

ifL<x<2L

(D.I)
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According to the least squares principle, the best values of the unknown pacameters

are those which rninjmize
n

~ = Ebli - !(Xi)}/tif
i=1

In matrix notation

ï=Aé

where A is a (k + 1) x n matrix and é is a (k + 1) dimensional vector.

(D.2)

(D.3)

o o o

1 Xm 0 0

1 L Xm+l- L 0

A=

1 L X2m- L 0

1 L L x2m+1- 2L

o
o

o

o

1 L

The solution for ë is:

L L Zn - (k -I)L

•
(D.4)
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with

Y1

233

y= Y2

Yn

•

and V = Diag(of). The final solution for the slopes and the intercepts of the pieœwise

fit is ë.
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Appendix E

Fake Muon Study

The experimental study of B semileptonic decays at CLEO il is of basic importance in

understanding the weak interaction in the &amework of the Standard Model. Muon.

detection and identification is a key factor in sncb studies. In this appendix, we

present the results of muon fake rates using the MUTR package. This study was es

sential in the determination of the faire muon background yields for the measurements

of B(B- ~ D~l-Vl) and 8(B- ~ D~l-fjl).

E.l Data Sample for the Fake Muon Study

The full data set available for this fake rate study correspond to an integrated lumi

nosity of 3.11 fb-1 on the T(4S) resonance, and 1.61 fb-1 at a œnter-of-mass energy

,...., 55 MeV below the T(4S) resonance (i.e., pre-recompress 482 through 4SG). This

large sample, collected with the CLEO II detector, allows us to use tight requirements

for our hadron selection, thereby providing clean hadron samples with high statistia.

E.2 Hadron Abundances and Fake Rates

Fake muons are hadrons misidentified as muoDS. The fake rates are the probabilities

of misidentification. The fake rate probabilities for muons are much higher than for

electrons. The fake rates for pions (Ffr), kaons (FK), and protons (Fp ) depend on the

234
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momentum, the charge, and the penetration depth of the particle. To determine the

overall background from muon fakes from charged particles at the T(4S) resonance,

we need to know the individual misidentification probabilities for pions, kaons and

protons, and their relative abondances.

We determ.ined the hadron abundanœs, li with i = 7r, K or p, from Monte

Carlo simulation. The generic B B Monte Carlo bas been adjusted to simulate ade

quately the abundances for every particle species- The average hadron abundanœs,

for positively and negatively charged hadrons produced at the T (4S), is shown in

Figure E.l as a function of the hadron momentum.

Fake rate probabilities are poorly modelecl [98] in the GEANT based simu

lation of the CLEO il detector. Bence, we need to develop a method for selecting

pure samples of hadrons from data. To determined the fake rates (.ri), pions from

K2 -+ 1r+1r-, kaons from [JO -+ K-1r+, and protons from AO -+ prr-, are selected.

Depending on their momentum, both the Ka and A particles can trave1 several cen

timeters into the central detector before decaying ta the observable final state. This

makes it possible to reconstruct their secondary vertices by pairing two opposite

charged particles reconstructed in the CLEO II tracking system. For the DO, we use

the usual D*+ trick, where 6m = M(D*) - M(D) is weIl known. By reconstructing

the decay chain D*+ -+ IJOtr- with DO -+ K-1r+ [19], the charge of the pion from the

D*+ uniquely tags the charged tracks from the VO meson.

E.3 Hadron Selection

The method developed to mea.sure the fake rate probabilities uses samples of pions,

kaons, and protons with a small contamination fcom other particles. In this section, we

will first give some general track selection criteria, and then enumerate the individual

selection criteria for our pion, kaon, and proton samples. The CLEO terminology can

be found in Appendix B.
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E.3.1 General1.rack Selection Criteria
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We obtain BB events by selecting hadronic events (i.e., KLASGL=10) with R2GL <
DA and with at least four good tracks. Each charged track used for the fake analysis

must have:

• Passed the TRKMAN criteria

• (CZCD( < 0.85 for LO GeV/c < (p( < 1.5 GeV/c

• ICZCDI < 0.82 for L5 GeV/c < Ipl < 2.0 GeV/c

For each hadron hypothesis i (with i = 1r, K or p), we compute for each

charged track the probability, P(X;), and the likelihood, iht.

(E.!)

(E.2)

•

The calculated values of X; are converted into the probability P(X;) which is base<!

on either one or two independent PID measurements, depending whether the track

has dE/ dx and/or time-of-flight information. Then,

l~ = T1ïP(xr) ,
EnjP(xj)

where the factors nj are the relative abundanœs for each hadron. We use the approx

imation 1t,r = 0.78, nK = 0.20, and np = 0.02. We force every track under a given

hypothesis to have lh.& > 0.01.

Here we rely on both the dE/ dx and TOF information for the hadron identi

fication since this study does not depend on the MC simulation of the TOF counters.

Hadron identification based on dE/ dx is described in Section 6.7. The hadron iden

tification capability of the TOF system is 5nmmarized in Section 4.4.

E.3.2 Pion sample

We identify pions from IC1 ~ 1r+1r- secondary vertices using the CLEO vertex finder

VFINDR. We require the invariant mass difference IM(1r+1r-) - mK.1 ta be less than

8 MeV/ l? The vertex and track criteria for selecting pions are:
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• IDTX=2

• KINCD=2

• DBCD > 0.001 m

• CHITX< 3

• RBMTX > 0.01 m

• COSVO > 0.95
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After applying all the selection criteria, the combinatoric background is negligible,

as can he seen in Figure E.2(a), 50 that the contamination of the pion sample is

negligible.

E.3.3 Proton Sample

Protons are selected from the decay of the long-lived A particles, which decay 63.9% of

the time to a proton and a pion. We require the invariant mass difference IM(p7r-)

mAI to he Jess than 3 MeV/ r? The vertex and track criteria for selecting yrr pairs

are:

• IDTX=4 or 8

• KINCD=2

• DBCD > 0.001 m

• CHITX<3

• RBMTX > 0.01 m

• COSVO > 0.95

As for the K., the detached vertex of the A provides a c1ean sample of protODS. The

invariant mass distribution for our A candidates is shawn in Figure E.2(b) .
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E.3.4 Kaon Sample
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We select kaons in the decay chain De+ ~ D°1rda-' where [JO ~ K-1r+. First, the

K-1r+ combination is required to have an invariant mass within 16 MeVfil (,..., 20-)

of the nominal [JO mass. The reconstructed mass difference dm = M(IJOtr+) 

MCDO) is required to he within 1.5 MeVfél (....., 1.50") of the known D·+ - DO mass

difference. Besides the mass cuts, we require good pm on the pion from the De+.

The momentum of the pion from the D-+ is in the range where PID provides good

separation. Thus, we require lhr-,- > 0.1. The vertex and track quality cuts for the

D·+ daughters are:

• KINCD =0

• DBCD < 0.005 m and ZOCD $ 0.05 m

By requiring the cuts listed above on the [JO candidates, we suppress the combinatoric

background sufficiently (see Figures E.2(c) and E.2(d».

E.4 Results

For a given hadron hypothesis, the fake rate is defined as the ratio of the number of

tracks identified as a muon in the fiducial volume of the muons chambers (~_~) over

the total numher of tracks in the same fiducial volume (Ni):

(E.3)

•

The fake rates are calculated in different momentum hins for positively and negatively

charged particles separately. Hadron are selected with the criteria described in the

previous section. Fake muons are those particles which pass the hadron track criteria

and the muon acceptance cuts:

• MUQUAL =0

• For 1.0 GeV/c < )pl < 1.5 GeV/c: 3 <DPTHMU < 5

• For 1.5 GeV/c < (pl < 2.0 GeV/c: DPTHMU > 5
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The individual muon misidentification probabilities are shawn in Figures E.3, E.4,

and E.S. In each figure there are two plots, one for positively charged particles, and

one for the negatively charged particles. The errors on the Cake probabilities are

statistical ooly.

E.5 Consistency Checks

A similar fake rate study for pions and kaons was performed. in the early stage of

CLEO II [121]; the two results are in very good agreement. As a consistency check,

we computed the muon Cake rates for pions with the IJO sample. The agreement

between the two measurements is reasonable. Of course the results from the K$
sample have smaller statistical errors. In Figure E.6, the fake rates are overlaid for

both pion samples.

As expected, we observe a significant differenœ between the fake rates for K+

and K-. The asymmetry is due to the cross-section dilference, q(K-p) > q(K+p),

and to the larger nuclear capture probability for negatively charged kaoos. Positively

charged pions a1so have a somewhat higher fake probabilities than negatively charged

pions.

Other studies of fake muons from pions have been done by other collabora

tors [98, 122]. They obtained a clean sample of pions from the decay chain T+ ~ p+v,

with p+ --. 1r+1r0 (B(r+ --. p+v) ~ 25%). Tau pair candidates are tagged by se

lecting events in which one of the tau decays into a muon plus neutrinos. The

1r+ is tagged by first reconstructing the 1r0 • Their Cake rates are larger than ours

(t!J'rj:Ffr;510% - 15%), which could be explained by an admixture of kaoos. They

quote a 2% admixture of kaons in their pion sample due to the Cabibbo suppressed

decay T+ ~ K*+v when K·+ ~ K+1r°. We estimate our overall contamination to

be less than 1%. The agreement is satisfactory when we consider the difference in

topology between T+T- and BfJ events.

The contamjnation of our kaon sample from combinatoric background is

somewhat larger than the contamination in our pion and proton samples (see Fig

ure E.2). As a cross-check, we estimated the contamjnation using a DO sideband and
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re-calculated the faIœ rates F K • No major discrepancy was found between the FK

calculated with a [JO sideband subtraction and F K given in Figure E.4.

E.6 Systematic Uncertainty

The determination of the fake rates using the method described in the previous sec

tions deals only approYimately with kaons or piODS decayiDg in ftight ta muons within

the tracking chambers. Based on a study described in [121], the discrepancies are

expected to be very smaIl however. Another efIect that we neglected in the present

study is the dependence of the fake probabilities on the polar angle of the track. This

question was raised by the Systematic Advisory Committee (SAC) [98] at CLEO.

The fake probabilities show no dependence within the barrel region; outside the bar

rel region, they are somewhat lower, sinœ there is more shielding. This is believed to

he a small effect because the distribution of polar angle of the non-leptons used for

the faire background study is very sirniJar ta that of the lepton in the data events. A.

conservative systematic error of ±25% on the fake rates should he used.
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Figure E.2: Distribution of invariant mass differenœs: (a) M(1r+1r-) - mK. and
(h) M(pzr-) - mA before (unshaded) and after (hatched) the application of the eut
for a detached vertex (KINCD = 2). The requirement that Ka and A must originate
from a secondary vertex leads to negligible background. The mass difference 6m is
shawn in (c), and the invariant mass of our [JO candidates is shawn in (d). Agam,
there is little combinatoric background under the mass peaks.
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